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ABSTRACT
THE INDIVIDUAL AS A SITE OF STRUGGLE:
SUBJECTIVITY, WRITING, AND THE GENDER ORDER
MAY 1996
KAITLIN A. BRIGGS, B. A., SMITH COLLEGE
M. Ed., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ed. D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Doris Shallcross

Using a feminist poststructuralist framework, "the self,"
language, gender, writing, and schooling are retheorized in this
study. An undergraduate course focused on developing thinking in
writing was taught to nine female students. The intent of the study
was to learn more about writing as an active socio-cultural site
where writers could be found negotiating their ways through
networks of power relations. Data were gathered to provide a
description of the content and process of the course and the
creative space it provided for students to develop their own writing
practices; to examine subjectivity in flux and how writing came to
influence it; and to consider the students' thinking as conveyed in
their writing in terms of its discursive content.
Several significant features of the course emerged. Most
importantly the course was structured around an array of
intertextual layers, including continual opportunity for writers to

v

hear each other's in-class writing and feminist readings. Other
aspects that are discussed include the teacher-student relationship
and the provocative edge that emerged in the course by setting
aside a more traditional disciplinary focus and dramatically
increasing polyvocality.
The writing of two students across the semester is examined
in-depth.

Feminist poststructuralist theorists describe

subjectivity

as pieced together, as in process, and under construction. By looking
at the students' writing, these features were found but from the
point of view of lived subjectivity.
Using Foucault's theory of discourses as a starting point, the
following content was discovered in the students' writing and is
explored as a function of discourse: struggles within heterosexual
relationships; preoccupation with the female body; and New Age
Thinking.
The intertextual layers of the course together offered these
female student writers an alternative version of the social world.
The writing did not bring the students to any definitive point, but
rather it became a way for each to articulate and follow her own
movement in and out of struggle. These writers negotiated their
way through these relations of power at the same time that a new
subject position - that of female thinker/writer - presented itself
through the course structure.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Overview of the Study
At the heart of my work has been the practice of writing as a
way to know "the self," not in any absolute sense but as a work in
progress. I used to consider this work as what I called "self¬
development through writing." When considered within such a
humanist frame, however, "the self" that is created and revealed
through writing is experienced as somehow pure and removed from
the world. George Eliot wrote at the end of Middlemarch that, "there
is no creature whose inward being is so strong that it is not greatly
determined by what lies outside it." A privatized sense of self
makes it easy to disregard the larger socio-cultural forces that
inevitably shape individual lives. From a feminist perspective
writing as a way to know "the self" takes on a particular echo.
Women have generally been either the source of inspiration for
male writing, absent altogether from writing, or a subject written
about, but traditionally have not been authors themselves. When
and where women have written, their work has been marginalized
or erased altogether and not incorporated into the literary canon,
always with the famous exceptions such as Eliot.
The focus of this dissertation is an undergraduate university
course that I taught titled "Women and Creativity." The course
content revolved around two interactive components: process
writing and feminist readings.1 In the course students learned to
use writing non-instrumentally, in other words, in order to think
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rather than to produce. For most students this was the first course
they have ever taken that uses writing only in this way, releasing
them from the mostly explicit, always implicit academic goal of
producing written artifacts.
The readings drawn from feminist thought and literature
were used to discover thematic connections between the students'
and the teacher's writing and the writing of other women who
struggled to create and think. Attempts to understand the work of
creation foreground and mythologize individual potential and
achievement, but little attention has been given to the historical,
socio-cultural conditions out of which creative work does or does
not emerge (see LeFevre, 1987; Nochlin, 1971; & Olsen, 1978). As
reading and writing occurred within this context, the class became a
temporary community within which students were able to do the
underground work of exploring and challenging their own thinking;
express and reflect upon their own developing concerns, stories,
and ideas; read in order to hear themselves do this; and "overhear"2
others. In the process of overhearing others, students came to hear
themselves differently; for some, what was dismissed or
pathologized about themselves could begin to fit into larger
frameworks that can be understood as attempting to regulate and
prescribe

(appropriate) female behavior.

In 1993 a female student in this course made the following
comment in one of her pieces of writing: "I've been told a thousand
times that I think too much." At the time I understood this story to
reference many episodes in which this student wanted to express
herself but came up against socialization that sought to restrain this
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expression. She struck me as someone who loved to think, and I
sought to encourage her. Since that time I have come into contact
with feminist poststructuralist theory and as a result have come to
question my response to this student. One of the defining concepts
of poststructuralist theory is the interdependency of thought,
language, and reality (Brodkey, 1992). In order to capture the way
that identity is always under construction and neither innate nor
fixed, poststructuralist theory suggests that "what we are" are not
"selves" but constantly moving "subjectivities" (Lather, 1991;
Weedon, 1987). Feminist theory points to the almost universal twotiered organization of social reality into dominant (male) and
subordinate (female) groups, what Gilbert and Taylor (1991)
describe as the patriarchal gender order (see also, Connell, 1987 &
Matthews, 1984). While acknowledging that organization, feminist
poststructuralist theory foregrounds the ways in which as
subjectivities we operate under a socio-cultural imperative to
create and present ourselves as identifiably male or female, while beyond fundamental anatomical differences - not being essentially
either one.
I now think of my desire to encourage the student in the
above story as coming from unexamined (humanist) assumptions
anchored in notions of a "real" self that can speak and write in its
"true" voice unhampered under ideal conditions. What I failed to
grasp was that these assumptions smooth over the struggling
referenced in this story and, therefore, how this struggling not only
implies constantly shifting relationships and contains deep
contradictions but is also part of something larger. In order to get at
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that something larger and the workings of power and desire in
those relationships, part of the work of this dissertation has been to
retheorize "the self," language, gender, schooling, and literacy using
a feminist poststructuralist framework. These constructs can then
be understood as overlapping sites for negotiating identity within
relations of power. Theorized collectively as such they can provide a
context for a feminist/critical pedagogy that seeks to challenge
"who we are" in order to create other possibilities for "who we could
become."
Feminist poststructuralist theory has also helped me to think
differently about the writing in this course. The focus of this
dissertation is to explore that difference in three general ways. The
first way concerns the larger implications of developing a writing
practice particularly for female students. One of the primary goals
of the Women and Creativity course was to guide students in the
development of their own writing practices. The writing in the
course was oriented toward expression, exploration, and reflection.
Students learned a very specific writing form that in some ways
could be thought of as a meditation in writing. A writing session is
referred to as having a "Write": the room is quiet; the music comes
on; writers record every thought as it occurs but along the way
question their thinking in a specific way; the music ends; and the
Write is closed by asking four questions in writing about this
particular writing episode.3 By the end of the semester students
had forty of these writing sessions. They knew how to do this kind
of writing and beyond the course had their accumulated practice to
draw upon as a resource.
4

Poststructuralist theory, however, foregrounds the social and
political aspects of writing (Brodkey, 1987, 1992). The act of sitting
down to write can then be considered as a self-defining act within
relations of power (Solsken, 1993). A writing practice in this sense
becomes, "a self-creative activity through which we make the
world" (Lather, 1991, p. 11) that "unfolds in time" (Bourdieu, 1990,
p. 81). There is no writing in a sense but "ways of writing" valued
differently across situations. Throughout the process of schooling
teachers generally value action, curiosity, and independence in their
students, but for female students this must be negotiated with the
need to demonstrate social competence as females, linking girls
with signifiers such as passivity and nurturance (Walkerdine,
1990). Because the "way of writing" in this course emphasized the
active engagement of thought, its public (classroom) expression, and
its coupling with feminist goals, it functioned subversively. A focus
of this project has been to understand more about the process of
developing writing as a feminist practice (DuPlessis, 1990).
The second way feminist poststructuralist theory has enabled
me to think differently about the writing in this course has to do
with considering student writing over the course of a semester as a
textual history of subjectivity in flux. In their writing students
made reference to various situations in their lives, told stories,
posed questions, grappled with ideas, and described psychological
states. Through the writing process they expressed shifts and
changes in their thinking and feeling about these. These shifts and
changes could be construed as evidence of subjectivity "in process,"
a term Kristeva (1986c) uses to resist the assumption of a static,
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essentially male or female self and to capture instead the constant
process and struggling of subjectivities.
The third way feminist poststructuralist theory has come to
inform my understanding of the writing in this course concerns the
constructedness of subjectivity. Students seemed to go through a
process in the course, because of their overhearing of other
students' writing and the feminist readings, of connecting with
other women's experience, deprivatizing their own thinking, and
shifting their gaze outward - to the world - in order to seek
explanations for their lives. Feminist poststructuralist theory offers
a conceptualization of the relationship between individuals and the
world that gets at the complicated ways we invest ourselves in
particular ways of being. The Kristevian subject is a divided subject,
constructed, broken down, and remade via the rising and falling of
tensions that occur between unconscious material and conscious
thoughts and actions. Consciousness can be considered to be a place
where psychic material and social constraints push against one
another and any written text, a document existing in the nexus
between these two forces that seeks to articulate them and tell a
piece of their history. Davies (1993) writes about the cultural
threads from which individual lives are woven. At the heart of this
project was a desire to articulate these interweavings and to
explore how our own thinking (through writing) is constructed in
part by ideological influences. Varenne and McDermott (1986)
suggest that "institutional and cultural constraints are intimately
lived." My interest also included both the stories that might be told
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about those constraints and how the stories that are ours to tell
might be understood in relationship to them.

The Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to explore writing as a site
where subjectivity could be found in process and being negotiated
within networks of power relations, gender being one such primary
network. The participants in the study were the students in the
Women and Creativity course. The study itself covered three
general areas. One area was to describe the content and the process
of this particular pedagogical context and the creative space it
provided for doing exploratory work and developing a writing
practice. A second area was to explore how student writing can be
considered as a place where gendered subjectivity can be found in
process - fragmented, complex, and shifting - and under
construction. And a third area was to explore the invisible influence
of discourses on who we are. Discourses can be thought of as
coterminous with ideologies or worldviews (Brodkey, 1992). Such
an inquiry implies that we are not unique individuals but beings
with specific discursive histories. Keeping these three areas in mind,
the goals of this study were to discover the following:
1. How did this course create a context for students to develop
their own writing practices? The focus of this dissertation has been
this particular pedagogical context: the Women and Creativity
course. It was necessary, therefore, to describe this course and the
process students collectively go through as they learn and practice
this particular kind of writing. Data gathered around this question
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were used to provide a holistic description of the process and
content of this particular Women and Creativity course and this
particular group of students.
2. How did the writing in this course function as a site where
subjectivity could be found in process and under construction?
During a writing session students learned to record their thinking
unedited like a scribe. Feminist poststructuralist theorists and
researchers understand subjectivity, language, and gender to be
embedded in one another (Davies, 1993; Weedon, 1987). A writing
episode then captures some of the moment-to-moment, feeling-byfeeling movement and surface turbulence of lived (gendered)
subjectivity. The intent of this question was to understand more
about texts as maps of subjectivities in process and in struggle. Data
used to explore this question were each individual student's
thinking in writing over the course of the semester.
3. How were students' own specific discursive histories
reflected in their writing? Foucault (1972) has suggested that we
are not really free to think, say, or write just anything. Yet in
writing pedagogies built on frameworks of natural or whole
language the way that language works to prohibit, dictate, and
censor is ignored (Gilbert, 1990). Our thoughts have the feeling of
being specifically our own, of being personal; but thoughts have
ideological underpinnings, are socio-culturally influenced, and
express our investments in points of view that render us sometimes
powerful and sometimes powerless. The intent of this question was
to cast a wider net in getting at those socio-cultural influences in
order to reconceptualize thinking and writing and to challenge the
8

degree to which all of us have come to privatize and personalize
these practices.

Significance of the Study
Relevance for Writing Pedagogy
A partial focus for my Master's work was two years of indepth field work training in Proprioceptive Writing, a writing form
and a way of practicing writing developed by Linda Trichter
Metcalf and Tobin Simon, originally in New York at the Pratt
Institute and later at their writing center in Portland, Maine. I
discuss this writing approach in detail at the beginning of Chapter 4.
I am one of a small group of teachers nationally who are certified to
teach this work. Although Metcalf and Simon have been in on the
writing scene for as long as Ira Progoff, for example, thinking about
this innovative and transformative writing practice is just finding
its way into the general literature (e.g., see Achbar, 1994); and the
definitive book on this work is expected next year. Although part of
the early history of this work was academic, it has had generally
non-academic affiliations over the past fifteen years. Part of the
work of this study was to document the process of bringing this
work back to the university and making it generally available here.
In the summer of 1994 I carried out a pilot research project
in which I interviewed three students about their experience in the
Women and Creativity course. Each of them specifically mentioned
that she had never had a course like this one. Because students are
released in this course from writing in order to produce written
products, they are really able to focus on exploring their own
9

thinking and overhearing that of others. It also became clear from
these interviews that for these students guidance toward the
development of their own writing practices as the focus for an
entire course was extremely valuable.
My own view is that writing pedagogy and composition
theory have been plagued by tacitly gendered binary
categorizations that position science and technology against
romance and narrative, the expository against the expressive, the
academic against the personal (see also Luke, 1994). In order to
develop a practice in non-instrumental writing, another kind of
value system is required, one that does not pit the academic against
the personal, thinking against feeling, nor the public against the
private. Even if the structure of academic discursive writing
practices requires the editing out of "the person" from the text,
meaningful writing is writing that is connected to a writer's
concerns and experiences. Students need one place in the
curriculum to explore their own histories; to articulate and
investigate their own developing concerns, questions, ideas, and
imaginings; and to discover connections between their areas of
study. This kind of purely exploratory work could provide an
integrative foundation to support product-oriented writing other
places in the curriculum; out of this underground material specific
writing projects with specific goals could be developed.
Relevance for (Feminist) Poststructuralist Theory and Practice
Foundational to this project was a desire to draw upon
poststructuralist work to inform classroom practice, in particular its
attempts to reconfigure the human subject. Humanism foregrounds
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an individual who is freely choosing and generally uninfluenced by
social and political realities; but when this individual encounters
dissatisfaction, she only has herself to blame. In other words, this
individual has the capacity to make or break her circumstances.
Marxist and reproduction theories, on the other hand, theorize a self
that is a social and ideological construction determined by one's
class position within the means of production. This is a passive self
that reproduces dominant power relations but can not act upon
them.
Feminist poststructuralist theory has sought another kind of
representation, one that captures fragmentation, multiplicity, and
resists stasis. Moi describes this subject as a "highly complex
network of conflicting structures" (1985, p. 10). Walkerdine asks,
"How can I speak, how to locate the meanings I produce and which
produce me without resorting either to an authorial T which speaks
from a unique place, or to reading my meanings as being totally
determined by a 'dominant ideology'?" (1986, p. 4). And Hekman
(1991) explores the simultaneously constituted and constituting
subject.
In some ways researchers have not fully taken in the
complications of this not essential, not fixed, nor innocent
poststructuralist subject referenced in the above. Baker and
Freebody (1989) and A. Luke (1992, 1993), for example, have
focused some of their work on non-interactive, deconstructive
analyses of classroom literacy lessons and early reading primers in
order to get at the (re)production of socio-cultural norms that occur
through language practices. The students in these studies appear,

like the children in their readers, flat and passive under the weight
of reproduced power relations. One of the intentions of this study
was to provide a document for other researchers that focuses on
classroom practice while attempting to account for more of the
complications and contradictions of subjectivities.

The Organization of this Dissertation
Before moving ahead, I want to map out the organizational
framework for the rest of this dissertation. The intent of Chapter 2
is to lay out the feminist poststructuralist theoretical groundwork
for this study. It is this theoretical terrain that will help to get at
more complex layers in the data. A key reconceptualization
concerns what it even means to be an individual. Feminist
poststructuralist theory points to how we are, in complex ways,
much more socially constructed than we can imagine. Meaning is in
circulation and up for grabs in our social-cultural world, although
the appearance of stability is everywhere. As the boundary
between individuals and the social world theoretically blurs, the
individual struggle over value and meaning becomes inseparable
from this larger socio-cultural struggle with the same. The idea of
what constitutes the private realm is shattered in the process. Thus
the title of this dissertation is The Individual as a Site of Struggle.
Feminist poststructuralist theory also makes it possible to
rethink and deprivatize what schools are and what literacy might
be. The purpose of rethinking these ideas in this dissertation is to
alter radically what the female students in this study were even
doing when they sat down to write in this university setting. They

were negotiating their way through relations of power, although
these relations were sometimes hidden and the students
experienced themselves as first and foremost thinking and writing
their private thoughts.
In Chapter 3 I present the research design for this study. A
qualitative case study was the design selected. A feminist
poststructuralist framework pointed to an approach that would be
exploratory while still being able to focus on specific classroom
practice. In order to keep themselves oriented, readers may want to
keep in mind that the three research questions raised in this
introductory chapter have functioned as an organizing principle for
both the data gathering process and the analysis. Each of the three
questions is analyzed separately in its own chapter.
The significant pedagogical aspects of the Women and
Creativity course are discussed in Chapter 4. The course was
designed around several intertextual layers. The most provocative
and time-consuming layer pivoted around students' hearing of each
other's texts written in class each week. Additional layers included
the feminist readings along with class discussion about them, two
films followed by a writing session viewed at different points in the
course, and a trip to the Women's History Archives at a nearby
private women's college. These layers, however, are backgrounded
in this chapter because the writing was the most dominant part of
students' experience in this course.
Keeping in mind feminist poststructuralist accounts of the
features of subjectivity, I focus in Chapter 5 on examining in detail
two very different students' writing across the semester in terms of

what their writing conveys about subjectivity as a process and how
writing might come to influence it. However, analyzing the data in
terms of a critical feature of subjectivity - its constructedness - is
held off until Chapter 6. Using Foucault's theory of discourses as a
starting point, it is my intent in this chapter to challenge reader's
existing ideas about thinking and writing as private and personal.
My hope is that with this analysis it becomes possible to suggest
that the act of thinking inevitably means engaging discursive
content. Writing becomes a way for these negotiations to hold still
and to be considered.
Chapter 7 is conclusionary. I summarize the study and then
discuss the implications of having used a feminist poststructuralist
theoretical framework as well as the implications of having a
writing practice.
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Notes
1 The syllabus for the course can be found in the Appendix.
2 I discuss the difference between the concept of
"overhearing" other writers (a key feature of the writing used in
this course) and sharing writing with other writers in Chapter 4.
3 These are essential elements of Proprioceptive Writing. This
writing approach is discussed in more detail Chapter 4.

CHAPTER 2
SUBJECTIVITY, WRITING, AND GENDER

This chapter lays out the theoretical framework for this study.
The discussion begins by positing a non-conventional general plan
of approach. This approach, however, has its own history. Foucault
used Nietzsche's concept of a genealogy as a method for his indepth historical analyses. This method allowed for a move away
from the clear-cut, linear construction of historical analysis (or
traditional biography) organized around cause and effect
relationships and a move toward more complex explanations.
I then go on to discuss feminist poststructuralist theory more
in-depth. A crucial point in this discussion concerns the
embeddedness of gender and language in the construction of social
subjects while resisting biologically determined arguments. In this
theoretical terrain, accepted, normalized distinctions start to blur.
Schools can be theorized as institutions, as of, rather than apart
from, the social/political world. The act of writing is also
deromanticized and reconceptualized as a socio-cultural site where
gendered subjectivity can be found being negotiated. There is great
fluctuation in these negotiations. Sometimes existing power
relations are reproduced; sometimes they are challenged; and
sometimes new subject positions can actually be rehearsed (see for
example, Jonsberg, 1992). The important point is the continual
process of these negotiations. The chapter ends with an overview of
research focused on female students' interactions around literacy

events as they move through the progressive hierarchies of
schooling.

A Genealogical Approach
The focus of this dissertation is student writing of a particular
kind in a particular context. In order to describe and interpret the
series of writing events that took place in the Women and
Creativity course, one assumption that I have considered in this
study is that humanism, because it is a dominant discourse, will be
the operative but tacit theoretical framework referenced, unless the
explicit effort is taken to map out and establish another kind of
theoretical terrain. Humanism generally assumes that "the self,"
language, and gender are categories that can be unproblematically
analyzed or discussed separately. Poststructuralist theory breaks
open these constructs and reconceptualizes them not as categories
but as enterprises that are mutual and embedded in one another.
This theoretical terrain can more adequately capture the complexity
of writing events, in particular the inter-workings of subjectivity,
language, and gender as thinking is articulated and writing is
produced.
Keeping that complexity in mind, Foucault suggests that, "The
world we know is not this ultimately simple configuration where
events are reduced to accentuate their essential traits, their final
meaning, or their initial and final value. On the contrary, it is a
profusion of entangled events" (1984a, p. 89). Foucault maps out a
method that attempts to get at this "profusion of entangled events."
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Drawing extensively from Nietzsche's work, he calls this method a
genealogy.
A genealogical approach, Foucault explains, is not about the
"erecting of foundations," but it rather, "disturbs what was
previously immobile; . . .fragments what was thought unified;
. . .[and] shows the heterogeneity of what was imagined consistent
with itself" (p. 82). In other words, a genealogical approach
produces motion and fragmentation and reveals multiplicity. It is
this sense of movement, fragmentation, and multiplicity that has
been most theoretically helpful in understanding the writing that is
the focus of this study.

Speaking Gendered Subjects
Poststructuralist theory challenges the stability of the
humanist assumption of an evolving, essential self possessing an
identity that is both naturally gendered and one's very own.
Weedon (1987) reconfigures the humanist self as a subjectivity.
Drawing from psychoanalytic theory, Moi (1985) theorizes
subjectivity as fragmented and multiply determined, as a complex
network of dissenting structures. Kristeva (1986a) points out that
these dissenting structures are themselves divided between
conscious thoughts and actions and unconscious desires and fears,
what Freud terms the drives. These tensions make subjectivity a
site of constant struggle. Kristeva uses the phrase "a subject in
process/on trial" (1986c) to capture the unresolved constancy of the
interplay of these tensions.

That subjectivity is constructed, that it is not a semi-fixed
essence implies motion and that this motion is unceasing. As a
subjectivity I constitute and reconstitute myself every time I think,
speak, write, or interact (Weedon, 1987). This on-going process does
not take place in isolation but is instead continually achieved in
relationship with both real and imagined others (Davies, 1993).
Sarup describes this aspect of subjectivity in more detail:
One Lacanian tenet is that subjectivity is
relational; it only comes into play through
difference, by the opposition of the "other"
the "I." In other words, subjectivity is not
a set of relationships (1993, p. 24).

entirely
the principle of
or the "you" to
an essence but

Perhaps most importantly the notion that subjectivity is
constructed opens the doorway to a consideration of the larger
social and political forces that influence and shape individual lives
and how language functions as the carrier of that influence and that
shaping. In humanist theory, such as Chomsky's Deep Structure
construct, the self is understood to be the source of language.
Language functions neutrally and transparently, like a window on
reality, a technology, or a signal code with which to line up
experience, sensation to word, or word to event (Berlin, 1987;
Moffett, 1968). In poststructuralist theory language is never
transparent or neutral. Foregrounded instead is:
the signifying matter, which, instead of making itself
transparent as it conveys a particular meaning, becomes
somewhat opaque like a piece of stained or faceted glass.
Thus, in the most basic way the reader is invited to look
at rather than through the linguistic surface (Levine,
1991, p. xvi).

1 9

Language is not only the medium by and through which
subjectivity comes into being and in which subjectivity progresses participates, reacts, adopts, resists, and transforms - but it is also,
"the place where actual and possible forms of social organization
and their likely social and political consequences are defined and
contested" (Weedon, 1987, p. 21).
It is Kristeva who challenges the understanding of language as
a monolithic, uniform structure or system and reconceptualizes it as
a heterogeneous process that occurs between speaking subjects in
shifting contexts (Moi, 1985, p. 152). In these shifting contexts,
meaning is neither fixed nor unified (Derrida, 1976), although
dominant meanings will often be reproduced (Hall, 1993). Moi
argues that feminist theories of sexism in language, such as
Spender's Man Made Language, rest on assumptions of language as
a structure that stands apart and prior to human encounters. These
theories fail to explain interactions in which, for example, feminists
have gained power. Although normalized male/dominant,
female/subordinate power relations will influence all transactions
in a patriarchal world, a poststructuralist theory of language
suggests that language is appropriable by all those who are "other"
in relationship to dominant power groups. Language, in other
words, does not reflect power relations, it produces them (Moi,
1985, 1986). Once meaning is conceived of as in circulation rather
than as intrinsic, as produced rather than represented, then
language itself becomes an important site of struggle.
The power relations that are produced in and through
language are, however, pre-patterned to a certain extent. Therefore,
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certain preferred meanings, as I have stated, are the ones that are
often produced. Where do these patterns of power relations and
preferred meanings come from? Brodkey suggests that words that
are spoken, heard, remembered, written, and read carry "traces of
discourses" (1992). Davies refers to, "the work that language does to
limit, shape, and make possible, one kind of world or another"
(1993, p. xviii). Foucault (1972) theorizes discourses as patterns of
exclusion or prohibitions that exert a kind of pressure on language
that both shapes and censors language content. He refers to this
pressure in his address, The Discourse on Language, when he says,
"We know perfectly well that we are not free to say just anything,
that we cannot simply speak of anything, when we like or where
we like; not just anyone, finally, may speak of just anything" (1972,
p. 216).
This pressure is actually multiple and, therefore, these
pressures or discourses are in competition with one another.
Foucault describes this battleground from which all utterances and
texts arise as, "the conflicts, triumphs, injuries, dominations and
enslavements that lie behind these words" (p. 216). Discourses are
regulated and systematic; but it is important to note that they are
also open systems that simultaneously demarcate what can be said
and offer spaces for new statements to be made (Henriques,
Hollway, Urwin, Venn, & Walkerdine, 1984, p. 106). Hekman
describes these spaces as, "gaps and ambiguities within the
interstices of language that prevent a uniform determination of
subjectivity. . . [and] create the possibility for both change and
resistance" (1991, p. 59).

Discourses are also not abstractions. As ways of shaping
knowledge, what the world is stated or implied to be or not to be,
they gather around them what Weedon terms "discursive fields"
and Henriques et al., "discursive complexes." These fields contain
other strands that give discourses weight and cause them to have
effect, that make them not only ideological but also material. It is
discursive fields that make it possible to link ideologies, practices,
and the means of production. In the discursive field, for example,
connections can be made between such common sense ideas as
"Men are from Mars. Women are from Venus" and a bumper sticker
I saw posted recently outside the door of a female college student
which indirectly draws upon and reinforces this same idea: "Of all
the things I've lost, I miss my mind the most." If women are
(planetarily!) aligned with the body, body processes, and, therefore,
feeling reality, as opposed to thinking, which is considered male,
one can only speculate about the possible influences of such ideas
and the support they have in the marketplace on the relationship
between female students and their minds, their speaking, thinking,
and writing.
Poststructuralism makes the assumption that any self¬
description is a function of discourse. Keeping this assumption in
mind can offer an explanation for how a female student might have
come to purchase and post the bumper sticker referenced above
without resorting to essentialist assumptions or to sex role
socialization theory. Davies suggests that, "social structures condone,
support, approve or make viable certain patterns of desire and
outlaw or marginalise others" (1993, p. 12). Affective, physiological,
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and cognitive meanings all move and operate within the discursive
field, not outside of it. Thus in poststructuralist theory the complex
ways we invest ourselves in ways of being and desire itself are
considered to be discursively constituted.
From a liberal humanist theoretical perspective, our gendered
identification of ourselves and of others reflects anatomical
differences between males and females and the roles that these
differences dictate for each gender in terms of reproduction. From
these anatomical differences and the differing roles in reproduction
they determine, the division of the socio-cultural world appears to
spring naturally. All feminists would agree that patriarchal society
has devalued females and what it defines as and associates with
femininity on all fronts. Liberal feminism moves on two pathways
in response to this devaluation. The first path has been both to
document inequalities and to push for equity in such diverse
locations as childrearing (Chodorow, 1978; Dinnerstein, 1976), the
workplace (Kantor, 1977), the law and the legal system (MacKinnon,
1989), as well as in other cultural institutions such as the church
(Plaskow & Christ, ed., 1989). The second path has been to redefine
the category: woman. This movement has led to a claiming and
celebration, articulation, and study of women's voices (Gilligan,
1982); women's ways of knowing (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, &
Tarule, 1986); and women's writing (Showalter, 1984), among
others. But both these pathways leave essential maleness and
femaleness intact (Snitow, 1989).
As a crucial step in challenging the fixity of maleness and
femaleness, poststructuralist theory points to the workings of
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discourses in the formation of subjectivities. Referencing Foucault,
Luke envisions discourses as, "practical 'grids of specification' for
diagramming, classifying, and categorising the subject in the social"
(1992, p. 111). I have imagined the grid of discourses that are in
position for any "self" prior to birth, in particular discourses of
gender. It is biological sex - one genitalia or the other - that marks
a subject for entry onto the male or female grid (Kaplan & Rogers,
1990, p. 212). We see these grids in operation in the practices
organized around the reception of the subject-to-be: choices of
colors with which to clothe and surround the baby; choices of names
and room decorations, etc. Being born means an entry into either
one grid or the other. Each grid is then reinforced by imposed
practices, such as: the way the baby is held; response to genitalia;
tone of voice; the adjectives used to describe the baby's behaviors;
and the kinds of stories that emerge to interpret those behaviors.
Eventually the female or male subject for the most part comes
to reproduce these imposed practices through clothing choices,
grooming practices, voice modulation, body postures, and his or her
relationship to authority, emotions, desire, creativity, physical
activity, and the mind, among others. However, it is language that
gives children the means to organize the distinctions between male
and female modes. As children master language, they come to
participate actively in the gendering of their own subjectivities.
Davies (1989) discovered, however, that children take up their
designated gender more adamantly than their teachers and parents
might imagine. Upon hearing feminist stories, such as Munsch and
Marchenko's The Paper Bag Princess, that ends with Elizabeth, the

princess, skipping off into the sunset alone, many of the children in
Davies's study responded that the princess should have married the
prince. Davies suggests that these kinds of responses point to a deep
need in children to demonstrate social (gender) competence,
fulfilling tacit adult demands in the process. One of the ways they
have of doing this is by advocating commonsense assertions
organized around dualities, e.g., everyone knows that a princess
should marry a prince.
The relationship between language and gender is a charged
one because the period of language acquisition is also what Freud
theorized, and Lacan retheorized, as the Oedipal period, when
children eventually come to their own concrete experiences of
sexual difference. Language, in words such as his and her, mother
and father, gives children the ability to document their experience
in accordance with the patterns of dominant meanings that circulate
in their worlds. The important point is that this simultaneous
process of language acquisition and coming to sexual difference
insures that subjectivity and gender are linked on the same
signifying chain. I now experience myself and others as well as
either male or female subjects, as speaking

gendered subjects.

Schools as Sites of Discursive Struggle
For the students in this study it is important to foreground
that the creation of their texts took place in a university classroom.
From a humanist perspective schools function like islands apart
from the social/political world. In earlier schooling this view is
reinforced by the influence of Rousseau's romantic construction of
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children and childhood, and, therefore, their learning and
development, the products associated with them, and the settings
for both, as innocent and natural (Rose, 1984; Steedman, Urwin, &
Walkerdine, 1985). That schooling is separate from the
social/political world is, however, not only a modus

operandi for

early schooling. Brodkey suggests that:
the American Academy tends to preserve its identity as
an intellectual sanctuary from the so-called real world,
where the economics and politics of racism, sexism and
classism are thought to interfere with or distract from the
process of disinterested, intellectual inquiry (1987, p. 12).
Contrarily, borrowing from reproduction theory (Althusser,
1971) and with additional support from critical theory (Giroux,
1983; Weiler, 1988), schools can be considered as institutions.
Theorized as institutions, they are then placed within the confines
of the so-called real world. This placement implicates schools in the
reproduction of socio-cultural norms through practices such as
literacy. This sounds innocent enough. Socio-cultural "norms,"
however, are a code for the organization of social groups into
dominance hierarchies around differences of class, skin color and
ethnicity, generation, and gender. Schools as institutions reproduce
and reinforce these relations (MacDonald, 1980), are normalized to
them, giving them the appearance of being part of the natural
order.
Within reproduction theory individuals are passive or
disappear altogether under the weight of reproduced power
relations. In some ways reproduction theory, as a Marxist theory,
could be construed as reactionary to humanist theory. In the
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former, the individual is socially determined via class position. In
the latter, she is free and self-determining, in no way a product of
social and political influences. From a poststructuralist perspective
neither of these theories is satisfactory. Alone, each fails to grasp
the human subject in Kristevian terms, as divided between
unconscious material and conscious thoughts and actions, and in
process, constantly propelled by the motion and interplay of these
tensions, never fixed and defined as one or the other. Reproduction
theory, however, with its placement of schools as institutions
squarely within the social/political world provides a crucial insight.
Using poststructuralist theory, schools can then be further
conceptualized as sites of discursive struggle in which, along with
subjectivity, language, and gender, power relations are not only
learned and reproduced but are also contested and negotiated, and
sometimes

transformed.

Writing as a Social/Political Practice
In humanist theory and in much feminist theory as well, the
act of writing is conceptualized as an unproblematic reflection and
translation of the writer's experience into written language. Because
each student's text would be considered an expression of
individuality, each individual author's unified vision and authentic
voice would be sought, emphasized, and valued. Orner (1992)
contends that calls for voice in humanist discourse ignore the
struggling of subjectivities within regimes of power and desire and
the inseparability of these struggles from socio-cultural struggles
over value and meaning. Gilbert argues that the focus on the
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individual and the personal in humanist discourse, its downplaying
of this link with the socio-cultural, and its assumption that language
is neutral and mimetic, rather than epistemic and ideological,
"works against, rather than in support of a critical social questioning
of phallocentric social organization" (1990, p. 174).
Poststructuralist theory deprivatizes the acts of speaking,
writing, and reading and postulates these events in contexts that
are not only social as sociolinguistic theorists and researchers
construe them (Becker, 1988; Heath, 1983; Langer, 1987; Vygotsky,
1978), but are also political (Brodkey, 1987, 1992; Davies, 1993;
Solsken, 1993). Brodkey theorizes literacy as, "a set of social or
political practices, rather than as skills, abilities or competencies,"
(1992, p. 299). Along these same lines, Solsken defines literacy as
"an orientation toward the knowledge and use of written language
that positions individuals and groups within hierarchies of social
relations," (p. 6) rather than as a "cognitive commodity" (p. 4).
Literacy as a set of social/political practices rather than a cognitive
commodity implicates literacy in the production of discursive power
relations.
To politicize literacy events means, "not to bring politics in
where there are none, but to make overt how power permeates the
construction and legitimation of knowledges" (Lather, 1991, p. xvii).
Assuming this power/knowledge nexus, Green defines literacy as, "a
radical exclusion" (1993, p. 215) and A. Luke as, "a key normalizing
and reproductive strategy of schooling" (1993, p. 139). Although
these definitions capture the prohibitive nature of discourse and
the ways in which dominant discourses will reproduce particular
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power relations almost transparently, they do not adequately
emphasize the ways in which discourses are open systems, that
delimit but also can create spaces for making new statements,
alternative subject positions, and counter-strategies, contrary ways
of interacting within literacy events, possible. Both Green's and
Luke's definitions place the students in this study too passively in
relationship to their writing.
Feminist poststructuralist theory offers additional dimensions
which are crucial in constructing an interpretive framework for
understanding student writing that will maximize possibilities for
change. First of all, these students no longer have fixed, preordained
female identities but subjectivities which are in process,
constructed, and reconstructed through interactions, including
interactions around texts. Second of all, rather than directly
reflecting the world and their experience in it, the language that
they used to think, speak, read, and write is subject to discursive
pressure and produces worldviews, not the world; and these
worldviews are multiple, contradictory, and shifting. In feminist
poststructuralism, because meaning is in circulation, open to the
"freeplay of signifiers" (Moi, 1985, p. 9), and up for grabs, language
becomes appropriable. In other words, female students can use
language to articulate, negotiate, and question their own interests
and their various positions within the networks of power relations
to which they are subject. And thirdly, their female gender can now
be considered not as a category but as a "complex [pattern] of
relations among people" (Solsken, 1993, p. 8), relations which "like
heavily-travelled roads are constantly under construction getting
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organized, divided, broken down, remade" (Connell, Ashendon,
Kessler, & Dowsett, 1982, p. 33).
These dimensions can then contribute to an understanding of
literacy that both implicates literacy in the production and
reproduction of discursive power relations and captures the ways
that literacy can contribute to the resistance and transformation of
those same relations. Baker and Davies describe these possibilities
as, "more than a means of connection to a written cultural heritage;
. . .a means of connection to and (potentially! intervention in a lived,
gendered social order" (1992, p. 55, emphasis added). Discourses
delimit and exclude as well as open up and offer. Literacy as social
practice within the discursive field contains both of these motions.
A fragmented rather than a falsely unitary text is then what is
produced. This is important for interpreting the student writing in
this study because this theoretical model can open the way to
contradictory accounts of students' relationships to their texts and
to their thinking.

Girls Reading and Writing in School
Linda Nicholson proposes that twentieth century schooling, as
students progress through the hierarchy from preschool to graduate
school, is characterized by a gradual shift from the quasi-domestic,
female dominant years of early schooling to the public, male
dominance of higher education (1980). As students move up the
hierarchy, they encounter institutions that become less female, less
nurturing and supportive, less like home and more dominated by
men and the values, norms, and practices they assume, such as
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competition, abstract language, performance, and individual
achievement (Belenky et al., 1986; Ellsworth, 1989; Gilligan, 1982;
Rich, 1979). In their early schooling, students are exposed to what
counts as school knowledge, how one goes about producing it, as
well as the crucial practices necessary for schooling success reading, writing, computation, and the scientific method. How
students take up these practices will in turn position them within
disciplinary areas. It is my argument that these students are not
generic children, but socially, culturally, and historically situated
subjectivities amongst whom a primary difference is the apparently
obvious and natural fact that each is either a boy or a girl. Further,
the socially constructed sexual division of labor into
private/domestic/reproduction

and

public/paid/production,

as

well

as the workplace itself into female/subordinate and male/dominant
jobs, infiltrates not only the structure of schooling (MacDonald,
1980) but also school language practices (Gilbert & Taylor, 1991;
Luke,

1994).
As students move up the educational hierarchy and as

schooling becomes an increasingly public domain, the contents and
the processes of schooling become more defined, differentiated, and
departmentalized by scientific, technological, and legalistic
discourses. Pearson, Shavlik, and Touchton (1989) claim that while
women constitute 52 percent of enrolled college students, the
institutions they attend have remained, at the core, unchanged in
relationship to this shift in population (see also, Sadker & Sadker,
1995). Davies suggests that:

It would seem that the further girls move away from the
private sphere of the home and the further they move
into public spaces (and schooling becomes more public
the older children get), the more their female style is dis¬
credited and negated (1989, p. 85).
Gilbert and Taylor warn that, "Most school discourses position
woman as the spoken subject, as the passive, marginalized other"
(1991, p. 120). And Walkerdine contends that, "in schooling the
inscription of the phallus is in the very academy itself (1990, p. 49).
Chiseri-Strater's (1991) ethnography of two college students'
writing lives throughout an academic year, in particular her
description of a political science course, offers support to this
contention.
Although primary and elementary schooling can be generally
characterized as a quasi-domestic sphere relative to later schooling,
what constitutes the private, the domestic, and, therefore, the
degree of continuity or lack of continuity between home and school
is anything but homogeneous. If schools are middle class
institutions as Bernstein (1975) maintains, then it is middle class
children like those from the town families in Heath's Ways With
Words, for whom, at least in theory, the path between home and
school will be the smoothest. The realities for female students,
working class students, and students of color, however, make for an
uneven path best characterized as a series of displacements. I
myself am from a middle class/upper-middle class family. Recently
my mother gave me a folder in which she had kept all of my school
report cards. I found this exchange between my sixth grade French
teacher and my father:

January: (Grade: B-) The teacher: Kaitlin disturbs
the class by talking out of turn.
My father: I have talked to Kaitlin and expect her to
improve.

April: (Grade: C+) No comment from the teacher.
My father: Mrs. Briggs and I are very disappointed
with Kaitlin's performance. She will be discussing
this with you.

June: (Grade: A+) The teacher: Kaitlin has worked
extremely well this last semester. I really hope that
she will continue to do as well next September.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Although this exchange between home and school produced the
result desired by like-minded parent and teacher sharing the same
class values, this story can also be construed as one of the
successful regulation of middle class female behavior toward
cooperation, quiet, and attentiveness finally rewarded with the
appropriate grade. This exchange stands in contrast to Walkerdine's
working class story of the pleasure that she, her sisters, and her
mother had at home asking one another, "What is the
'keleuraiteel'?" as a private substitute for "What is the time?".
During her first French lesson in school, the teacher asked if anyone
knew any French words. Walkerdine volunteered that she knew the
word for time, keleuraiteel, and everyone laughed at her. What is
really a full question in French, "Quelle heure est il?" (What time is
it?) had been shrunk into a noun. Walkerdine describes this
experience as exemplary of what she terms "a terrifying splitting"
between home and school coming from a working class family
(1986). She explains, however, that for working class children their
success in school depends upon this splitting, on "the negotiation of

an impossible array of identifications in which they, becoming what
the school wants, can no longer be what their family want, and vice
versa" (1990, p. 46). It is significant that the ruptures and/or seams
between home and school often revolve around language practices.
Gender and class positioning constitute two kinds of displacement;
ethnicity and skin color can constitute another, and/or an
additional, displacement. Ngugi wa Thiong'o writes of his earlier
years in his Kenyan village where everyone spoke Gikuyu. It was a
childhood filled with storytelling, nuance, rhythms, games, riddles,
and proverbs, together weaving a worldview compatible with his
surroundings. When he was forced to attend a colonial school, this
connection between his surroundings, his village life, and his
language practices was broken. If students were caught speaking
Gikuyu on the school compound, they were whipped or they had to
wear a sign on their necks that said "I AM STUPID" or "I AM A
DONKEY." Ngugi explains that, "learning for the colonial child became
a cerebral activity, and not an emotionally felt experience" (1981,
p.17). As his imaginary companions such as Leopard, Hare, and Lion
were replaced by characters like Oliver Twist, his own thoughts
began to take form in a foreign language.
For girls and boys learning to be literate in Anglo-European
(American and Australian) cultures, the process of becoming
appropriately female or male is never complete, always partial, and
only achieved with continual effort (Davies, 1993; Rose, 1983;
Walkerdine,

1990). Orner contends that, "Feminist poststructuralist

discourse views the struggle over identity within the subject as
inseparable from the struggle over the meanings of identities and
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subject positions within the culture at large" (1992, p. 75). Her
contention parallels Solsken's (1993) theory of literacy as a self¬
defining act within relations of power. The self seeking definition,
however, is not a pure or neutral self but a gendered subjectivity,
its sense of itself negotiated but needing to be always re-negotiated,
toward/away from its neither fixed nor innate maleness or
femaleness. These negotiations take place through interactions and
practices such as literacy. My argument is that there are no genderindependent interactions, practices, or stories. Children have a need
to become competent members of their social worlds. Thus they
actively take up this work, using both symbolic and 'real'
interactions with parents, teachers, siblings and peers, practices,
such as reading and writing, and narrative to demonstrate,
rehearse, and test their gender competence (Davies, 1989, 1993).
Solsken (1993) found that the middle class children in her
study first established an orientation toward literacy from within
their family dynamics and that early literacy learning was
considered by and large to be part of the work of mothering (see
also C. Luke, 1993). This factor, which embeds mothering and
literacy into one another, signifies literacy on the semiotic chain
with femininity. Literacy learning became part of these children's
relationship with their mothers and implicated literacy in the
construction of masculinity and femininity. Although mothering
itself has been well documented as work (Ruddick, 1989), Solsken
found additional significance in how family members, including
fathers and siblings, conceived of and approached literacy activities
as work or as play. The children's learned orientations toward
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literacy as work or play greatly determined their resonance or
dissonance with the child-centered pedagogy of the kindergarten
they entered. As Solsken traced children’s literacy behavior in the
classroom to the orientations children established toward literacy
within their families, as work or play, as a female domain, she
found that the children demonstrated relatively consistent patterns
between home and school. These patterns, however, were fraught
with tensions, especially considering the stakes which literacy as a
social/political practice make visible: one's positioning within
networks of power relations.
Walkerdine (1990) argues that the overlapping of the
domestic and academic spheres, along with the powerful subject
positions open to women as mothers and as teachers within these
spheres, creates spaces for girls' success in early schooling. In
theory, girls can align themselves with their mothers and teachers
and, therefore, take up subject positions as "knowers." However, the
situation between girls and their schooling is plagued with
troublesome contradictions. Even though locally powerful, "mother"
and "teacher" subject positions must be understood in a larger
framework, as intersecting other discursive fields which position
mothers in families as economically dependent and elementary
school teachers in lower pay-scale jobs. Thus, as girls align
themselves with their mothers and teachers, they may very well be
imagining themselves into a limited economic future.
As girls enter schooling, they take up positions as students
within educational discourse. For the girls in Solsken's study being a
student meant being a student within the structure of Mrs.
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Benedict's "invisible" (term attributed to Bernstein, 1975), childcentered pedagogy. This kind of pedagogy draws from modernist,
humanist, Piagetian child-development theories which conceive of
"the child" as a self-determined individual whose conceptual
knowledge is constructed through inquiry, action, and discovery
(Walkerdine, 1984). What is "nurtured" in this kind of pedagogy is
independent problem-solving and risk-taking towards those aims.
However, in order to be socially competent, but directly
oppositional to these aims, girls seek to be outstanding members of
their female category (Davies, 1989), membership in which
positions them with signifiers such as passivity and nurturance.
Girls can and do take on these signifiers in order to demonstrate
their femininity. Thus Solsken discovered that the girls in her study
came to value reading as their primary classroom literary currency.
With reading they maintained connections with their mothers and
their teachers at the same time that they could be literate in a
manner consistent with the signifiers of femininity: reading at its
heart is to practice following an author's lead (p. 166).
As girls take up their positions as students, they find
themselves situated at the nexus of competing, antipodal discourses,
what Walkerdine (1990) terms, "active childhood" and "passive
femininity." This nexus becomes doubly contradictory because in a
child-centered pedagogy the teacher, who is usually female, does
not directly teach, but instead her role is to provide and sustain the
proper environment for the nurturing of active learners. Female
teachers in this pedagogy inadvertently signify traditional
femininity through their passive behavior and not the creative,
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independent activity the pedagogy ostensibly seeks to encourage. I
say ostensibly because, as Walkerdine points out, teachers may
come tacitly to depend on girls to maintain classroom order. From
the point of view of girl students, these subtexts can only create
confusion.
As girls become teenagers, the contradictions become even
more explicit and differentiated. Gilbert and Taylor (1991) cite a
Canadian study by Baker (1985) which reveals that teenage girls,
although they may be intellectually aware of growing divorce rates,
the feminization of poverty, or even witness or experience these
kinds of outcomes around them, tend to feel impervious to them.
They imagine their future marriages idealistically and seem
oblivious to difficulties that might occur moving in and out of the
work force in order to raise children. This opens up the whole
question of how romance discourses, via popular culture products
like romance fiction (Christian-Smith, 1993; Gilbert, 1993), comic
books (McRobbie, 1982; Walkerdine, 1990) and television soap
operas (Gilbert & Taylor, 1991; C. Luke, 1993) press their way into
the lived subjectivities of adolescent girls. The storylines offered by
these discursive products position girl readers and viewers to seek,
through practices such as attending to one's sexual attractiveness
and searching and maintaining boyfriends, heterosexual romance
(the prince) as the desired outcome of their adolescence. Storylines
and practices thus work together to regulate girls' energies toward
marriage

and mothering.

What are the effects of these positionings for girls in terms ol
their schooling, their life trajectories, their literacy learning and
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their relationship to their minds? Luke points to potential economic
disenfranchisement coming from a, "learned preference for romance
and narrative, and girls' alienation from the discourses of science
and technology, which in schools and workplaces remain
predominantly male domains affiliated with high educational . . .
capital" (1994, p. 374). Walkerdine argues that it is impossible for
girls to maintain positive identities in both the discourses of passive
femininity and active learning and that, "regulation of women's
sexuality, rendering them fit only for maternal nurturance is
something which. . .pathologizes activity and passion" (1990, p. 24).
Over the years that I have taught the Women and Creativity course
I have found that students often make comments and reference
incidents in their writing that speak to a conflictual relationship
between themselves as young women and their minds. In Chapter 1
I mentioned the student who wrote that, "I've been told a thousand
times that I think too much." Another student wrote, "It's hard to
express myself with thoughts. I trust my feelings more." Keeping
Walkerdine's analysis in mind, these students comments could be
construed as evidence of struggle. Attempting to capture the
movements of power that this struggling implies, on the one hand
as an enabling force, on the other as a repressive one, Walkerdine
states, "that both female teachers and small girls are not unitary
subjects uniquely positioned, but are produced as a nexus of
subjectivities, in relations of power which are constantly shifting,
rendering them at one moment powerful and at another powerless"
(1990, p. 3). What is left unsaid is that this struggling, though often
unobservable, contains moments of pain (Rose, 1983; Walkerdine,
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1990). Discourses and the practices they inform attempt to regulate
our behavior, sometimes limiting, sometimes sanctioning. But the
subject positions offered to us, that tell us "this is who I am," do not
ever quite become second skins. It is in these gaps, where there is
not quite a fit, that pain and struggle, and, therefore possibility,
occur.

A New Subject Position
I want to conclude this section by returning briefly once again
to the story of the student in a previous Women and Creativity
course who wrote that she had been told a thousand times that she
thinks too much. This is an important story in my mind because I
changed my thinking about it once I came into contact with feminist
poststructuralist theory. Thus it is central to the thinking that
organized this study. Walkerdine (1986) has suggested that where,
when, and how subjectivity and the social order come together in
practices are not only moments of reproduction but also those of
struggle. I am arguing that struggles over meaning - socio¬
culturally, in classrooms, and individually - are inseparable.
Poststructuralism makes it possible to foreground this struggle
between discursive pressures and lived subjectivity.
With this foregrounding, it becomes at least possible to
speculate on contradictory responses to this message by this female
student. There may have been interactions in which she took on
this message, assumed she had been thinking too much, and
modified her behavior accordingly. She may have had instances of
enjoyment or pleasure in "not thinking." She also might have
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experienced confusion in being told that she thinks too much:
holding back one moment, opening up the next. In continuing to
think against that which sought to restrain her thinking, she might
have also considered how much she likes to think and wondered
what too much, too little, or the right amount of thinking might be
across situations.
But total rejection of this message across situations would be
extremely difficult. Hall (1993) points out that we receive messages
through a point of view and that this point of view will be the
preferred or dominant one, unless we have constructed or tapped
into another. In other words, how we are discursively positioned
limits our vision and our understanding. To change radically how
we see/understand means changing our position. To change our
positioning means having other discourses available to us, other
ideas about oneself, for oneself, other subject positions, in this case
intersecting discourses that can coterminate "thinking" and
"woman." Washington considers the implications of such a
juxtaposition:
Joyce Carol Oates maintains that by aspiring to art
[writing and thinking], women violate the deeply
conservative and stereotypical images of men. The
autonomy of the artist [writer or thinker] is considered
unnatural for women, unfeminine and threatening
(1987, p. 393).
Along these lines, Walkerdine asks, "For is not girls' bid for
'understanding' the greatest threat of all to a universal power or a
truth that is invested in a fantasy of control of 'women'?" (1990,

p. 142). The struggle to think then becomes a struggle to disrupt the
gender order.
One of the important subtexts of the Women and Creativity
course was to offer female students the subject position - female
thinker/writer. It was a supposition of this course that through
contact with others' thinking and writing in class, as well as contact
with other texts, the tensions within female subjectivity could be
articulated in part by and through the experience of other women
also struggling to create and think. Central to this process was
guiding students in the development of their own writing practices.
I explore the significant moments for students in this process as a
group in Chapter 4, but hold off following specific students' indepth experiences until Chapter 5.

CHAPTER 3
THE RESEARCH DESIGN

The intent of this chapter is to present the particulars of this
study, including a description of the methodology and my rationale
for choosing it, a brief sketch of the study participants, as well as an
exploration of the complications of my triple role as teacher,
researcher, and writer. Both the data collection methods and the
process of analysis are discussed in detail. Both of these were
organized around the three research questions posed in Chapter 1.
At the end of this chapter, I review these three questions in order
to prepare for the three chapters of analysis which follow.

Methodology and Sampling
The design of this study was built up around two integral
features. First of all, the research questions are all exploratory in
nature. Feminist poststructuralist theory has not been used for the
most part in considering classroom practice in general or writing at
the post-secondary level in particular. Using feminist
poststructuralist theory to think about the student writing in this
course seemed like an open-ended enterprise. Second, I have found
that one of the provocative elements in teaching Proprioceptive
Writing is the polyvocality that occurs in the classroom as writers
write together, then each read their writing. This activity took up at
least half of almost every class and is discussed in more detail in
Chapter 4. I found a connection between this polyvocality and the
multiple, non-linear realities poststructuralist theorists point to in

their critiques of "grand narratives." I wanted a research design,
therefore, that could incorporate enough complexity. This
exploratory emphasis, contextual nature, and desire to include
complex movements within the data pointed the way to a
qualitative study. More specifically, my underlying focus on the
processes and dynamics of practice suggested a qualitative case
study (Merriam, 1988). This approach implied that one outcome of
this study guided by the research questions would provide an
intensive and holistic description and analysis of the Women and
Creativity course.
The course ran on Wednesdays from 12:30 until 3:00 during
the fall semester, 1995. It was listed in the Fall Course Scheduling
Guide with a limit of 15 students. This limited enrollment
warranted comprehensive sampling. Goetz and LeCompte suggest
that this strategy allows one to, "examine every case, instance, or
element in a relevant population" (1984, p. 78). Thus all students
were invited to participate in the study, and, in fact, all nine
students who registered for the course decided to participate. The
first day of class we went over the study using the Written Consent
Form. Each student chose a pseudonym for me to use in organizing
her material in connection with the study. Study participation
involved collection of their weekly, in-class writing and an
interview outside class toward the middle of the semester. Three of
the students - C. L. Marr, Dangling Feather (D. F.), and Frances Boyd
- were 46 years old having returned to school to get and/or to
complete their undergraduate degrees. D. F. was a wife and a
mother of three. One student, Lee, was a 28 year old, married, first
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year graduate student in Early Childhood Education. Four students,
Olivia Rose Lopes, Suki Vona, Isabel, and Sasha, were seniors in
their early 20's. Alex was a 23 year old, single mother returning to
school. All of the students were female.

Researcher Bias
Because I was both a teacher and a researcher within this
context, I am positioning this study within the Teacher Research
tradition. Research within this tradition, however, tends to stop
short at the high school level and generally has not attended to
ethical issues, in particular questions that might be raised about
differences of power between teachers and students and, therefore,
the effects of those differences on the knowledge that is created by
them (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993). Their positioning within
educational discourse gives teachers power over topic choice, turn
taking, and evaluative procedures, in particular the dispensing of
grades.
The Women and Creativity course was organized against the
grain of these subtexts in an attempt to lessen their impact, first
and foremost, because the grading of thinking in writing as an
exploratory process is counter-intuitive. The first day of class I
explained to the students that I considered this to be a Pass/Fail
course and that for students who had to have a grade, their grades
would be based on class attendance and completion of forty writing
sessions (one each week in class and two each week outside of
class). Still many students in fact did need to have grades, and I
found this difficult to contend with. The focus of our work was in a

way to break out of the confines of what is normally accepted as
thinking in classrooms. The dispensing of grades indirectly worked
against this project and brought our work back toward the
classroom we were attempting to break out of.
Each of the three students in the pilot study had commented
about how I, as a teacher, wrote and read along with everyone else
and how they felt that was instrumental in what made the course
work. In this respect I functioned much less as a traditional teacher
and more as a class participant.
Although these measures perhaps diffused some power
differences between myself and the students, there were other
additional factors that may have hindered their effectiveness. As a
participant observer, teacher researcher I was specifically
positioned differently in terms of class than were many of the
students in the course. The course took place at a large public
university that generally caters to a middle class population. I am
from a white, upper-middle class background and attended a
private, exclusive, relatively small college for my own
undergraduate work. It is impossible to neutralize power
differences, but they can be attended to. This meant paying
attention to, for example, differences in familial/ethnic experiences
and value systems between myself and the students. I have
discussed the importance of including such differences elsewhere
(Briggs, 1996). Peshkin (1986) suggests that researchers keep track
of their own responses, feelings and biases during the research
process by doing what he terms a Subjectivity Audit. Guiding
students in the development of their own writing practices meant
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maintaining my own practice. I discovered that the best way for me
to keep track of my own subjectivity was to have a Write. Thus my
own writing practice (exactly what I asked the students to do three Writes per week, one in-class and two outside class)
functioned in this study as a version of a Subjectivity Audit.

Data Collection
Three kinds of data collection were used in this study, each
connected to one of the research questions. The focus of the first
question was to understand the process students collectively went
through as they developed their own writing practices in this
particular context. At the end of each class session I wrote up
fieldnotes that included a full description of that particular class
interspersed

with

teacher/researcher/observer

comments.

Because

of the potential pressure of my triple teacher, researcher,
participant role, I made arrangements for a research assistant,
Karen Papadopoulos, to participate in the course. I had two reasons
for asking Karen to be part of this project. First of all, she had
attended both of the two previous Women and Creativity courses.
She was drawn to the course as an auditor through both her own
practice of Proprioceptive Writing and her interest in teaching this
work. Second of all, Karen is now a certified teacher of this work. I
felt that her presence and input would be valuable because of her
expertise with this kind of writing, albeit outside the university
setting. During class Karen would record the events for that session,
including their chronology and the conversational flow, along with
any reactions on the part of the students she might have noticed. I

then took these notes and reconstructed each class into a detailed,
lengthy set of fieldnotes. Upon completion I gave them to Karen to
review for accuracy and additional commentary. For example, when
I wrote in the fieldnotes that "Alex went ahead and started reading
her Write," Karen wrote in review that, "Many of us were physically
leaning forward straining to hear Alex." This process made these
fieldnotes a very rich data source.
The second research question focused on student writing as a
place where subjectivity is being articulated, explored, and
negotiated. In-class writing was collected, copied, and then returned
the following week. Each student's writing was kept together as a
textual history of her thinking over a ten week period. One of the
primary insights of the writing model used in the course is that
thought moves. It was my feeling that evidence of that movement
could be found by tracing thought content over time. Thinking
tends to constellate around certain subject matter; we think about
certain things and not others. The textual histories were then used
to examine the developing themes in students' writing for evidence
of gendered subjectivity under construction and in process. This
evidence included, for example, stories of conflicts as they evolved
and their resolutions along the way, multiple and/or contradictory
voices or points of view, expressions of shifting feelings, and
demonstrations of reflection.
Within students' textual histories I also expected to find
references to broader socio-cultural influences, pointing the way to
my third research question which focused on the socio-cultural,
ideological underpinnings of thought. Feminist poststructuralist
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theory might describe this relationship as discursive pressure on
lived subjectivity. Uncovering the history of these pressures meant
asking students about their lives in these terms. Each student was
asked to participate in a private discursive history interview. The
focus of these interviews was to explore the cultural threads
students may have referenced in their writing. The kinds of cultural
threads that I felt warranted further inquiry were: familial, ethnic,
and community history, values, and expectations; institutional
influences, such as church involvement and schooling; and
important contact with popular culture and popular cultural
products, such as films, videos, comic books, television, or romance
reading, among others. I began each interview by reviewing the
particular traces of larger socio-cultural conversations I had
discovered in that particular student's writing along with a general
list of possible, at-large discursive influences. From these two areas
together we found a starting point for the interview. I used the
general list heuristically as the interview progressed. This list can
be found in the Appendix.

Data Analysis
I divided the data analysis process into two stages: on-going
analysis during data collection and analysis; and writing after data
collection. During the data collection process, my fieldnotes included
observer comments. I followed Bogdan and Biklen's suggestions:
Whenever you feel strongly about
or a dialogue engaged in, note the
mind. When something occurs that
incidents in other settings, record

an event witnessed
images that come to
reminds you of
these mental

connections. When words, events, or circumstances recur,
mention it in observer's comments and speculate about
meanings. If you think you have a breakthrough in
understanding something that was previously obscure to
you, record it. If you notice that certain subjects have
things in common, point it out. . .The idea is to stimulate
critical thinking (1992, pp. 157-8).
In addition this stage included weekly summaries at the end of
each set of fieldnotes and periodic, one-to-two page analytical
memos.
In order to answer my first research question which focused
on developing writing in this particular pedagogical context, for
post-data collection analysis I followed a process that included
multiple readings of the data along with a mapping out of each class
into a matrix design similar to the process advocated by Miles and
Huberman (1994). I arranged the data by placing each set of
fieldnotes together with all of the Writes for that particular class.
As I reviewed each class session, I placed into the matrix any
events that seemed significant along with the key moments from
individual student's Writes. This process allowed me to see the
evolution of the course; and as I studied the matrix, key features
emerged. There is a template of this matrix design in the Appendix.
I present the results of this process in Chapter 4.
In order to answer my second research question that
attempted to zero in on subjectivity as captured through this
writing process, I placed each student's writing across the semester
back together then reread each complete textual history. I selected
two students' work to analyze. I discuss my reasons for selecting
these two students in Chapter 5. For these two students - Lee and
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Alex - I created a matrix of each of their work with the writing
across the semester. Each class was marked across the top of this
matrix. Moving down the vertical axis, I noted what stood out from
their writing for the class marked on the horizontal axis, any
theoretical pieces that might be useful in thinking about that
content, and what I felt this particular content demonstrated about
subjectivity. For further reference, there is a template of this matrix
design in the Appendix as well. The process of working with this
matrix formed the basis for my analysis of Lee's and Alex's writing
in Chapter 5.
My third research question focused on the larger socio¬
cultural conversations in progress that students, as conveyed
through their writing, had entered to varying degrees. For my
analysis of this question I considered the students' writing
collectively with an eye towards larger content areas. I then reread
their textual histories to find the places where these content areas
were explored in-depth or with strong feeling. From there I read
the interviews to find further, extended, more detailed discussion of
these areas. The results of this part of my analysis are presented in
Chapter 6.
The second research question, because it focused on
individual, subjective experience with writing, pulled this study
toward what Merriam terms a psychological case study (1988, p.
25). In terms of the third question, with its focus on socio-cultural
influences, the analysis was pulled toward what she terms a
sociological case study (p. 26). It is my sense that feminist
poststructuralist theory provided a framework for synthesizing

these two directions. In this theoretical territory distinctions
between individual psyches and socio-cultural forces blur. The
writer shapes language, but language shapes the writer. As a writer
writes, these intertwined forces are operative. The writing practice,
which was the focus of the first research question, thus operated as
a site that contained both of these.

The Validity and Limitations of the Study
Merriam (1988) describes validity as the processes
researchers go through to ensure the trustworthiness of their
findings. I incorporated several strategies in structuring this study
in order to establish its trustworthiness. These strategies included
triangulation of data sources (fieldnotes, document collection, and
interviews) and peer examination via Karen's in-depth review of
my weekly fieldnotes. Other researchers might like to know that I
taught the Women and Creativity course two previous years and
that the preliminary interviews I conducted for this study were
with students from these earlier sessions. My general sense of the
difference between this and other courses came out of these
student

interviews.

Some of the limitations of this study have already been
addressed, in particular the differences of power between teacher
researchers and students and the on-going issue of researcher
biases, assumptions, and socio-cultural locations, specifically in this
study in terms of class and ethnicity. My triple role as teacher,
researcher, and participant was a complex one. That I was not only
a researcher in her role as a participant observer but also the

teacher in this course accentuated both my presence and my power.
However, because the course process was polyvocal and the data
gathering methods were triangulated, I feel that the range, depth,
and perhaps even dissonance of these perspectives have been
incorporated into the study.
From the perspective of more traditional research designs, the
limited generalizability of the findings of a qualitative case study
could be considered as a limitation of a study such as this one.
Merriam reiterates, however, that the purpose of selecting the case
study approach is to understand, "the particular in-depth, not. . .to
know what is generally true of the many" (1988, p. 173). Some
researchers think of the generalizability of qualitative studies in
terms of those who will read and make use of the findings. Walker
suggests that, "It is the reader who has to ask, what is there in this
study that I can apply to my own situation, and what clearly does
not apply?" (1980, p. 34; see also, Wilson, 1979). Following this line
of thinking, that would leave the generalizability of the findings of
this study in the hands of its most potentially interested readers.

Chapter

Summary

In this chapter I have laid out the particulars of the research
process for this study. To reiterate, this dissertation has been
organized around three research questions which emerged out of
considering the writing used in the Women and Creativity course in
terms of feminist poststructuralist theory. The first question speaks
to the process students collectively went through as they learned
and practiced Proprioceptive Writing. It is addressed in Chapter 4.

This collective process had both social and individual dimensions.
These dimensions served to create a dynamic tension central to this
course. The weekly fieldnotes along with the students' weekly inclass writing served as the primary data source for addressing this
question.
The intent of the second question was to zero in specifically
on the students' thinking as revealed in their writing in terms of
what feminist poststructuralist theory suggests about subjectivity:
its continual process, its pieced-together features, and its social
construction. This question is the focus of Chapter 5. A feminist
poststructuralist theoretical framework made it possible to get at
more of the tensions within female subjectivity. The key data
source used to explore this question was the nine student textual
histories gathered as the course progressed.
The focus of the third research question was to consider the
students' writing in terms of the socio-cultural conversations they
had taken up positions within. Chapter 6 explores the students'
writing in these terms. One assumption of this question was that
"the world" continually shapes us and we, as social subjects, come to
invest ourselves in this shaping process. The students' writing was
the starting point for this exploration. I then used the discursive
evidence I discovered in the writing as the basis for the individual
interviews I conducted with each study participant.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCOVERING A NEW KIND OF WORK

The intent of this chapter is to explore the important features
of the Women and Creativity course in order to understand the
process students collectively went through in developing their own
writing practices. The chapter begins with a detailed overview of
Proprioceptive Writing. The essential features of this kind of
writing are discussed in some detail, including the differences
between Proprioceptive Writing and freewriting. A secondary
component of the course - the readings - is also described.
The study participants are introduced as they were
introduced to one another, through excerpts from their first
encounter with the writing process. The relationship between
writers in this process as well as the teacher-student relationship
within the course in general are both explored. A critical feature of
the course revolved around my work as the teacher with each
individual student out loud and in the presence of the other
students.
Proprioceptive Writing is about following thoughtflow, and
thoughtflow moves in many kinds of directions. This writing
process was confrontational for the students, giving the course a
provocative edge that more traditional disciplinary courses do not
have. As the students articulated their concerns in their writing and
explored their meaning, they sometimes came to places of intense
feeling. Toward the end of this chapter, I discuss one such critical
juncture in the course.

Proprioceptive

Writing

Britton, Burgess, Martin, McLeod, and Rosen (1975) have
theorized, what they term, "the expressive" as a matrix for the
development of other forms of writing. This function of language is
most generally characterized by its proximity to "the self," how it
reveals as much about the speaker or writer as it does about the
events or ideas being referenced. According to Britton et al., the
expressive can be used, "to follow the ebb and flow of the writer's
consciousness, to articulate the concerns and interests of the writer"
(p. 141). Although expressive writing, because of its lack of
structure and its affinities with speech, is often associated with
language development in young children, Britton et al. explain that
it "may be at any stage the kind of writing best adapted to
exploration and discovery" (p. 197). In the writing samples of the
11-18 year olds analyzed in their study, however, very little
expressive writing was discovered. Apparently, they infer, the
exploration of thinking that is possible through writing was not
valued in the curriculum.
Although Britton et al.'s study only involved writing samples
of 11-18 year old writers, I assume that, at the post-secondary
level, expressive writing would have been under-valued as well. If
a post-secondary course organized around expressive writing could
be imagined, it might resemble the work with Proprioceptive
Writing in the Women and Creativity course. This writing approach
considers thinking in writing as a process of value unto itself that
warrants full pedagogical attention. For the female students in this
study, this approach gave them a way to put their thoughts on
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paper, to question their thinking, as well as, because this approach
included the opportunity to read in-class writing, a way to
deprivatize their thinking and interface with that of others.
Each class was organized around a writing session. In
Proprioceptive Writing a writing session is referred to as having a
"Write." In preparation for the Write and during it, the atmosphere
is formal, heightened, and ritualized - the room is quiet, a candle is
lit. Classical music is then played for twenty minutes. During the
twenty minutes students are asked to record their thoughts in
writing as they occur. When the music stops, writers are taught to
write out and then answer also in writing the following four
questions:
1. Thoughts heard but not written?
2. How do I feel now?
3. What story am I telling?
4. Directions for future writes?
As they write, students are also asked to be attentive to their
language by listening for spots in their emerging texts that might
feel loaded, a word or a short phrase they might almost want to put
in quotation marks, with the idea of opening up this word or these
words with the question: What do I mean by (the word or the
phrasel? Metcalf and Simon, the developers of this writing process,
refer to this construction as the "Proprioceptive Question." In a
recent Write of my own I wrote, "Time constraints are pushing. The
demands of production mode." As I wrote these words, the word
"demands" felt weighty to me so I stopped recording my thoughts
and wrote, "What do I mean by 'demands'?" and then returned to
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recording my thoughts, but now in response to this question I had
posed. This process of writing, then questioning, then returning to
the writing gives the writing session a particular shape because it
includes not only expression but also reflection upon what is being
thought and written as it is being thought and written. Metcalf and
Simon describe this process as the "express/reflect dynamic." Down
the road for the developing female writers in the Women and
Creativity course, this question could eventually become a way for
them to interrogate their own thinking. As I have studied feminist
poststructuralist theory, I have found it useful in my own writing
as a way to open up the ideological traces I sense in my own
thinking. During the course, however, because the students were
beginners with this approach, it was enough for them to practice
having their Writes, to coordinate this express/reflect dynamic, and
to read their Writes out loud.
Proprioceptive Writing is located very early on in the
composing process. It particularly differs from other approaches
such as freewriting or stream of consciousness writing in the
quality of attention that is brought to the writing session. According
to Peter Elbow, the aim of freewriting is to practice writing without
revising, to bypass the editing that occurs while generating writing
and so often stifles its flow. Its dominant concern is with writing in
and of itself, as pure production - "The only point is to keep
writing" (1981, p. 13). It is not specifically concerned with the
world of thought and the development of its expressive and
reflective dimensions. Although speed is not a goal of freewriting,
Elbow does suggest that the writer "Go quickly without rushing
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(1973, p. 3). And he specifically adds,

. .you should not stop, go

back,. . .or reflect" (emphasis added, p. 7).
Although Elbow includes one short, seven line paragraph on
"Keep[ing] a Freewriting Diary" (p. 9), his primary concern is with
how freewriting will impact the creation of written products, when
the writer returns to them. Freewriting is saturated with secondary
purposes that mirror this overarching aim: "to get topics to write
about"; "to bring surface coherence to writing"; to give the
controlled writer's work more life, the powerful writer's, more
control (1981, pp. 14-16). Elbow does not advocate the delving into
the content that emerges as it emerges and the exploration of its
meaning. Freewriting is purposeful but meaningless - "babbling,"
"jabbering," "automatic writing" (1973, p. 3). On the other hand,
Proprioceptive Writing is described by Metcalf and Simon as a
process that is "meaningful, but purposeless." When freewriting has
been used in graduate courses, in my experience it has only been
used as a precursor to other work or as a private aside but never as
a primary focus.
In Proprioceptive Writing, there is a slowing down in order to
hear what is there. A shift in emphasis occurs off of the act of
writing (the paper, the pen, the forming of letters into words and
sentences, how it looks, how it will look) and onto the hearing of
thought content as it emerges. In order to engage thinking this shift
in emphasis is crucial because thought lives in an auditory medium.
Proprioceptive Writing can be thought of as a highly conscious
process focused on getting aligned with the need to understand.
This need is synonymous with what Andrea Dworkin describes as
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creative intelligence. Creative intelligence is more than what it
produces, it is "searching intelligence: it. . .demands to know the
world" (Raymond, 1986, p. 215).
Unlike freewriting, Proprioceptive Writing is a meaningdriven writing process. The need to understand as enacted through
the use of the Proprioceptive Question takes the writer closer to
feeling. In the process, writers are learning to access what Eugene
Gendlin describes as the "felt sense," the non-verbal underside of
thinking (Gendlin, 1981; see also, Perl, 1988). Through this writing
process, then, writers also come inadvertently to experience
another model for thinking. Rather than treating thinking as
separate from feeling, this model suggests that thinking and feeling
are intimately connected. Metcalf and Simon name this
thinking/feeling

model,

proprioception.

It is important that writers have their Writes within a
community of others who are doing the same work. Everyone,
including the teacher, is offered time and space to read her Write
aloud and in the process be overheard by others. In a discussion
about reading work aloud in a group, Peter Elbow suggests that
writers, "may find the reading out loud frightening, but it is crucial.
For there is a deep and essential relationship between writing and
the speaking voice" (1981, p. 22). Sometimes students meet the
invitation to read their Writes with skepticism. The writing is
experienced privately; the reading makes it public. Only
occasionally in this study did writers choose not to read and by the
end of the course, everyone seemed eager to be heard. Hannah
Arendt describes this power of being overheard by others:
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Compared with the reality which comes from being
seen and heard, even the greatest forces of intimate life the passions of the heart, the thoughts of the mind, the
delights of the senses - lead an uncertain, shadowy kind
of existence unless and until they are transformed,
deprivatized and deindividualized, as it were, into a
shape to fit them for public appearance. The most current
of such transformations occurs in storytelling and
generally inartistic transposition of individual
experiences. But we do not need the form of the artist to
witness this transfiguration. Each time we talk of things
that can be experienced only in privacy or intimacy, we
bring them out into a sphere where they will assume a
kind of reality. . .they never could have had before. The
presence of others who see what we see and hear what
we hear assures us of the reality of the world and of
ourselves. . . (1958, p. 50).
The practice of Proprioceptive Writing can be thought of as a
process of continually getting into relationship with one's own
thinking and by extension one's aliveness. Hannah Arendt explains
the relationship between the process of thinking and being alive,
"Thinking accompanies life and is itself the de-materialized
quintessence of being alive; and since life is a process, its
quintessence can only lie in the actual thinking process and not in
any solid results or specific thoughts" (1978, p. 191). The intent of
having writers read their Writes aloud is not to share with other
writers nor to receive a response from them but rather to extend
and deepen a writer's hearing of herself. The other writers engaged
in the same kind of work function as a sort of "collective resonating
board." Thus Metcalf and Simon describe Proprioceptive Writing as
work that is done "alone in the presence of others." One result of
this structure, however, is that writers have the privilege of
overhearing what goes on in other people's minds.

This overhearing is valuable and strengthening, especially in a
feminist context. In humanist discourse we come to assume that our
lives are our own. Our successes and our failures come from our
character. They reflect our determination and hard work in the face
of adversity or our deficiencies (we just don't have what it takes).
Thinking is generated as we attempt to understand our experience.
When there is lack of understanding, discontent, or confusion,
humanist discourse, with its overarching emphasis on the personal
and individual, sends us back to ourselves with such questions as
"what's wrong with me?" Overhearing the thinking of others begins
a process in a different direction, another kind of movement, of
listening outward to the experiences of other women to find
explanations for our lives. As one student in the pilot study put it,
"One of the best things about the class was really hearing other
people's thoughts and saying 'my gosh - I was just thinking that the
other day'. . .it just made things seem so normal."
Although the students in the course experienced themselves
as writing and reading their private thoughts, keeping in mind
poststructuralist notions of language as an active socio-cultural site,
I considered their work with the writing as a social/political
practice within which they were able to rehearse a new subject
position: that of female thinker/writer. For the students, this work
meant first and foremost establishing some degree of comfort with
writing and reading "in public," and for many of them this comfort
came only at the end of the course.
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The Course Readings
Although Proprioceptive Writing as described above was the
central activity of the Women and Creativity course, the course also
included a series of on-going readings. The readings included the
following texts: Julia Alvarez's How the Garcia Girls Lost Their
Accents: bell hooks's Talking Back: Marie Hara's Bananaheart and
Other Stories: Mary Johnston's Real Life Stories: and Marianna
Torgovnick's Crossing Ocean Parkway. Although writing across a
wide spectrum of social and cultural locations, all of these authors
were chosen in part because they are contemporary. In fact I wrote
to each of these writers before the course began, told them about
our course, and invited them to write to us. I heard from Julia
Alvarez and Marie Hara. Alvarez sent a published article, and Hara
sent an essay in progress along with a letter to the class. Mary
Johnston is a writer living in Maine whom I know. She gave me a
working draft of Real Life Stories to share with the students. It was
a new experience for them to be close in on an "actual writer's"
process.
In general these readings served to give a larger context to
students' experience with writing in this course and, in a way, may
have helped to "legitimize" their work. The readings reinforced the
subject position the course context offered to the students, that of
female thinker/writer. Sometimes the students used the readings to
articulate in writing circumstances in their own lives. Some of these
moments will be explored in the more detailed description of the
course which follows. I found it challenging to coordinate the inclass writing process, then shift gears into discussion of these
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readings. In retrospect, however, they may have been more
instrumental in the process of this course than I experienced at the
time. Part of this difference may be attributable to the immediacy
of student writers reading their own work. In general, these course
readings may have encouraged the students to use writing as a way
to think about their own circumstances, and, in some cases,
modeling for them a way of "Talking Back."

Writing Alone in the Presence of Others
Like the students in the pilot study, the nine students in the
Women and Creativity course had never had a course focused
exclusively on thinking in writing as purely exploratory work. My
focus over the beginning weeks was to provide students with
practice in how to have a Write, how to read it, and then overhear
others engaged in the same kind of work. In the process of
grappling with these practices, students came to discover
fundamental differences between this and other courses,
differences that forced them to reflect on their educational
enterprise. In some ways over the ensuing weeks, they had to
reconsider their assumptions about teachers, about thinking, about
the teacher-student relationship, and about how to be a student, in
particular the parts of themselves - their personal, familial, and
ethnic histories - that they had learned generally to separate out
from the process of their schooling. I alerted them at the beginning
that this course was for them, but over the beginning weeks they
would come to discover that the course was also about them.
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The focus of the first class was to prepare students for the
difference between this and other courses. I finished this
introductory class with a slide show. It began with images of
women as the painted, nude subject in the work of 19th century
French painter, Ingres ("The Turkish Bath"), and 20th century
photographer, Man Ray, who appropriated Ingres's image of the
bather ("Le Violon d'Ingres) and shifted to images of women as
creators of works of art themselves via an exploration of selfportraits of women artists over a 300 year period. For visual artists,
the self-portrait has functioned as an exploratory and documentary
site, an on-going way "to know the self." The purpose of the slide
show was indirectly to point students in the direction of the kind
and quality of engagement that is also possible through exploratory
writing. Britton et al. have discussed how other school experiences,
particularly concurrent experiences with writing in school, will
largely determine how students construe a "new" opportunity
(1975, p. 24). It was my hope that using the slide show as a way to
come at the writing would disrupt students' tacit expectations about
writing in particular, while providing an actual experience of
difference between this and other courses. Still, it was not until the
second class that students would fully experience this difference.
The reading of the first Write marked the entry into another
pedagogical world with another kind of value system.
David Lusted (1986) uses the term "pedagogy" as opposed to
"teaching" as a way to get at a more holistic, non-hierarchical model
of what teachers and students could be doing in classrooms.

He

describes pedagogy as the transformation of consciousness that can
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occur through the interactions of three agencies - the teacher, the
student and the knowledge they produce together. Lather (1991)
suggests that pedagogy in Lusted's sense provides a useful, dynamic
framework for teachers and researchers committed to
feminist/critical work. This model resists traditional educational
ideology within which, as Friere (1993) has described, teachers are
considered to be neutral transmitters of knowledge and students
are assumed to enter disciplinary areas empty-handed; school
knowledge is thought to be

pre-formed, stable, and "basic" (read:

ahistorical and apolitical); and the students' task is to receive and
display piecemeal the knowledge they have acquired. Throughout
the months conducting this study and teaching this course, as I
considered the interactions that occurred among the class members,
myself included, as we wrote and read together, I continually came
back to Lusted's definition of pedagogy.
Starting with the second class, every class, except the visit to
the Women's History Archives in November, included time for a
Write and the opportunity for each class member to read. Almost
every class was organized around this basic writing and reading
structure. In eight out of thirteen classes, at least half of the class
time was allocated to this format. It gave class members not only
the time to do their own writing (to be alone) but also the time to
be overheard, (in the presence of others). This structure provided a
creative tension that allowed students to work individually, but
collectively. In some of my own in-class writing, toward the end of
the course, I attempted to describe this creative tension:
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This particular class was a good example of why I love
to do this work. Each person, each writer, each thinker
becomes increasingly distinct in relationship with her
own material. The human drama unfolds. And yet
together something happens. We are also part of something
else. And this happens without having to let go of what I'm
doing, my interests, my concerns. Thus the phrase - "alone
in the presence of others."
Reading her Write, each class member took up relatively equal
amounts of class time. Thus this basic writing and reading course
structure was a democratic process. Knowledge about others for the
most part came through their writing and not through class
discussion or casual conversation. Thus it was through writing that
class members became distinct to one another. Below are excerpts
from the first group of Writes. I will introduce the members of this
class, of this study in the way and in the order that we were
introduced to one another:
Olivia Rose Lopes: For some reason I keep thinking
about the 'lil Peach Store & Gas Station at the top of the
hill in Saugatuck and the reason why is that as I sat in
my car one day there at the traffic light - I think it was
in the morning - it came to me, this thought about how
everyone is in their own car & we don't have to interact
with each other anymore.
C. L. Marr: How do I fit into the grand scheme of things?
. . .1 have lived an unusual life in that I never married,
never had children, never set goals.
Suki Vona: It's difficult not to parallel this to my journal
writing because, for several years now, I firmly believe it
was my writing - actually - the ability to take the jumble
that was my mind, my world and put it into words, to
unravel it and make sense of and clarify the things I
thought were crazy and abnormal about myself.

Isabel: I am very sad about so many things in my life.
I have so many regrets. My father wants me to lose
weight so I can become pretty. I checked the scale today.
I lost another five pounds. I was so happy. I need to lose
more weight. Otherwise my father will feel very
disappointed.
Dangling Feather: I want to be a part of the beauty. I
want to live, but I need to exist. $. Money, money. God,
money. I have so much to give, but how do I exist?
Enough, get on to the nitty gritty. . . Lisa, my little one. I
love her. I want to be with her, to give her all that she
needs from me. . .What can I do but give in? To what? In
which direction? Where to go? What to do?
Alex: Everyone else writes small and neat. Can't read
mine. Safety in silence. I can see Texas and the trailer
growing larger. Only dirty orange, yellow light in the
metal frame window.
Lee: My grandmother is moving from New Hampshire to
Florida next week and she has given my mother, my
sister and me lots of furniture. Well, Mom wants
Grammy's big freezer and when we rented a truck to get
everything it didn't fit. I hesitantly offered not to take
my dining room set so the freezer would fit because
maybe my Dad could help. But I also knew that that
would be uncomfortable for me, and my Mom kind of
acted wishy washy about the freezer anyway.
Frances Boyd: Why did he have to leave? There didn't
seem to be a reason. He just felt it was best. Get a fuckin'
life! . . . Whoever thought up all this relationship stuff
anyway? Why is there a dance we must do? Aren't there
any Annie Oakleys out there? How about shooting from
the hip - living in the moment - letting it unroll without
rules, shoulds, oughts, and other such entanglements? I
wonder how it would be?
Karen: I'm wondering about my note taking, research
gathering role here. Am I doing it right? Is it like the
Write, that I can't do it wrong? What about my feeling
that I should put more of myself into it?. . .And what do I
mean by "more of myself?" I mean I'm hearing what
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Kaitlin says and I'm hearing my own voice or even voices.
Or rather I know I'm thinking on several levels. I hear all
that I'm hearing. What makes it on to the page?
Kaitlin: Life has been so full, too full these days. What do
I mean by "full?" An image of the stream on my parents'
property - rising up, full, overflowing, roaring - comes to
mind. I remember how it was during Hurricane Diana in
the early '60's. The stone edges disappeared. The willow
tree sat in water. The water which so often looked
beautiful, contained was everywhere, where it shouldn't
be, normal boundaries broken. But back to the fullness of
my life, here, now, September, 1995.
Sasha (who read for the first time the fourth week of
class): I don't know exactly what I feel guilty about. I
think it might have something to do with my relationship
with one of the Professors. I had him 2 years ago, then
went on exchange last year and we e-mailed each other
almost daily. . . I feel like I have to defend myself to my
housemates, boyfriend, friends, the other professor who
knows us both. There is nothing to defend though - it's
just another friendship which makes people
uncomfortable because of his status - the fact that there
is a power imbalance. I don't feel the imbalance. But
nobody else can overlook it.
Juxtaposing these excerpts demonstrates the range of thought
content actively engaged by the group, a range which included:
social critique; the meaning of writing; the writer's placement
within the configuration of the family; the search for direction;
expressions of anger, sadness, guilt, and remorse; a desire for less
constraint in one's life; pieces of stories, memories, and current
situations; as well as speculation about one's position within the
structure of the class. This individual thinking, however, became
the point of connection to others. Meaning was created alone, but
through the process of reading moved into the social realm. In some
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ways this process, with both its individual and social features, could
be considered what Kristeva refers to as an "aesthetic practice"
(1986e, p. 210). She points to the need for an increase in such
practices that create multiple and, in the case of Proprioceptive
Writing, simultaneous signifying spaces. Aesthetic practices,
explains Kristeva, can perhaps counteract the simulated and
reduced realities produced through mass media and information
technologies as well as demystify language (the symbolic realm) as
a communal site for contesting meanings available to anyone.
By the fourth class the practice of having multiple,
simultaneous signifying spaces, that are then collectivized through
the reading process, became more elaborate and extended through
the introduction of the "Post-Write." Coming off of the collective
hearing of the last Write in the group, about five minutes for
additional writing was organized into the class structure. The PostWrite functioned as a reflection on the overall, immediate
experience of having overheard the others. This process gave
students who had opted not to read a second, albeit much shorter,
opportunity to do so.

Sometimes the Post-Write was met with

resistance and, therefore, an opportunity to express that resistance
("I don't want to think anymore. Thinking is a scary process.").
Other times it was used to express an insight, especially in the wake
of having heard, really heard, the concerns, and, therefore, the
humanity of the other students ("As I was listening to everyone, I
was suddenly amazed by the thoughts people have. In other classes,
what are people thinking? People make assumptions and judgments
about other people without even knowing anything about them. ).
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Students learned through the process of the Post-Write that it
was okay to think about other writers within the context of writing.
Sometimes the Post-Write functioned as a sort of conversational
response to something in particular in another's Write. These
responses were like conversations in that they were reactions to
something that was heard but were different in important ways
from actual classroom talk or discussion. With discussion there is
the potential for the content to veer off in many different
directions. Writing in response to another is really about the writer
engaging her own thoughts of which others, especially others that
have just been overheard, are an inevitable part. Written responses
have a focus that tends to disperse with discussion. However,
paradoxically, in the process of addressing another writer's
thinking, the writer in question may hear how she was heard, what
others think about what she has been thinking about. This kind of
response serves the writing and allows writers to use one another
(in the best sense of that phrase) to follow and extend their own
thinking and writing.
Looking at a Write and the Post-Writes that followed it is an
exercise in intertextuality. Through this process the relationship
between texts, and, therefore, thinking itself is foregrounded.
Kristeva describes how, "any text is a mosaic of quotations; [how]
any text is the absorption and transformation of another" (1986b, p.
37). She prefers the term "transposition" as a way to differentiate
intertextuality from studying or naming one's sources and explains
that where and when something is written or spoken ("the 'place' of
enunciation") as well as what is being written about ( "[the] denoted

’object’") "are never single, complete and identical to themselves,
but always plural, shattered, capable of being tabulated" (p. 111).
This process of having the Write and the Post-Write that followed
was itself an intertextual one and in retrospect, through
examination, it is possible to see how these texts were transposed
into one another, how one's own thinking is inevitably embedded in
that of others, but, in the case of the Women and Creativity course,
no longer behind-the-scenes. The following is a case in point:
Olivia (in a Write): On November 8, 1994 I came out to
myself as Bi-Curious. I don't care for the term Bi-Sexual
because people like my mother think I want to go around
sleeping with women and that's not what it is about. It's
really about knowing myself and accepting myself and
being able to appreciate and love both men and women
in a unique way. My way.
Alex (in her Post-Write during the same session): I wish
I knew Olivia better. I can relate to what she wrote about
bi-sexuality. It is an awful word, a misnomer.
The Post-Write may have offered a place for possible points of
writer-to-writer articulation of concerns or ideas that were raised. I
would speculate that when a writer did hook up with an idea of
another writer, this process of articulation then opened up that
concern as a topic that could be considered further at some future
point in time within the group. After the above exchange, both Alex
and Olivia continued off and on to write about sexuality, a topic that
both had only glossed over until the point of the above exchange.
As though continuing this conversation, the following week, Alex
wrote, "What do I mean by gender bender? Exploring boundaries,
erasing them, making them more comfortable." And in a Write later
in the semester Olivia again picked up on this theme:
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I have realized that I do not necessarily have to or want
to have a sexual experience with a woman right now,
because I am content with Chino - regardless of his
gender, but I think what makes me Bi-Sexual is that I am
open to the experience. If it happens, it happens. So
basically what it comes down to is I am NOT heterosexual.
As writers came to hear pieces of themselves later in other writers'
texts, this intertextual process began to function as a learning mode
similar in some ways to Belenky et al.'s "Connected Knowing"
(1986). As Alex wrote, "So many of us here seem to touch on the
same strands of the spider's web." As the semester evolved, this
connectedness increased and became more complex, to the point
that we changed who we were to one another. C. L. Marr wrote that,
"In a way this class has heard my questions, my concerns, my
thoughts, knows me better than my closest friends and family," and
Suki that, "I feel as if I'm not myself any more - or rather that
myself has expanded to include parts of everyone in this room." I
came to think of this relationship that evolved between class
members as that of "intimate strangers."

The Teacher-Student Relationship
Keeping in mind Lusted's pedagogical dynamic - the
transformation of consciousness that takes place through the
interaction between three agencies: teacher, students, and the
knowledge they produce - points to questions about the role of the
teacher in analyzing how this course created a context for students
to develop their own writing practices. That writing teachers write
with students is an accepted practice (see for example, Elbow, 1971
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& Emig, 1981). Although, as Belenky et al. point out, not all teachers
present students the full process of ideational gestation, female
students in particular benefit from, "models of thinking as a human,
imperfect, and attainable activity" (1986, p. 217).
Karen and I discovered a few weeks into the semester that we
had been leaving our own in-class Writes out of both the class notes
and the resulting fieldnotes. Noticing this omission led to realizing
the obvious, "that they (the students) are not not hearing us"
(teacher and research assistant, people who have a lot of experience
with this work). Realizing the obvious produced speculation on our
part as to how this kind of participation both directly and indirectly
influenced students' experiences with the writing. It is important to
acknowledge this influence even though it can not be specified. In a
mid-semester check-in process, one student wrote that, "I like the
fact that Karen and you discuss your feelings about teaching and
researching. I like knowing you guys are human too." That I was a
teacher-writer was an essential feature of the pedagogical dynamic
of this course. As a member of this writing community, students
overheard some of my struggles with teaching. For example, they
heard me question an earlier, in-class exchange with a student that
everyone, including the student involved, had witnessed, "I'm
thinking of D. F. Did I say the wrong thing? Did my attempts at
guidance create confusion? Is that okay?" Thus by overhearing me
they learned that my position as teacher was not necessarily stable
or totally predetermined.
Through my participation students may have also learned
that it was okay for them to think about whatever it was that was

on their minds, that what was valued was not a particular subject
but the quality of attention, the kind of engagement that was
brought to it. I encouraged students to write the thoughts that were
there, whatever those thoughts were, then opt not to read if it
turned out to be something they did not want to hear themselves
thinking about in the presence of the others. One of my own in-class
Writes illustrates this point.
So much has happened over the course of only the
past week. What do I mean by "so much?" Flora, my
companion, my shadow existence over the past fifteen
years, seemed so terribly depressed. In some ways Flora
was my third child. Charan and Sahaj would go to the
farm every summer but Flora was always there - a
consistent and comforting presence.
So many thoughts. Did we have the right to keep
her alive? Did we have the right in the end to put her
down (even though our intentions were merciful)?
Domestic creatures are not part of the natural world,
although they perhaps remind us of something, a way of
life, of being that we have lost. They rely on us and they
are our responsibility.
An image flashes in - of that sterile, windowless
room at North Deering Vet. The ultra-violet lights buzzing
over head making me wince ever so slightly and subtly.
The wooden bench, but no feeling of a church or
sanctuary. There Flora lay wrapped in the faded blue
oversized towel that was also a relic from my past. The
Vet shaved her front paw in order to find a vein for the
injection. I felt the need to be there in the end. Charan
left choking with tears. It all happened in seconds. The
needle. Into a vein. Within seconds an utter stillness that
could only mean one thing. Flora's eyes fixed, staring out
at me.

Even though the other cats take up plenty of space,
I feel an emptiness now that Flora is gone for good. What
do I mean by "emptiness?" A void. Nothing now, where
there was distant companionship and constant presence.
1. Thoughts heard but not written? I remembered
another cat, Pom, dying on the kitchen floor at 30
Whitney Ave.
2. How do I feel now? Sad as I recall losing Flora only
yesterday.
3. What story am I telling? A juncture in my life.
4. Directions for future Writes? What has also died with
Flora? Explore how a part of my life is now over.
I have found Karen's notes about this Write helpful in speculating
further what else it might have demonstrated to the students:
The teacher is a person. Emotion is handleable. And it
moves. Writing about a life event enriches it. Something
about the value of telling your own every day stories.
Permission to feel. Permission to be interested in the
details. You are modeling: that you are an academic and a
mother/nurturer and that you can bring "the mother" to
the academy (that subjectivity is multiple) and that a
part of your life is over and another is beginning, that is,
that you change (that you are a subject in process).
In these earlier weeks of the course students were grappling with
emotion rising up as they were writing but more often during the
process of reading. Most importantly, given that context, this Write
may have demonstrated writing that moves through both thinking
and feeling, that balances and integrates them - two parts of
themselves that students have learned to divide.
Another aspect of my teacher role was giving students
feedback on their Writes. This process took place out loud,
individually, and in front of the other students. Although the
feedback process served to bring writers closer to the

Proprioceptive Writing form, its primary function was to dramatize
students' thinking, to model a kind of engagement with their
thinking that over time they might internalize. This kind of
feedback requires constant acts of imagination. I became interested
in what each student was thinking about, as put out in her writing,
as a way to demonstrate the interest that her thought qua thought
evoked in another.1 Proprioceptive Writing is a self-guiding process
so the intent of my feedback was not to force or direct subject
matter nor to probe, solve, or fix. The starting point for this process
was always the students' texts, their in-class Writes, so that the
path of this feedback was really student-to-teacher (along with the
rest of the group), then teacher-back to-student (within the group).
I spent many, many hours every week reading and re¬
reading the students' Writes. I followed a process similar to that of
Brown and Gilligan (1992) described in their "Listener's Guide."
Blythe Clinchy, one of the authors of Women's Ways of Knowing,
was the keynote speaker at the Maine Women's Studies Conference
in December that ended up becoming a part of this study when my
proposal to discuss my current research, meaning this course, was
accepted. She discussed at length about how "Connected Knowing"
has been so often misconstrued as a spontaneous, emotional
response and adamantly argued for Connected Knowing as an active
mode of inquiry that is about entering another's representation of
the world (her story, her text) in order to understand it from the
writer's or speaker's perspective. My multiple, on-going readings of
students' texts could be considered Connected Knowing in this
sense. The student texts were also data so that studying them in
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this way helped my research goals; thus researcher and teacher
dovetailed through this process.
Weber has suggested that researchers turn to their
participants as, "one human being to another" (1986, p. 65). But
how was this kind of interaction possible? Through the process of
writing and reading we (me, the teacher, and they, the students)
did overhear one another's humanity. My participation as a writer
made it possible to say certain things because behind every
question I encouraged in them were the questions over the years
that I have asked myself (and continued to ask in their presence)
through my own writing practice.2 Still we were not equals. Our
different positions within educational discourse gave me authority
which they did not have access to and ten years experience with
this kind of writing, both practicing it and teaching it, is not the
same as a few weeks of practice or a few months. Our goals were
different. Theirs was to learn and to practice. Mine was to create a
kind of space and to draw them out along the lines determined by
them. I also, however, had my research goals; thus in this way I
was dependent upon our work together, their participation, their
willingness to participate. This mutuality of influence was a
constant preoccupation in my own writing throughout the semester.
Lusted's pedagogical dynamic gave me a framework for exploring
not only the ways in which I might have influenced them but also
the ways in which they were influencing me, albeit in a jagged
fashion given our different social locations and educational
positions. Along these lines, in one set of fieldnotes, I wrote, "I am
holding/carrying their stories, but it is through them that I am
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coming into myself in a new way." This new way meant most
specifically finishing my six-year career as a graduate student,
which in turn meant conducting this study of which the students
were necessarily a part.
More than the specifics of my feedback to the students (what
was said, what was not said, to whom), what is important to
understand is that this process was built around a one-on-one
relationship with each of the students that evolved over the course
of the semester. Thinking with them about what they were thinking
about was like an extended conversation: I would say things to
which they would or wouldn't respond in writing on that day or in a
later class. This dynamic cut a path across the semester so that each
of these nine relationships had its own history. In this sense, I also
worked with each individual student "alone in the presence of
others." I emphasized that anything I might say in connection to
their Writes was said toward the next Write and not said as a
critique of the Write highlighted. Students were encouraged to
ignore what I might say; take it up in their next Write; make a note
of it and use it later; or "borrow" what I might say to someone else
if it resonated. For example, on one occasion toward the end of the
course, I said to Suki, "Who is the person you would like to become?
What is she like?" Karen noted that several others wrote these
questions down. These one-on-one relationships seemed to take on
more shape toward the end of the semester, especially after the
discursive history interviews which all took place between the
latter part of October and the middle of November outside of class.
It has been possible to document the path of these relationships by
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reviewing what I said to a student in my fieldnotes and then
looking at her later Writes for connections or traces. At the
beginning of the semester students would often speak briefly to
what I might have said in their direction, but this nodding to the
teacher was most likely because that is what educational discourse
positions "good" students to do - respond to the teacher. As the
course

progressed

teacher-to-individual

student interaction

developed into a relationship, an exchange. In my last in-class
Write I discussed this relationship this way:
I hope you have learned something about teaching, the
teacher-student relationship, what it could be, but seldom
ever is. Disciplinary focus keeps relationship elusive.
What is a teacher? This is such an important question.
One that I have held and explored for many years. In
some ways the teaching that I value and try to practice
goes back to the Socratic School. The problem is that in
Ancient Athens only men were citizens so that the mix of
relationship in the public realm, that included friendship,
politics and teaching, was available only to men.
C. L. Marr and I had this series of exchanges over several weeks:
C. L. Marr (on Nov. 15) wrote: Each feeling I have is for
a reason. You don't feel what isn't important.
Kaitlin (on Dec. 6) responded out loud: This idea, that
feeling is associative, that it's information, that it's not
just hanging out there, strikes me as so true and
important.
C. L. Marr (on Dec. 6) wrote: I have not believed my
thoughts would be valuable to anyone but myself and so
I have kept them to myself, hidden from inspection.
I came to call this teacher-to-student focus on the specifics of a
student's thinking, spotlighting. The specifics really encompassed
my on-going thinking about a student's thinking which often
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emerged weeks later. For most students this kind of engagement is
something new. As C. L. has indicated above, she had not been used
to having her thinking valued or taken seriously.

When a Disciplinary Focus is Removed
After the students had their first Writes, I made the following
"observer comment" in my fieldnotes:
As I looked around the room for the most part everyone
looked rattled, disturbed, uneasy, scared (like, Oh my god,
what have I gotten myself into?). Suki's Write held a lot
of emotion (but as an undercurrent, not expressed) and in
some ways Isabel's Write was the most intense references to losing weight to please her father. Frances's
Write wasrefreshing. It had an edge. Her voice was strong
and clear, and angry. Upon completion of the reading,
everyone seemed softer, looked as if they had been
through something and come out the other side in tact.
Even though the beginning weeks of the course were unsettling in
many ways, at the same time, students also recognized the potential
value of this kind of writing. It seemed to fill an unacknowledged
void they experienced in their schooling, but had perhaps been
normalized to. Sasha, for example, wrote:
Why is there not more time for writing, for thinking?
Why is my time devoted to classes, most of which I hate?
Got a D on my first Italian quiz. So did the rest of the
class. And I feel an awful barrier between the professor
and myself. Like she hates our class, hates me for not
remembering Italian over the summer. There is not
enough time to enjoy anything. I once liked Italian.
Possibly unknown to this professor, Sasha had had a serious
operation over the summer and had spent most of it in recovery.
bell hooks has suggested that, "[students] long for a context where

their subjective needs can be integrated with study" (1989, p. 51).
At the same time, such a context, like the Women and Creativity
course, can be confusing and self-confrontive. Very early on in the
course, students came to discover that this was not a course in how
to be more creative, what creativity theorists and practitioners
term, "secondary process creativity," but an experience much more
akin to "primary process creativity," a direct, though guided,
entering of and encounter with one's own psychodynamic material
(see for example, Shallcross, 1985). There was no disciplinary object
of study in this course. They, the students themselves, with
themselves, were the focus. The course was particularly confrontive
in that there was no sitting back. Everyone wrote. Everyone read
(or had the opportunity to do so). How it was for each writer, what
she was thinking about, these were the content, the kinds of things
that became relevant. Who they had been in relationship to others
and who they were in relationship to current others, including other
students that now sat beside them, emerged to the forefront. Each
student's stories, situations, concerns, and confusions became
important, worth telling, worth exploring and questioning.
Fox (1990) has suggested that students learn through the
process of their schooling to background where they come from their ethnic, familial, class, and personal histories - and not to
present themselves as social or political beings. Ohmann (1976) has
discussed how "abstracting 'the student' away from society and
history" greatly narrows and flattens students' reference points for
producing and integrating school knowledge. Students learn to
divide their personal and academic lives and draw on "the personal
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only when their teachers indicate that for a particular assignment
or exercise it is appropriate to do so. Proprioceptive Writing does
not place a value on "the personal" above and apart from "the
academic." Its focus is on following thoughtflow, and thoughtflow
includes attempts to understand and explore situations and
relationships felt, reviewed, or remembered across a range of
experience as well as philosophical, theoretical, or ethical questions.
In Chapter 5, I demonstrate what thoughtflow sounded like in
specific students' writing.
The sixth week of class we saw a film: Leslie Harris's Just
Another Girl on the I.R.T. The film pivots around the vicissitudes of
a black, inner-city high school girl named Chantelle. The camera
follows her on the subway, to her job in a small grocery store, to
school, as she interacts with her girlfriends and her boyfriend, Ty,
as well as into her home, with her family. In one scene we witness a
violent argument with her father. We see Chantelle living her life,
and then here and there she speaks out to us offering commentary
about what she is living and experiencing ("I'm a Brooklyn girl. I let
nobody mess with me. I do what I want and when I want to."). So
we experience her as a subject speaking out of the middle of her
life.
Many of the Writes in class that day had the same feel. These
Writes included: a detailed story about an interfering, miserly,
narcissistic landlord, a former kindergarten teacher with a cutesy
voice, who this writer later came to call "the freak"; a story about an
all-female, moon-lite camping trip the previous weekend that
included a visit to an old cemetery and chopping wood for a fire; as
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well as Lee's The Black Woman, the White Man, hell hooks and Me
at the Gym Write that I present and discuss in Chapter 5. Lather
has pointed to Daphne Patai's insight that "the authority and
creativity of the [writer] weaving her own text" (1988, p. 147) is
not about the ability to document a stable, accessible reality (1990,
p. 94). Patai explains instead that taking up the position of
thinker/writer/speaker/creator is

really

a

qualitative

question that

speaks to "how a person verbally constructs an image of her life,
how she creates a character of herself, how she becomes the
protagonist of her own story" (p. 150). In this same class session,
another student wrote about bell hooks's discussion in Talking Back
(which we had been reading at the time) about how
autobiographies can be used to make sense out of one's life and to
come to terms with the past, even if that past has included abuse
and violence. This thinking about bell hooks propelled this student
into her own material:
I remember the battles my father, sister and I would get
into. The fights started very much the way they started
with Chantelle in the movie we just watched. We were
never allowed to stay after school, or go out to dances, or
friends' houses. My sister was the one who rebelled, or
"talked back" shall we say. I was always the passive one.
The writer then went on to describe in some detail one of these
battles. In our discursive history interview, this same student
described an experience being in a high school class the morning
after a similar scene:
I was flashbacking about physical abuse that had
happened the night before with my sister and my dad.
And I was just worried, thinking, I wonder what my
sister and my dad are doing right now, while I'm in
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Chemistry class. And all of a sudden - I just got so carried
away thinking about this - my teacher, in front of the
whole class, said, "Are you with us or are you on another
planet?" And I was just kind of like, "oh, I'm sorry." And
she was like, "all right, why don't you answer question 26
for me?" And ironically enough, she had chosen the
hardest question for me to answer, just to prove that I
wasn't paying attention. I didn't know how to answer the
question, and it was just as easy as that. She just picked
up her pen and put a zero in her gradebook.
Continuing in her interview, this student went on, in retrospect to
wonder why this teacher did not seem to have even wondered
about the possible reasons for her lack of involvement in the class
discussion. This story raised many provocative questions for me as
the teacher. Who Me these students sitting here in this room? How
might their backgrounds and experiences be relevant to the
content, process, or their behavior in this course? Is there
something in my own life that I am using these students (or this
student) to avoid? As doctors are directed to ask themselves, as a
bottom-line, have I sought to do no harm?3 Lather has asked:
How can I intervene in the production of knowledge at
particular sites in ways that work out of the blood and
spirit of our lives, rather that out of the consumerism of
ideas that can pass for a life of the mind in academic
theory? (1991, p. 20).
I have come to consider the practice of Proprioceptive Writing in
the Women and Creativity course to be one such intervention.

With Increased Polvvocalitv. Feeling Intensified
The tenth class on November 15 was organized around a
variation of the Write-Read-Post-Write format to which the group
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had become accustomed. For several previous weeks I had
prepared the students for this variation by having them practice
taking notes off of each other's Writes. For this class we then, after
each Write had been read, went around and read these notes out
loud one right after the other. In this way each writer experienced
an immediate response or echo to her thinking and got a lot of
information about how she was being heard by others. Including
each writer's reading of her own Write, through this process, all
voices were heard eleven times, standing in sharp contrast to the
two times each voice had been heard in the Post-Write format. The
intent of the Post-Write was different in that it functioned as a
response to an experience of multiple hearings. In this variation
students almost had to sit more forward on their chairs knowing
that, after each reading, another turn to respond would come.
Bakhtin uses the term "heteroglossia" to describe, "a proliferation of
multiple 'unofficial' linguistic practices" (Lather, 1991, p. 169). I
have come to consider these multiple "unofficial" responses by
writers to other writers in their midst as heteroglossic in the
Bakhtinian sense. Bakhtin's term, however, fails to capture either
the communal or the spoken (and, therefore, the read/heard)
features of the practice described here. The term, polyvocality,
might be a more apt description. Meaning/feeling was explored
individually in writing, overheard collectively, simultaneously
spawning more individual responses, which were then overheard
once again collectively.
In order to understand how this process impacted the classto-class, group evolution, it is helpful to look at how writers
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responded to other writers and to imagine what might have been
learned. Hearing a writer read might trigger a thought in another
writer. For example:
Olivia wrote: I've been thinking about Kaitlin's questions.
And I have come to the conclusion that I am not a hard
core radical feminist (in my eyes) because I am not an
activist, an organizer. I am not personally involved in the
political movement.
Suki noted then read in response: Feminism as a question
rather than a statement we feel we have to confirm.
Here Olivia refers to our discursive history interview and continues
to think about a discussion we had had in the process. At the end of
most of these interviews, I asked each student if she thought of
herself as a feminist. This question emerged in the very first
interview when, as I was listening I asked myself, "If she
considered herself a feminist how would she understand this
story?" What I came to discover was that this word was (and is) a
very active socio-cultural site. The nine students in this study
maintained varying ideas about feminism, their relationship, or lack
of relationship, to it, and in particular what behaviors, practices,
and values they signified with it.
In the above response, Suki hears Olivia continuing beyond
the interview to explore in her thinking her relationship to
feminism, in this case, her current definition of "hard core radical
feminism" and her current take, that, given such a definition, she
does not consider herself to be such a feminist. In her note, which
Olivia and the others then heard her read, Suki seems to imply a
shift in her own ideas about feminism - that it is not something
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stable or fixed, but something that can be explored and re-explored,
that feminism is perhaps about questions and not statements. Olivia
gets to hear back the idea that perhaps even her own current
definition might warrant further questioning. James Baldwin has
written that, "It is really quite impossible to be affirmative about
anything which one refuses to question; one is doomed to remain
inarticulate about anything which one hasn't, by an act of
imagination, made one's own" (1984, p. 131). In this exchange both
thinking as exploration and feminism as something alive that can be
approached and reapproached, understood but then reconsidered,
have been valued.
In this same class session there were instances of a writer in
"the audience" not understanding or feeling at odds with something
she heard in another's Write. My own Write in this class session
was about how, by telling a story, speakers and writers
contextualize their experience and in the process the listener or
reader gets to hear how a piece of the world works. It also included
some speculation about the feminist implications of this idea in that
stories often convey how inequality works, how power circulates.
Isabel wrote and then read the following after hearing this Write:
It is through the retelling of our experience that we
contextualize it. What does contextualize mean? I don't
know the meaning of it, but it sounds like an interesting
theory nevertheless.
Isabel implies in this response that the word "contextualize" might
have been one to open up with the Proprioceptive Question. In
identifying a lack of clarity around this word, she then raised up to
me the possibility of my own lack of clarity. Off of her response, I
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could then ask myself: What was I trying to say? What do. I mean
by "contextualize?" Further thinking on my part was then elicited.
Here is part of another Write from this class session and one
listener's dissonant thoughts while listening:
Dangling Feather wrote: Thank you, dear God, and
thank you dear Powers of the North for this challenge,
this muscle and character building season, and thank you
most of all dear, dear Powers of the South for your
seasons which warm me body, soul, mind, and spirit,
which feed me through and through.
Alex noted: If I fall asleep flat on my face, will anyone
mind? I'm drifting [these last two sentences were crossed
out]. This starts to get on my nerves somewhat.
Alex, however, did not read her response out loud. Dangling
Feather's Writes throughout the semester contained such
invocations. In their Post-Writes students sometimes commented
positively about them. Alex's holding back her response raises the
question of where the place for friction or disagreement was in this
process. At this point in these writer's development in a way I was
just as happy that Alex did not read her response. There was a
chance that D. F. might have withdrawn. My own feelings were not
too dissimilar from Alex's. D. F.'s continual invocations seemed to
smother out other thinking. However, as her writing evolved
toward the end of the semester, D. F. on her own came to think that
"I feel like I need to move from here. I feel stagnated."
In the way described above certain ideas were pulled, like
threads, through the group. Because of its polyvocal and immediate
character, this weaving of ideas also pulled writers closer to one
another. It is important to note that students never read, in the
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sense of, looked at, one another's work; they only heard one
another. Belenky et al. have discussed the intimacy that becomes
possible with an emphasis on hearing, "Unlike the eye, the ear
operates by registering nearby, subtle change. Unlike the eye, the
ear requires closeness between subject and object. Unlike seeing,
speaking and listening suggest dialogue and interaction" (1986, p.
18; see also Keller & Grontkowski, 1983). The maximized
polyvocality of this particular class, the dramatic increase in
hearing that was required as a result, and the intimacy between
writers that then occurred may have contributed to classroom
events the following week.
In this class both Olivia and C. L. Marr broke down and cried
while reading their Writes. Early on in the reading process, C. L.
expressed a desire to go next. "I don't want to wait too long. The
feelings are there," she explained. Her Write was about her
grandmother, Mim, who had been C. L.'s confidante and friend. Mim
had gone to school through the fourth grade, gone to work in the
jute mills of Ludlow, Massachusetts at age ten, raised seven
children, and died at 107. The tears came while reading the
following passage:
It is interesting that I never wrote about her before
because her strength is what I look to when I need
guidance. I miss our many talks. She was insightful and
caring and never judged. Her outlook so inspired me.
To be able to keep smiling and want to know more,
see more, do more. I guess [thinking of her] makes me
realize I need to embrace life more.
C. L. did not cry to my knowledge while she was in the process of
writing, although she must have felt emotion rising up at some
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point as indicated by her prefacing remark. Often writers are
surprised by emotion that rises up while reading but that was not
completely known to them while writing. In this way the group
functions like a collective resonating board and enhances a writer's
ability to hear herself, to feel more of what she is feeling.4 I had
figured that sooner or later someone in the group would break
down this way. For one thing a similar "event" occurred in each of
the two other Women and Creativity courses. As I said to the group
in my own Post-Write for this particular class session:
So after all these weeks, these months actually expressions of emotion. Sooner or later this was bound
to happen. What do I mean by bound? If we write
with the need to understand in mind, and are, therefore,
always moving closer to what is meaningful, eventually
we hit places of strong feeling.
After the very first Write in the course, back in September, Lee had
stopped reading when emotion rose up in her Write. She
commented in the class discussion that followed that she, "wasn't
sure what to do with the feelings." The short answer is that feelings
need to be felt, not objectified. Feeling strongly about anything,
however, must be negotiated by writers with issues of audience,
worries about safety, exposure, and repercussions as well as the
institutional messages they have received on a range of fronts
about feeling as oppositional to the model for thinking which the
academy

espouses.5 I struggled myself with the issue of expressing

emotion in an institutional setting. In part I worried that our work
might be misinterpreted by others, others who were most likely
repressed around emotion themselves. During one earlier class, Suki

stopped reading when emotion arose as she read. I responded this
way in my Post-Write:
What would have happened if Suki had read further into
her Write and cried, even broken down? Would she feel
exposed, embarrassed, inappropriate somehow? These
questions of mine do not come from a place in me which
wants to rationalize what Suki did or did not do nor from
a place which wants her to explain herself to me or to
others. No. I myself am puzzling over how best to guide
writers. . .We have all been so held back in this way. . .
Nonetheless, it is still true that the expression of emotion
drives thought forward.6
One way I had to guide writers was to model a balance between
thinking and feeling in my own writing. My Write about Flora, my
cat, presented earlier in this chapter is an example of such a Write.
When writers do express emotion, they in a way come out the other
side a bit differently, a bit re-arranged. C. L. suggested that it was
through the process of writing then reading that she came to realize
how much Mim meant to her, and she cried because she was deeply
moved as she came to this realization, through language, through, in
a sense, the ears of others. C. L. became that much more distinct to
the group in the process. This was a story that was hers to tell. And
through her telling, we may have learned something about love,
about what it means to be human.

Chapter

Summary

To conclude this chapter I want to return to the first research
question posed in Chapter 1: how did this course create a context
for students to develop their own writing practices? The most
important, overall feature of the Women and Creativity course was
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its structuring around an array of intertextual layers that together
created another kind of world within which women, thinking, and
writing were signified together. The course functioned as a sort of
temporary community within which individual work in a group
context was valued. Within this temporary community, a structure
was set up that offered each writer, each student her own
signifying space. Each writer had the opportunity to record and
explore her own thoughts on paper. The process of exploring
individual thinking through writing in each class session, however,
did not happen in isolation. Writers read their writing out loud
within the group and were thus overheard by one another. This
overhearing served to open up an avenue of mutual influence
between writers. Writers did their own work, engaged their own
concerns but also came to be influenced by other writers' thinking,
other writers' responses, as well as other writers' struggles with the
process. Information about other women's experiences with the
socio-cultural world was always a specific point of interest. This
knowledge about other writers most importantly came almost
exclusively through hearing one another's writing and not through
more casual means. It was the writing that became the means of
connection with others.
One crucial "other" in this context was the teacher. I wrote
and read along with the students, thus we were all engaged in the
same kind of work. I offered to the students my own relationship
with writing as a model. I also gave them each feedback on their
writing, out loud and in front of the other students. This feedback
most importantly involved thinking along with them about what
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they were thinking about. I would, for example, raise specific
questions that occurred to me. They would then take up these
questions in their writing. During our time together, as I
imaginatively took up their concerns, they began to get the idea of
what it might be like to be interested in their own thinking.
Although writer-to-writer relationships along with the
teacher-to-student feedback were the dominant intertextual layers
in this pedagogical world, the course readings served to connect and
expand our work beyond the immediate confines of this particular
group of individuals. The readings thus provided an additional,
expansive intertextual layer that helped to deprivatize our work
and connect it with the socio-cultural world. The two films viewed
in class - Just Another Girl on the I.R.T. and Martin Scorsese's
Italian

American - had the same effect. The films actually had an

immediacy that the readings did not have, perhaps because they
were viewed collectively. Bringing in an historical dimension, our
trip to the Women's History Archives, where we heard through the
diaries, letters, and photographs of women from the past their
struggle for creative work, provided another powerful intertextual
layer.
The course provided the students with the opportunity, both
the time and space, from class to class, across the semester to focus
predominantly on exploring their thinking in writing. This release
from product-oriented writing gave them a kind of freedom and
allowed them to come into a new and different relationship with
writing. The process was disorienting and confrontive but with
positive results. This new and different relationship with writing
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pivoted around the students' concerns, what they cared about.
Within feminist poststructuralist theory, the boundary between
individuals and the social world blurs. It is important to remember
that not only is subjectivity in process, as will become clear in the
following chapter, but that the social world is also in flux. The
process of this course served to bring writing further into the
students' personal worlds, at the same time that, because of the
variety and kinds of intertextual layers organized into the course, it
also brought an alternative version of the social world closer to
them.
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Notes

1 This model for the teacher-student relationship I absorbed
and pieced together from my years of training in both the practice
and the teaching of Proprioceptive Writing with Linda Trichter
Metcalf.
2 In the Proprioceptive Writing Teachers' Program Guide,
copyrighted by Linda Trichter Metcalf, Ph. D. and Tobin Simon,
Ph. D., Box 8333, Portland, Maine 04104, Metcalf and Simon have
written that, "Behind the instructions we deliver to others are the
Proprioceptive Questions we have asked ourselves" (1992, p. 6).
2 It was in my own training with Proprioceptive Writing that
I first heard of this consideration, "to do no harm," in terms of
teachers.
4 In making this observation, I am not foregrounding the
crucial presence of others and their effect on one's experience of
one's own subjectivity, how an audience heightens one's
consciousness of oneself.
5 Daniel Goleman's book, Emotional Intelligence (1995, NY:
Bantam Books) was released and reviewed extensively in the
general press during this session of the Women and Creativity
course. Goleman does not address the split between thinking and
feeling that is so fundamental to epistemological practices across
disciplines in the university. However, his insight that the affective
domain has been left out of learning is important and timely. My
concern with Goleman's approach is that, rather than encouraging
thoughtful struggle over the complexities of this deep divide in
modern and post-modern life, emotional intelligence (EQ as opposed
to IQ) may very well come to be used as something else to quantify
and compare, and, therefore, to make hierarchical distinctions
between individuals and eventually social groups.
6 In the same teacher's guide mentioned in previous notes,
Metcalf and Simon describe one of the principles of Proprioceptive
Writing this way, "Undischarged emotion has a conservative effect
on thought (1992, p. 12).
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CHAPTER 5
THE LOOK, SOUND, AND FEEL OF SUBJECTIVITY

An assumption of this study was that the students' Writes
could be considered as episodes of thoughtflow, albeit negotiated
through the constraints of writing. Thus, collected together over
time, each student's textual history provided a record of her
subjectivity, both its complications and its continual process. For
purposes of analysis in this chapter, these two general features of
subjectivity are approached separately. First of all, I examine one
Write in order to see how subjectivity is imbricated. Then, I follow
two very different students' writing over the course of the semester
- Lee and Alex - in order to see, hear, and feel how subjectivity
moves, shifts, and changes in time, and how writing may come to
influence it.
The students in this course fell into two general clusters. One
cluster was the older students, who had returned to the university
to complete their undergraduate degrees. Two of these older
students - Dangling Feather and Frances Boyd - I discuss in terms of
the discursive traces in their writing in Chapter 6. C. L. Marr, the
third student in this group, was absent from class for a month in
the middle of the semester because of a serious medical problem.
Therefore, her textual history included a large gap.
The second cluster was the students who were all seniors in
their early 20's. This group included Sasha, Suki Vona, Olivia Rose
Lopes, and Isabel. Although their thinking veered off into many
directions, as will become clear in the in-depth analysis of one of
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Olivia's Writes that follows, there was an undertow pulling their
thinking towards heterosexual relationships and concern about
their female bodies. This undertow I discuss in Chapter 6.
This clustering process leaves Lee and Alex, who did not
really fall into either of the clusters described above. Lee was a first
year graduate student, married, but not a mother, 28 years old.
Alex was close in age to the second group, but she was a single
mother and a junior. In some ways these two students seemed the
most resolved (for the time being) around the discursive content
that generally dominated the thinking of the others. Their thinking
foregrounded other kinds of content, content that often engaged me
both as the teacher and as another writer in the group. Because
they seemed to begin the course in terms of their writing in very
different places, I felt that their textual histories made for a useful
juxtaposition. Lee began anxiously, almost knotted up. Alex, on the
other hand, began spread out all over the place. Yet, over the course
of the semester, both of them seemed to take to the writing process.
Lee came to relax somewhat, and Alex's thinking started to cohere.

Imbrication
Poststructuralist theorists and researchers have used various
metaphorical structures in an attempt to capture the
complicatedness of subjectivity. Davies (1993), for example,
discusses the term "imbrication" to account for how subjectivity is
multiple and pieced together in an inevitable state of tension.
Imbrication refers to how juxtaposed and overlapping segments or
sections come together to create a seemingly uniform surface, like
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tiles on a roof or the feathering process of a bird's wing.
Imbrication, however, may be too static a metaphor for thinking
about subjectivity. Davies in fact shifts to "Shards of Glass" for her
operative metaphor. The image of pieces of stained or faceted glass
reflects not only an uneven multipleness but also incorporates the
possibility of movement and rearrangement through both time and
space. Subjectivity is like a jig-saw puzzle whose pieces are from
other puzzles. Thus they are often irregular in their relationship to
one another. The catch is that the pieces themselves are shifting
and changing. What fits together today may not fit together
tomorrow. Subjectivity is both pieced together and in flux.
In the previous chapter I included an excerpt of each
student's first Write as a way to introduce the study participants.
Here is a complete presentation of Olivia's first Write from which
that initial, introductory section was excerpted. (The underlinings
and the numbers in bold have been added for purposes of reference
in my analysis. The numbers generally refer to the text that follows
them):
Always tell a story from the beginning. This music
feels so warm soothing yet where do my thoughts
wonder? (1) Nothing. Nothing. Nothing. I always have so
much to say & now I drawing a blank. I knew I would. It
has finally rained today. We have not had a day like this
in a long time. (2) I wonder how Chino is today, his first
day of subbing. I hope so much that he relates well with
the kids. I want him to find his own talents & gifts besides humor. Today as I walked to class I smiled at
people as our paths crossed & so many people seemed
unhappy. (3) We have lost touch w/ each other so much.
In our cars - our little bubbles of personal expression &
pollution. Nobody talks. So much distrust. Nobody
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touches. (4) For some reason I keep thinking about the 'lil
Peach Store & Gas Station at the top of the hill in
Saugatuck & the reason why is that as I sat in my car one
day there at the traffic light, this thought came to me,
this thought about how everyone is in their own car & we
don't have to interact with each other anymore.
It's incredible how some days I feel so good & confident
& smart & then the next day I just lose that confidence.
(5) I wish I could travel in time or get in contact with my
subconscious self to see if I had past lives. I will say if
there is no Reincarnation we are pretty much wasting our
one chance on this Earth rushing around & not taking
time to appreciate the small things in life. Why is
everything & everyone in such a rush? Sometimes I
really hate writing. It takes too long to write the words &
by the time I am finished my next thought is gone. (6) I
got a D in handwriting in 4th grade, it was rather
devastating to me. I had never gotten a D. My
handwriting is so different all the time. Just like me
really - like my moods & my experiences & my thoughts
& the style I dress in.
(7) This whole semester it seems like everything I
am learning revolves around how it relates to me. I have
to do a family tree & read books on religion & see how
they relate to me & this class obviously is all about me,
me, me. It's so hard to gain confidence & humility @ the
same time. (8) Sometimes I just know there is something
specific that I am looking for - my reason for being on
this Earth, the message I am to share with others.
In this Write Olivia begins by instructing herself to "always tell a
story from the beginning." Because this is the first thought in the
Write it may have served as a transitional entry point and perhaps
could be paraphrased, "start where you are." If she is referring to a
specific story, we are excluded from that information. She then
continues by commenting about the music. I have underlined these
opening sentences because they function (as do all of the
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underlined sections) as transitional thinking, in this case, the
transition from thinking to thinking in writing. In transitional
thinking it is almost as if the writer moves off of thinking about
something to thinking about the situation, circumstances, or
experience within which she is writing, e.g., the music (1); the
weather outside (2); subjective commentary (5, 8); the actual
process of writing (6). Transitional thinking then often marks or
prepares for the entry into another area of thought (1, 2, 5, 6, 8). It
is as though the mind jumps or flickers from one pocket of thought
to another.
Olivia's first pocket of thought, although not sustained or
entered further, has to do with the idea that she has nothing to say
(1). This idea is not uncommon. Perhaps when put on task and
asked to focus, writers freeze a bit in the face of situational
constraints. Commenting about the weather as a transition, Olivia
then moves from "drawing a blank" to thinking about her
boyfriend, Chino. Imagining Chino "subbing" moves her to an almost
overlapping entry into a review of her own day (2). Out of this
juxtaposition (his day/her day), the thinking arises about how
isolated people are from one another (3). This thinking is organized
around the image of individual people in their individual cars, cut
off from others, "our little bubbles of personal expression &
pollution." Here Olivia's thinking veers into social commentary
about our modern/postmodern condition and then, suggested by
the reference to cars, points to one possible contributing factor to
that condition: industrial capitalism. Industrial technology may
have drastically improved our individual mobility, but what has
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been the price of these advances? Have we lost contact with one
another as we have acquired these material goods? And have we
irreparably altered our environment as we have increasingly come
to rely on them? Using the word "pollution" suggests such a
question. Giroux has discussed how every cultural text contains
both ideological and utopian moments (1983, p. 36). Ideological
turns serve the existing order; utopian turns contain "fleeting
images" of a new and different society. In her text, Olivia critiques
the existing order and indirectly calls for another kind of world: one
in which people are in closer contact and are not as hurried. In this
way the social commentary in Olivia's Write may have been a
utopian moment in Giroux's sense.
These concerns seem to then trigger or spiral out into a
memory (4). Olivia recalls the first time she remembers making this
observation, in her own car at the traffic light at the top of the hill
in Saugatuck. With this juxtaposition of memory (4) and
commentary (3) in Olivia's Write we can hear and see how personal
experience and social critique are imbricated in one another. Our
concerns travel on the border between the private and the public,
and each informs and strengthens the other.
At this point Olivia shifts out of concerns about isolation to
concerns about the pace or rhythm of modern life (5). She arrives at
this shift by considering New Age ideas about reincarnation, most
likely appropriated by the New Age from eastern religions such as
Hinduism. Olivia suggests here that information about one's past
lives could perhaps be found in one's unconscious mind or from
time travel. From here she goes on to challenge this idea, in the
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process hinting at how it might help to maintain our existing
social/political order (how it might be ideological in Giroux's sense).
If we have only one life, what we do or don't do with it might count
more. The idea of an endless cycle of lives might promote a more
laissez-faire,

complacent attitude.

Off of these concerns about the quality of life and its frenetic
pace, Olivia spirals out to notice the rush of her own thoughts and
her frustration at trying to keep up with them while she writes. A
memory then rises up of getting a D in handwriting in fourth grade
(6) but coupled with a reflection about herself, that her handwriting
varies just as everything about her varies. Change is part of things,
but rushing is a negative. It is interesting that this negative earlier
experience with (hand) writing in school comes up here as she is
practicing for the first time another kind of writing in school. It is
common for such stories to arise while practicing this kind of
writing.
Thinking about herself then moves Olivia to thinking about
her semester and how her current courses are "all about me, me,
me" (7). Echoing back to her hope for Chino (2), Olivia's Write ends
with a transition from thinking about her courses to a search for life
direction (of which the courses seem to be a part) expressing an
almost rational belief in what could be called a predetermined
almost Newtonian universe in which one has a raison d'etre only
waiting to be discovered. Thus Olivia's "devastating" earlier school
memory, the nature of her current academic work, and her search
for direction are imbricated together in this last part of her Write.
These pockets of thought are distinct but also blur together and
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overlap. Imbrication, however, does not mean lack of contradiction:
Olivia thinks that she has nothing to say but then goes ahead and
says a great deal; people are isolated from one another, but as
readers we can deduce that this does not seem to be true for Olivia
and Chino; and rushing seems like a negative, but variation is
desirable - so unhurried change is okay? - and so forth. In
examining this one Write of Olivia's, the pieced-together features of
subjectivity become clearer. The Kristevian subject, however, is in
process/on trial. The focus of the next two sections, therefore, will
be a further examination of subjectivity that includes both its
movement and the playing out of its tensions. It will also become
clearer how writing, how taking up the subject position of writer
and thinker across time and space, can qualitatively influence those
tensions.

Lee's Story
In Chapter 4 I introduced Lee as she introduced herself to the
group with an excerpt from her first Write, The Story of Grammv's
Freezer. In this Write we learn that Lee's grandmother is moving to
Florida and in the process has distributed various household items
and furniture to family members. A truck had been rented, but not
everything would fit. Lee had offered ("hesitantly") not to take her
dining room set thinking that her father could help her at a later
time with it, but we learn that this idea made her "uncomfortable"
and that her mother had "kind of acted wishy-washy" about taking
the freezer. Lee's Write continued:
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Well, now suddenly it's my full responsibility to somehow
get this freezer to my Mom this weekend and, even
though my Dad offered to help me awhile back (he
doesn't always follow through anyway), I don't feel
comfortable having him come to Grammy's and bring the
freezer to Mom's. It's a very awkward situation and I'm
angry that once again I'm put in the middle and have to
make everyone happy.
In thinking about Lee's writing in this course, it is important to
keep in mind the Althusserian insight that the family is an
institution (1971). Family members may relate to one another in
what is experienced as privacy, but it is within the family that not
only the distribution of individual identity occurs amongst its
members and is practiced but also the lessons of what constitutes
appropriate social behavior are taught and rehearsed. Lee's story
will demonstrate how these lessons often revolve around gender. In
Lee's The Story of Grammy's Freezer Write we start to hear her
position in her family as an arbitrator between two camps, between
her mother and her father. As discussed in Chapter 2, Lacan has
described subjectivity as relational, meaning that we know who we
are in an on-going way from thought to thought, from situation to
situation through relationships with others, both real and imagined
(Sarup, 1993). Lee experienced a lot of emotion in conjunction with
this story. In fact when she got to the thought that, "once again I'm
put in the middle and have to make everyone happy," she stopped
reading altogether. In the Write we have access to pieces of Lee's
fuller life. Walkerdine (1986) has pointed out that we don't know
enough about "lived subjectivity," about how people live the
practices they engage. She has also suggested that we, as human
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subjects, struggle over the ways of being that we are both offered
and that we take up, that tell us "this is who I am" (1991). What is
seldom acknowledged is that this struggling, though often
unobserved, contains moments of anxiety and distress as Lee's
situation described in her Write conveys.
After this first class, Lee spent the next four weeks or so
struggling to make an entrance onto page within the public realm of
the classroom. She felt conflicted between writing at home and
writing in class. She held back ("I didn't really write what I wanted
to write") at the same time that she was remembering her past
history with writing ("I used to love to write when I was young. I
have stories and journal entries dating back to when I was six all
stored in a big wooden box - my old toy chest."). This splitting or
dividedness became most clear in her metaphorical description of a
brick wall written the sixth week of the course, an image which she
had overheard, then "borrowed" from another student. That week
Lee wrote:
On one side a person is banging the wall with a chisel,
knocking it down. On the other side is another person
picking up the pieces and trying to put it back up. Which
one is stronger? Which one is quicker? Can the one with
the heavy chisel work as quickly or faster than the other
one? Obviously these people are both me.
Lacan describes the metaphoric axis of language as going right back
through a person's history (Hollway, 1989). It became clear over
the course of the semester that the dividedness Lee describes in the
above had been part of the landscape of her childhood. In her
discursive history interview she described how her divorced
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parents lived in two different parts of the state and led very
different lives and how she had always moved back and forth
between these two camps.
Lee also struggled with the idea that if she wrote something
down that she might confirm her suspicions about some of her
childhood memories. There was some sense that in writing one
must adhere to "the truth," but Lee was unclear about her past.
Adhering to the truth ran counter to the exploratory writing
process taught in the course.
As described in Chapter 4, the sixth week of the course we
saw Leslie Harris's film, Just Another Girl on the I.R.T. The camera
follows the protagonist/narrator, Chantelle, a black, inner-city high
school girl as she lives her life. Occasionally Chantelle turns and
speaks directly to us. In her Write the previous week, Lee had
explored how she wanted to tell her story, but she didn't know how.
She wrote that, "I need to feel connected to the experiences I write
about. I don't want to tell my story as if I were an observer." As I
have mentioned, although many of the Writes that day in class
were not directly about the film, many of them had the same feel.
Lee may have used Chantelle's way of presenting herself and
speaking out. Here is her The Black Woman, the White Man, bell
hooks and Me at the Gym Write, written after seeing the film:
(1) Last week at the health club I belong to, I
observed a very negative argument between a young
black woman member and a middle-aged white man, also
a member. They were sitting on machines next to each
other talking. They seemed very involved so I used all of
the other machines first. Twenty minutes later they were
still talking, but not using the machines, so I went over to
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ask if I could use one of the them. When I got there I
realized they were in a very heated discussion and the
woman was clearly angry. I wanted to walk away
unnoticed, but it was too late. I had already asked if I
could use a machine before I realized that they were
having a serious discussion. They both ignored me, but it
was clear that they knew I was there and the woman
moved her body as if she were about to get up. I felt
really awkward. I felt funny walking away and strange
staying there.
(2) The white middle-aged man was making some
very racist and age-ist remarks. He was telling the black
woman that Affirmative Action was unnecessary and that
black people had the same opportunities as everyone else
now. He was saying that black people only put
themselves in negative situations and dwell too much on
the past. Those were not his exact words, but that was his
implication. He also kept telling her that she was young
and inexperienced. At one point he even assumed that
she didn't work. She was clearly very angry and told him
that he was making assumptions about her and that he
really had no idea who she was or what her experience
had been. She was very strong and articulate but at a
point where she was so angry that she told him she
needed to walk away. She got up, not looking at me, and
went to another machine. She banged the weights
together loudly. He went to another machine also so I
quickly used one of the machines that I had been
embarrassingly waiting for, then went over to the mat to
stretch. (3) As I was stretching the man came over to the
mat and I had this feeling that he was going to try to
connect with me and roll his eyes at her. He seemed to
need to have confirmation and, of course, I didn't want to
give it to him so I closed my eyes and continued to
stretch. Then I heard him say, "That doesn't look too
comfortable." I made a sound like "mmm." I didn't want
to give him any confirmation but I also wasn't
comfortable saying anything to him about it either. I was
here to relax, not to deal with idiots like him. I saw the
woman working out on the treadmill. I wanted to connect
with her but didn't know how.
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(4) A few days later we were in the locker room
together so I decided to approach her. I couldn't think of
anything to say so I just said, "Hi. I’m sorry for intruding
on your heated discussion the other day." She
immediately said, "Oh, are you the woman that was there
that night?" We introduced ourselves and began to have
an interesting discussion. She apologized to me and we
talked about what had happened. She's working on her
Ph.D. in Communications and is a reporter. She was so
interesting to talk to. She reported the incident to the
Director. She told me that she had been upset that she
had let her feelings get out of control with him and that
she had always been taught not to get into heavy
arguments with bigots. She felt now that she should have
walked away sooner. I told her that I was impressed that,
with all of that anger, she had actually been able to stay
in the weight room and finish her routine. She said that
she was definitely not going to let him make her run she was a paying member too. I had my Talking Back (by
bell hooks) in hand the whole time we were talking
because I had planned to read it while I walked on the
treadmill. She and I talked a little bit about bell hooks.
I'm really glad that we connected.
Lee, at the gym to work out herself, begins on the outside of this
argument (1). She is caught because the two parties involved are
both occupying the machines she wants to use. She describes her
predicament, "I felt funny walking away and strange staying there."
Here then once again is the dividedness that is so much a part of
her lived subjectivity. Lee remains an outsider as she actually
overhears parts of the ensuing argument (2). When the white man
joins her on the mat and tries to engage her in conversation, she
refuses to interact with him using silence as a strategy and in the
process tacitly aligning herself with the black woman (3). The Write
ends with a new scene, one in which Lee takes up a position as a
speaker (4).
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In this Write we can hear the value of narrative from a
feminist perspective. Graham has discussed how,
Stories are pre-eminently ways of relating individuals
and events to social contexts, ways of weaving personal
experiences into their social fabric. Moreover, stories
provide a vehicle through which the existence and
experience of inequality can be described (1984, p. 119).
As Lee tells her story we get to hear how power circulates and how
it is reproduced or challenged relationally, in this case, at an
intersection of racism, age-ism and sexism. In the end, however, it
is a transgressive story, what Trinh T. Minh-ha (1994) describes as
an "unofficial narrative": the white woman and the black woman
come together in dialogue.
In Lee's Write, Talking Back serves not only as a point of
connection between the two women but also as a symbolic marker
for Lee's new subject position. With this Write she began to shift
into a position as a thinker and writer within the context of the
class. In her final project, Lee discussed this turning point in her
writing this way, "I began to tell stories that were mine,
experiences I have had and I began to connect them to who I am,
who I want to be, and to my love of writing." Davies (1993) has
described the interaction between the social world within a text and
the actual lived relations occurring around it. I have come to think
of these two worlds as "the written (and/or read) text" and "the
lived text." Ricoeur (1971) has suggested that the model of a text
can be used to understand human action. Lee's story suggests a
relationship between the symbolic world and her lived world.
Certainly Lee's experience informed the story she wrote, but how
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might her reading and writing have informed her situation, the
living of her life, or continue to do so in unforeseen ways in the
future? This movement back and forth between the lived text and
the written/read will continue to be of interest in considering Lee's
work.
In early November Lee wrote about the central character of a
Japanese medieval folktale, a girl named Tokoyo. She was reading
this tale for her children's literature course, which at that time was
focused on the topic of gender. She writes that:
Tokoyo . . .was brave and active and should be because
that's who she is, but it's too bad that. . .traditionally
female activities such as learning to compose poetry and
to play an instrument were linked to passivity and
something less than the activities that were traditionally
male. I think it would be great to see a. . .multi¬
dimensional character that is strong, brave, intelligent,
physically active, who also has an appreciation for the
arts.
In her Write, Lee tells of doing her homework, thinking and writing
about Tokoyo, at her father's house. She explains that her father,
while watching TV in the same room, comments to her that, "I hope
you have a boy when you have children so I can take him hunting,"
and a while later about the sitcom characters in the television
program he is watching, "This woman has a crush on him, but she is
really ugly."
Within poststructuralist and feminist poststructuralist theory
as discussed in Chapter 2, it becomes possible to think of categories
like gender, not as categories within which men and women find
themselves located but as projects in which they are both active
and immersed. In light of this redefinition, this story can be

considered to be one of gender under construction - Lee's father
doing the social work of maintaining hierarchical differences
between men and women, boys and girls, and Lee trying, at least in
her text, to reconfigure maleness and femaleness. However, as
Davies (1993) has pointed, out traditional, heterosexual storylines
are extremely difficult to think and feel beyond.
In early November the class took a field trip to the Women's
History Archives. Using diaries, manuscripts, letters, and
photographs to do so, the archival librarians told us the stories of
Fanny Fern, a 19th century writer and journalist, and Dorothy
Dushkin, a 20th century composer. Lee was very taken with this
visit and reported the next week that she had gone to the local
library to see if she could find any of Fanny Fern's books and had
found one of her novels. When she went to check it out, the
librarian told her that the book hadn't been taken out since 1909.
Our visit to the archives may have prompted Lee's own search
through a bag of old family photos. This search was the primary
focus of her Write the following week. She tells the story of sorting
through them and in the process imagining who she had been back
then. Haug has described how, "the gaze we cast today on our selves
of yesterday becomes the gaze cast by one stranger on another"
(1987, p. 46). Lee wrote:
I found a picture of me when I was about four. . .My eyes
looked big and dark. I wasn't smiling. It looked like I was
thinking about something . . .It seemed so strange to me
that this little girl was me. What was I thinking? What
was I feeling?
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She goes on to situate this little girl relationally - "Mom, well, she
had the classic expression of a woman/mother/wife trying to keep
it together" and "Dad. . .he is difficult to read, always has been." In
the process we get to hear some of how gender worked in Lee's
family.
I chose to present Lee's story at the Maine Women's Studies
Conference which took place toward the end of the course in
December. The title of my presentation was "Women Writing in the
Academy: A Portrait of Subjectivity in Flux." I invited the whole
class to come to this event. Three students, including Lee, decided to
come. I got a call, however, from Lee the day before the conference.
Her mother had been taken to the hospital earlier that day, and an
operation seemed imminent. She felt torn and couldn't decide what
to do - stay at home or come to the conference. She seemed to want
some guidance so I suggested that she have a Write, thereby using
the very process that going to the conference in part represented to
find/feel/think her way through this situation. As it turned out, she
did not come; but we were able to tape my presentation and give
her a copy. One might ask, if Lee were increasingly to rehearse and
take up her position as a thinker and a writer, how might that also
begin to alienate her from her family and her position as arbitrator
within it? I couldn't help but hear Lee's dilemma in terms of my
presentation of her work. Here it was in living color so to speak,
happening within current, as-we-speak relations. It struck me that
perhaps one reason she is pulled to writing is that through writing,
with writing it becomes possible to hold together the dividedness
that she lives and that has been so much a part of her history.
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Alex's Story
Alex mumbled as she read her first Write, and her face was
hidden behind her straight chin-length, blunt-cut black hair as she
tried to decipher her own writing. Only fragments of her thinking, if
anything at all, were audible to the rest of the group. In a class
discussion that followed, Alex described her Write as "fractured." I
found her comment apt because it matched my own experience
listening to her. Here is an excerpt from this Write:
(1) My son has no one & I am alone in this place. My
mother has to leave Can't stand her needs overwhelming
me & taking me away from myself. . . (2) grandpa used to
take me there (3) The desert I miss the mountains,
trespassing the sky large clouds to get lost in Sandy
Cody in my car I miss the horses want to run so run
back break off fade away out of sight (4) Everyone else
writes small neat can't read mine safety in silence (5) I
can see Texas and the trailer growing larger only dirty
orange yellow light in the metal frame window [spacing
matches the original]
In this Write it is as though pieces of loosely connected thoughts
have been scattered a bit across the page. The pockets of thought
are almost too removed from one another. In her discursive history
interview Alex talked about having lived many different places
growing up. She had moved many times, back and forth between
Texas, Florida, Massachusetts, and California. In conjunction with
these moves, she had attended six different elementary schools and
three different high schools. Was there a relationship between a
scattered childhood and the scattered thinking evidenced here in
her first Write?
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Alex begins in this excerpt by introducing herself in a
generational and familial context, as the mother of a son and the
daughter of a mother (1). This context is then extended further with
the introduction of grandpa (2), who introduces the landscape (the
desert, the mountains, the sky) as a thematic concern (3). Alex
expresses a sort of longing to return to this landscape. In our
interview I asked Alex about this, and she explained that often in
the midst of family dysfunction she would go off and ramble in the
desert

mountains.
In the above excerpt Alex then jumps to a subjective

comment as she observes and compares herself to the other writers
in the room thereby perhaps marking herself as different from the
others, but we learn that this also has to do with her relationship
with herself because she can't read her own writing (4). I also had a
lot of trouble deciphering Alex's writing, although over time it got
easier to read. Not being able to read her writing seemed to echo
my not being able to "read" her reactions to the goings-on in this
course. When she missed the third class, in fact I wondered if she
would even come back. However, I started to get the feeling that
Alex liked the class more than she let on, and toward the end of the
course this became noticeably evident.
This excerpt ends with a shift to a memory, an image of a
trailer in Texas (5), perhaps calling up an instance of "safety in
silence," the preceding phrase. Thus in Alex's first Write several
thematic areas are imbricated together: the mother-daughter
relationship, the mother-son relationship, grandpa, the landscape,
being different from the others, and the trailer in Texas. The extra
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spacing between certain fragments, the seeming lack of
grammatical structuring, as well as the stopping and starting, the
breathing, the rhythm these features dictate are loosely akin to the
sound and shape of poetry.
Early on in the course Alex in fact presented herself in
connection with poetry. She wrote that, "I wish I could write that
poetic flow that rages in me. The words on a page, the quiet music
of feeling and being within them connecting." Alex gave her writerself a persona, what she referred to as the "modern day gypsy."
Here is the modern day gypsy speaking, "Santa Rosa was awesome,
raw, and demanding. I want to go back. . .Wallow in the sand and
sage. Listen to the musical Spanish men. Ya he te dicho me te amo.”
Notice the poetic cast to the language. However, although her Writes
continued to contain moments of such brilliance, Alex's reading of
her Writes was barely audible. So her thinking was inaccessible to
the others, and her writing continued to be sporadically illegible
and at times impossible to decode. It was as though I was listening
to and reading someone who spoke a foreign language, a language
the writer herself did not completely understand. Thus the flow of
Alex's thinking continually and unexpectedly drifted into the
unintelligible.
Poststructuralist theorists sometimes think of subjectivity, in
particular the way it holds and entangles both past and present
events, like palimpsest (e.g., Foucault, 1984a). DuPlessis (1990)
discusses the poet H. D.'s use of this term. It refers to ancient scribal
practices in which a piece of parchment once written upon might be
erased, but imperfectly, so that old words (or images), still partially
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visible, intermingle with the new. From a psychoanalytic
perspective, palimpsest suggests the insistent co-mingling of earlier
experience with present circumstances.
One of the dominant thematic concerns in Alex's writing
throughout the semester revolved around her attempts to grapple
with conceptualizing "the self." Here's one of Alex's takes, "What do
I mean by self? I think it is pluralistic. The multi-layers of the
present inner being range from an emotional self to a self that
reasons abstractly." In some ways her evolving understanding
sounded like various takes on the self as palimpsest. She wrote in
her final project, "There are so many places, times, events within
me. So often they just merge and dance together. No set boundaries
to them." Sometimes the actual content of her thinking reflected
this aspect of subjectivity ("There is a place where Texas childhood
meets the self I have in hand now."). Alex was also clear that this
self was not socially and culturally isolated, that it "exists in a
time/environment context" and is "connected outward, acted upon
as well as acting upon."
Within another strand of her thinking, Alex often expressed
frustration as she struggled with using language to articulate her
world ("I keep running into the same fucking wall. That which is
not within word thoughts. Those emotive &/or pre-thoughts."). She
may have been up against what Wayne Booth has described as the
"felt inadequacy of expression" (1961). Because language is
symbolic, as meaning is struggled with, writers must contend with
the limits of language as only an approximate realm.
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In Alex's writing there were several other dominant concerns
that surfaced and resurfaced throughout the semester. Some of
these were only hints or traces that became clearer to me in the
Writes she turned in outside of class and/or in our interview. Her
thinking, for example, moved into a consideration of violent
behavior as in part a response to socio-economic conditions
("Violence is a cage, one we can place ourselves in or have tossed
upon us."). Alex also hinted at her Native American background. In
our interview I discovered that her paternal grandparents had both
been members of the Algonquin Nation and that, even though she
considered herself to be white, she also thought of herself in part as
a "breed." That Alex was not only a mother but also a
mother/student on Welfare was also only briefly announced in her
in-class writing. For example she wrote:
Turning down money was stupid. Stuck on Welfare
instead but I get to go to college. I'm afraid to leave here.
Nothing out there for me. . .1 could just run & say fuck it.
Go live on the res. up north stay quiet grow flowers pump
gas and freeze my ass off. Canada.
For the most part, however, Alex's ethnic roots and economic
circumstances tended to operate as subtext.
Toward the end of the semester over the course of several
weeks, Alex and I had the following "exchange":
Alex (in a Write on Nov. 29): I want to grab Cody and
run out west & hide. Sometimes I don't even want to get
Cody. Just start over. Leave it all. . .1 keep thinking about
the gloves on the floor and how I connect them to money,
something as basic as gloves. . .Classism is such a big part
of my existence.
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Kaitlin (out loud on Dec. 6): I appreciate, love in fact how
you are not afraid to think the hard-edged thoughts,
thoughts about money and classism. You wrote last week
about eyeing another student's gloves. This is a good
example of how the meaning is in the details. This brief
story told so much. And then the story about wanting to
run away and maybe even leave your son behind. This is
a story that mothers aren't supposed to tell.
Brodkey (1989) has discussed the kind of shutting down that occurs
when teachers do not articulate their students' writing topics, in
particular concerns that pivot around class and gender. Although
the university within which the Women and Creativity course was
offered can be considered a generally middle-class institution, there
are many students there who must struggle to maintain their
student status. As a feminist/critical teacher, I occasionally had the
opportunity to articulate aspects of this struggling which spoke
directly to the day-to-day, nitty-gritty hardships of some students'
lives.
It does appear that the exchange documented above may
have encouraged Alex to continue to enter the pockets of thought
described above but in a more full-blown, sustained manner. Here
is Alex's final in-class Write:
I fell right into thinking & feeling about 'The Shawl'
when Kaitlin started to talk about the family
relationships during the Holocaust. That is probably one
of the most touching and devastating works I've ever
read. (1) I think it has much to do with being a parent.
Having a child transforms the entire being. Enriching, and
expanding yet constraining all at once. What do I mean
by transforms? Before finding myself a mother I was a
different person on most levels. I was highly
confrontational while being a pacifist. I was more
outgoing & self-assured. Now Cody brings doubt, fear &
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an enlarged sense of empathy into my being along with
the other things that come with his being in my life. I
never openly felt my fear as I do now. I hid it more,
denied its existence. Now I fear. Fear for his safety, that
I'm screwing up, doing it wrong. Fear promotes doubt &
caution. Things I never heeded much before.
(2) I cry during the news too much. I ponder &
dwell with the pain reflected there. I place myself in it.
Last night NPR had an article on war crime indictments
against Rawanda. They spoke of the mass graves, of
opening them for evidence, of all the men, women and
children they hold. All I could do was visualize not only
the graves but what led to them. I was washed over with
an intense sense of dread, pain, fear and revulsion.
Emotions which can immobilize if not channeled well. I
tend not to channel them as well as I should. One thought
led to a larger one, of the atrocities committed globally.
Then I narrowed to those more local and closer to my
being. Itl as flf one thought throws out strands & connects
to the next. It can be so convoluted at times.
(3) My son. He asked to see Leonard again this
morning. I still haven't found the right word that will
make him at three understand that Len doesn't want him.
I've no means to negate the hurt he will feel when he
does realize this. I don't want him to feel disposable. So
many have treated him as such and I can not fathom how
we do this to each other - how anyone, especially his
father, can do this to Cody. We live in a world where too
much is supposedly disposable. Too little is cherished
anymore.
I am cynical today. I've got a block on my thoughts.
I probably have the flu and lack of rest is getting to me. I
don't know if I generalize too much. Melodrama seems to
have found its way in. (4) I know that the problem of
disposability, the philosophies & institutions which
support it are real, but are they as crushing as I
[suggest]? There is little in my life which is disposable. I
wonder how it works into, or how it works into
knowledge, survival and need. I take things for granted
too much but I dispose little. I need to utilize every scrap
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I've got right down to the quarter can of beans I've got
on my fridge door. (5) As to people - I need them to. I
need to feel myself in relation to others, to give & take.
This body & the limits it represents are not enough for
me. I desire/need? more. (6) I don't even consider the
night sky something to be dismissed. Last night I took the
time to place myself in the setting of the moon lighting
the snow field in my yard. It is something I need. I need
the night & the solace & comfort it offers as much as I do
the day light.
Alex begins this Write with some transitional thinking (underlined
above) that moves her from the class discussion into thinking in
writing. That she mentions "Kaitlin" suggests to me that she has
become open to using our teacher-student relationship to further
her own work. Her reference to parent-child relationships during
the Holocaust takes Alex into thinking about parent-child
relationships in general, then to specifically considering her own
situation, how for Alex motherhood became a point of change (1).
This pocket of thought is organized temporally around a then/now
construction. Kristeva has suggested that:
one needs to listen, more carefully than ever, to what
mothers are saying today, through their economic
difficulties and, beyond the guilt that a too existentialist
feminism handed down, through their discomforts,
insomnias, joys, angers, desires, pains and pleasures
(1986d, p. 179).
For Alex motherhood has brought on more overt fear, worries that
she is doing it wrong, concern that something will happen to Cody,
thus the feeling of caution. Rich (1986) thinks of motherhood itself
as a socio-cultural institution; thus within it all mothers are
regulated (and come to regulate themselves) under a cultural gaze
that is vigilant in its search for bad mothers. However, the paradox
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is that feeling as if one is a good-enough-mother is almost an
impossibility given that, as Rich so succinctly puts it, "the institution
of motherhood finds all mothers more or less guilty of having failed
their children" (p. 223). For Alex, along with her fear has come an
"enlarged sense of empathy" for others. This enlarged sense of
empathy echoes its way through the rest of this Write.
From her own situation as the mother of Cody, Alex's thinking
spirals outward to the larger world (2). Concern for her son has
highlighted that she is a person with concern for others, but here
Alex turns to others unknown to her. How thinking, embedded in
the writer's concerns, straddles the boundary between the public
and the private is exemplified here. Off of a transitional metacognitive thought about how her thinking is like a spider's web, in
the next pocket of thought, Alex jumps back to thinking about her
son again but this time from the point of view of a "local atrocity,"
committed in Alex's mind by his father in relationship to Cody (3).
Alex posits the (horrific) idea of humans as disposable, in particular
Cody not wanted by his father. This idea echoes back to the news
story in which murdered people were disposed off, thrown away,
forgotten.
Although Alex transitions off of these thoughts with self¬
accusations of cynicism and melodrama, they may be examples of
what Sara Ruddick (1989) has described as "maternal thinking."
Maternal thinking is characterized by a continual and sometimes
subtle scrutiny of a child's activity and well-being. Ruddick makes
the point that it is not uncommon for others to consider mothers as
passionate (as potentially hysterical). Onlookers of mother-child
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interactions, however, who are accustomed themselves to
separating thought from feeling and love from work, fail to
recognize in the midst of a mother's seeming passion either the
thinking or the work (p. 67).
The Write ends with a turn toward the issue of disposability
in Alex's life, in particular: the nitty-gritty of having enough to eat
(4); the need for contact with others (5); and the need to feel
connected to one's environment (6). Alex's personal Native
American spiritual ideology, how it differs from New Age Thinking
and referenced here in the last part of this Write, will be discussed
in Chapter 6.
In general Alex's Write is a good example of the intimate
relationship between thinking and feeling, in this case how we often
think a great deal about what we are feeling and how we can come
to think about the distinctions between various feelings, their
connection, and their history. There is not a holding back or a
splitting off of feeling here as was the case with Lee's The Story of
Grammv's

Freezer Write. Rather this Write is an example of

embodied intellect at work, of writing to explore meaning not to
squelch it. Here Alex's various concerns expressed sporadically
throughout the semester, approached and reapproached through
the process of writing, have begun to knit together.

Writing Changes the Writer
I want to conclude this chapter by returning to the second
research question framing this study: how did the writing in this
course function as a site where subjectivity could be found in
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process and under construction? As discussed in Chapter 2, feminist
poststructuralist theory gets at a much more complicated
understanding of "who we are." Theorists, such as Kristeva, describe
subjectivity as pieced together, in tension and divided, as well as
continually in process. The writing process used in the Women and
Creativity course had a specific structure that partially involved
following thoughtflow. In examining Olivia's Write at the beginning
of this chapter, it is possible to see and hear how subjectivity is
pieced together (imbricated). In addition, gathering together each
students' Writes over the semester provided multiple crosssectional views of thinking over time. These textual histories
became a way to understand the continual process of subjectivity
and the tensions within it as described by feminist poststructuralist
theorists from the point of view of how it is lived. Although all of
the students' Writes provided examples of the tensions within lived,
female subjectivity along with an evolving relationship to the
writing in the course, I chose Lee's and Alex's work to consider
because they wrote with much detail and specificity. This overall
quality of their writing helped to make their struggling more overt.
As I have discussed, the course offered the students the
subject position: thinker/writer. This subject position was
continually reinforced by the intertextual course layers described in
the previous chapter. The students grappled with this subject
position, but as they took it up, they came to be influenced by it. In
other words, writing came to change these writers: Lee started to
tell stories and think about a childhood incident involving sexual
abuse ("Old man perverted Leo") and about her history of anxiety
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attacks; and Alex's thinking about being Cody's single parent, about
being the caretaker of her own mother ("this monster woman and
object of pity in my tiny living space"), along with her complicated
feelings about both of these, started to weave together. The writing
gave them a structure for exploring their thoughts but within a
specific context that provided them with an array of intertextual
layers to interface with, and in the process writing began to take up
space within their worlds.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCURSIVE TRACES IN THE STUDENTS' WRITING

In the previous chapter several features of subjectivity were
examined: how subjectivity is unevenly imbricated; how it is not an
'it,' something essential or fixed, but a continual process shifting
across time and space; as well as how writing can influence this
process. The focus of this chapter is a paradox. Writing is
experienced privately; but, even though it may be experienced as
such, the thoughts with which we interact in the process are not
necessarily our own in the way that we are sure that they are. This
paradox points the way to how subjectivity is constructed, in
particular to Foucault's notion of the discursive pressure on
language discussed in Chapter 2.

The Dominant Discourse of Femininity
Foucault has further considered his theory of the discursive
pressures on language, from the point of view of the writer, the
author, which, he explains, "is a matter of depriving the subject (or
its substitute) of its role as originator and of analyzing the subject
as a variable and complex function of discourse" (1984, p. 118). In
terms of this study, Foucault's reframing points to consideration of
and speculation about the students' Writes in terms of their
discursive content. One intent of this chapter is to consider what
discourses were circulating within this group of nine female writers.
As explained in Chapter 2, discourses are best understood as
circulating in fields. Discursive fields offer us ways to be individuals
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or subject positions and thus inform behavior, what we do or don't
do, as well as desire, how we come to want what we want. It is
important to note that discursive fields are multiple and often
contradictory. These discursive features tend to pull subjectivities
in sometimes oppositional directions. As described in Chapter 2,
theorists such as Walkerdine (1990) have pointed to the tensions
that arise because of our positioning within contradictory
discourses, in particular those produced by girls' positioning within
the oppositional discourses of "passive femininity" and "active
learning." Leslie Harris's film, viewed by the class and discussed
previously, made these contradictions explicit, exploring them from
the point of view of lived subjectivity. On the one hand, Chantelle is
the best student in her class. She asserts herself with her history
teacher and even the school principal. Her goal is to get out of the
projects and eventually to go to medical school. On the other hand,
we find Chantelle pulled into boys, parties, and sexuality. In these
pursuits she operates as a teenage girl out to have fun. As the film
progresses she gets deeper into her relationship with Ty.
Maintaining this relationship - that of sexually active girlfriend eventually comes into direct conflict with her goal of maintaining
her grades, graduating early, and going to college.

Sasha wrote

about her own conflicting subject positions this way:
I can't be all of these things: Healthy, Fit, Dean's List,
Law School, Popular, Beautiful - who constructs these
ideals? Why can't I happily fit into a few categories
and forget the others? Logic games come to mind. The
LSAT. If you're not healthy, then you can't be fit. If you
make the Dean's List, then you must go to Law School.
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But you can't go to Law School and be beautiful. Question:
how many categories can she fit into at once?
A second intent of this chapter is to explore how these kinds of
tensions played out in the lives of these nine female college
students as evidenced in their writing and discussed in their
interviews.
Even though discursive fields are multiple and contradictory,
certain discourses do achieve dominance; however, their
prominence is never guaranteed, absolute, or complete. There are
always cracks or spaces for resistance, within which new, possibly
even subversive discourses can emerge. Still there is always an
undertow toward dominant discourses and the preferred meanings
that circulate within them.
Given this theoretical framework, gender identity can be
considered a function of discourse. Although there are many ways
to be male or female, all of these "other" ways must contend with
the two dominant discourses of gender. Thinking of gender identity
as a function of discourse is a crucial step because, via common
sense arguments, maleness and femaleness are so often assumed to
be obvious and natural functions of biology. Although anatomical
sex differences could be considered indisputable facts, I am arguing
that it is the dominant discourses of gender that work to teach us
how to be male and female, how to be members of our designated
gender. I have argued that "the subject," and by implication "the
writer," referenced by Foucault, is a speaking gendered subject,
always in process as male or female, without being essentially
either one. Both male and female subjects, depending on how they
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are also configured in terms of ethnicity and class, have a range of
subject positions available to them, but the dominant discourses of
masculinity and femininity offer men and women very different
ranges in their respective discursive fields. The dominant discourse
of masculinity positions its male subjects for "world-building in the
company of [their] fellow men" (Raymond, 1986, p. 10). This
positioning not only gives men the world and, therefore, agency and
autonomy within it but also binds together masculine subject
positions and practices with institutionally sanctioned power. The
dominant discourse of femininity, on the other hand, constantly
reminds women that the subject positions available to us, including
those of thinker and writer, involve, "accepting, negotiating or
rejecting what is always being offered. . .as our primary role - that
of wife and mother" (Weedon, 1987, p. 3). For younger women the
dominant discourse points to such practices as maintaining one's
attractiveness, the pursuit of a boyfriend, and the maintenance of
the boyfriend/girlfriend relationship if and when it is procured.
Researchers operating within other frameworks have re¬
valued and explored developmentally the relational worlds of girls
(e.g., Brown & Gilligan, 1992; Gilligan, 1982; & Gilligan, Lyons, &
Hanmer,

1990). However, these researchers have assumed, rather

than questioned, girls' relational orientations as a given.
Understanding the difference between the theoretical framework
implied in these studies and a feminist poststructuralist framework
is crucial. Within feminist poststructuralist work, the relational
orientation of girls is never a given. In order to display social
competence (and fulfill the tacit demand that one must present
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oneself as identifiably male or female as a primary way to display
that competence), girls' relational orientation can be considered
instead as one acceptable way for "girls" to constitute themselves as
such. Thus the relational orientation of girls is not considered an
orientation at all but a kind of work, an enterprise, a growing
concern that necessitates constant attention and activity in order to
maintain it. The relational world of girls is no longer accepted as an
obviousness but can itself be called into question. Where do girls'
relational orientations come from? Feminist poststructuralist theory
prevents resorting to biologically determined arguments in
response by pointing to the workings of discourse, in particular the
dominant discourse of femininity and its injunction as described by
Weedon that whatever women consider must involve, "accepting,
negotiating or rejecting what is always being offered. . .as our
primary role - that of wife and mother." This undertow tends to
pull girls and women both toward relationships and toward the
domestic sphere. When we do take up positions in the public realm,
the injunction of the dominant discourse must be contended with
one way or another.

The Dream of a Wedding Ring
The students in the study maintained differing relationships
to the dominant discourse of femininity. Some of these differences
probably were in part a function of age and circumstances. The four
students who were seniors in their early 20's - Suki, Kathleen,
Sasha, and Olivia - each had a boyfriend who regularly showed up
in her Writes, although to varying degrees. From my perspective,
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thinking along with each of these students came to mean in part
thinking about their relationships with their boyfriends, who each
took up space in their thinking and, therefore, were indirectly
present in the class. Suki had Steve; Isabel had Carl; Sasha had Tom;
and Olivia had Chino.
These relationships seeped into the course to a sometimes
surprising degree. When Sasha, for example, turned in her Final
Project at the end of November, she mentioned to me that she had
read this work to Tom. Tom told Sasha that he thought that she had
"held back" in this writing. Thus I found myself, when responding
to Sasha in my final letter, also responding to Tom, who of course I
only "knew" through Sasha's writing. Here is the relevant excerpt:
I have to say that I don't agree with Tom's "evaluation"
of your Final Project. It is abundantly evident that you
spent time reviewing your Writes and thinking about
where you've been over the semester. Now that you've
written this, however, it doesn't mean that there isn't
more to think and write about, that these are somehow
your last words on these subjects.
Even though Sasha was a determined young woman in the midst of
applying to law schools, it is difficult to know whose evaluation
carried more weight.
Hollway (1984a) has theorized a set of sub-discourses that get
at the dynamics of heterosexual relationships. One of these she
terms the "have/hold discourse." This discourse foregrounds
relationship maintenance eventually pointing the way to marriage
and mothering. Within it women work at sustaining the relationship
with these sometimes tacit or unconscious aims in mind. Men within
this sub-discourse are positioned to slip out or blatantly resist any
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kind of a relational commitment. Hollway (1984b), however, has
pointed out that heterosexual women often fail to perceive that
men need relationships and that men themselves often quickly
suppress such needs.
A primary theme in Sasha's writing throughout the semester
revolved around her struggles in her relationship with Tom. Sasha
would push or hint at commitment, and Tom would oppose her. For
example, addressing Tom, Sasha wrote:
You said you were not amused when I told you that
my birthday ring you gave me was on my wedding
finger. It wasn't of course. I just wanted to see if you'd
think - if you'd hate me for dreaming about that
security. And you did not like that I dreamt. Not right
now. Not yet. Why can that finger provide the only
security? You were not amused.
Even though on her way to law school, positioned here within the
have/hold discourse, only one thing means security. Still this
position was by no means a stable one. In our discursive history
interview, Sasha explained that there had been a time in this four
year relationship when Tom became "dependent" and "wishywashy" and "no longer had a clear sense of who he was and what he
wanted." When they went away to the same university their junior
year, Tom pulled away and wanted more space. In her writing
during the semester, Sasha thought about the current Tom this way:
(1) He thinks I'm asking too much. He says maybe he's
not ready or able to give me what I need. ... (2) He
doesn't catch my expressions, body language, tone
sometimes. (3) He's happiest talking about his future, his
classes, the place where he'll live, the car he'll buy.
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In our interview Sasha described Tom, who is in mechanical
engineering, as "linear." Hollway suggests that

- women making

demands that men won't or can't meet (1); men's inability to "read"
their partners (2); or men focusing more on themselves than on the
relationship (3) -

are not aspects of personality, but discursive

evidence. These behaviors are part of "a dynamic which is
constantly being re-produced in day-to-day couple relationships"
(1984a, p. 253). Sasha, however, also questioned her focus on the
relationship with Tom, "I've noticed that I'm losing myself a lot by
being preoccupied with Tom and his issues. . .1 want to write about
me. What I want, outside of him. Outside of the us realm."
In one of her Writes Sasha mentioned that she had been told
by doctors that she probably wouldn't be able to have any children.
In her interview she explained that doctors tended to give her
information about her medical condition as if to say, "what will this
girl do if she can't have children?" or "like they're preparing me for
it as if they were preparing me for a death. . .like they're talking to
me as if I have cancer." Sasha was a Women's Studies major.
Perhaps taken up from that quarter, she used feminist discourses to
explore her complicated feelings about the possibility of never
having children. Sasha explained that, on the one hand, motherhood
could be considered "the most oppressive part of women's status as
inferior," but, on the other hand, for many women, motherhood is
very empowering. Exploring her desire for a baby, Sasha speculated
that it might come from, "the idea. . .that women should have
children and a family," that "it's something I've always grown up
with. Like, you know, I'll get married. I'll have children." This idea
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sounds like the pull of the dominant discourse. Even with a slim
possibility of having children, Sasha has weighed this possibility
carefully in respect to potential conflicts down the road with her
law career. She commented, "I have so many more decisions than
Tom does right now." Tom, on the other hand, only needs, "to be
worried about getting his applications in to the Career Center."
Olivia also grappled with the dominant discourse. Her first
Write about how alienated people have become from one another
was discussed in the previous chapter. Olivia was in many ways a
central participant in the course. Early on she placed a high value
on the work we were doing and often expressed her enthusiasm.
She came to every class and read every Write. In some ways the
others students may have learned how to be a student in this
course from her. She described herself in her interview as a rebel,
like her father. Here is what the rebel sounded like in her writing,
"Why do things have to be the way they are? Who says so? Why do
I have to wear a skirt to an interview? Who says?" The writer in a
defiant tone has taken up a position of resistance, of challenge to
the everyday, both, generally ("Why do things have to be the way
they are?) and specifically ("Why do I have to wear a skirt to an
interview?"). Her position is energized linguistically by a run of four
straight questions. A primary theme in Olivia's writing throughout
the semester revolved around her relationship with Chino. We
discovered toward the end of the course, the week described at the
end of Chapter 4, when feeling emerged, that Olivia and Chino, who
had dated in high school, had decided to part ways. In her Write
that day, Olivia suggested some of the reasons why:
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(1) To save our friendship. We don't know if we want to
marry & after 8 years, shouldn't we know that by now?
Maybe/maybe not. (2) But after the story about Steve
and Amy - cheating on each other after being married 8
months. No thanks. I'd rather go through the pain now &
part as friends, rather than end up hating each other.
This bit of thinking is organized around an assumption that the
boyfriend/girlfriend relationship, although it may also involve
other elements such as friendship, is on a path moving toward
eventual marriage (1). There is an added suggestion that this
potential should eventually become clearer in time, although this
idea is stated with ambivalence. Olivia's thinking here also draws
upon personal experience. Different from the adolescent girls in
Baker's study (1985) discussed in Chapter 2, at 23 Olivia
realistically uses her observations of the evidence around her of the
difficulties that can occur within marriage (Steve and Amy), to
inform her own decision (2). Although Olivia was extremely sad in
the face of the loss of this relationship, her last words of this session
were optimistic, "I'm really going to soar on my own." Yet within
this strongly stated, informed thinking, interwoven with strong
feelings about this loss, the dominant discourse of femininity still
circulates. Olivia speculated:
I really need to explore my feelings about marriage. I'm
so independent & strong. And such a rebel when it comes
to things I should do as a woman. But why do I have this
need to have a wedding - this drive?
Feminist poststructuralist theory can explain Olivia's "drive" in
terms of the dominant discourse of femininity. Even rejection of
marriage has meant that it has taken up energy, that it has been
considered. Here Olivia's position is one not of acceptance or
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rejection but of negotiation. She recognizes the discrepancy between
this "drive" and her independence and strength, and her question
emerges out of this gap, the way that the discourse just doesn't fit,
even though at the same time she is still pulled toward it.

The Female Body
The "call to be attractive" and how subjectivities become
intricately engaged in the social work of seeking and maintaining
attractiveness can be considered as a set of preparatory practices
that always exist in the vicinity of heterosexual relationships.
Hollway (1984) considers this call as enmeshed in a slippage of
mutually-informed meanings that regulate female energy toward
heterosexuality. Hollway suggests that, "being attractive
. . .(means) . . .being attractive to boys. . .(means). . . engaging in sex
(or protosex) with boys. . .(means). . .having a boyfriend" (p. 240).
These preparatory practices are organized around the female body,
and the careful regulation of body weight can be considered central
among them.
As referenced in Chapter 4, Isabel's first Write opened with
concerns about her weight, or rather her father's concerns. She
wrote that, "my father wants me to lose weight so I can become
pretty." In our interview, Isabel, who appeared to be of slightly
above average body weight for her small frame, described her
father's obsession with her weight this way, "I talk to him every
week. . .he just seems to ask the same question. . .'Did you lose
weight? Did you lose weight? Did you lose weight? Did you lose
weight?"' Although Isabel spoke perfect English, it is important to
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mention that she is Spanish, that she had been sent to the American
School in Madrid, but that her father had raised her with an
insistence that she consider herself American and not Spanish. He
himself, though Spanish, had been born in New York. If Isabel had
not announced her ethnicity one day in class, we might have never
known of it. There may have been cultural values interplaying in
the dynamic between Isabel and her father. Isabel explained that
her father was concerned about her finding a boyfriend and getting
married. On the one hand, Isabel, according to her father, was "a
very pretty girl, but." on the other hand, according to her father,
pretty only means one thing: thin. Ironically, Isabel, unknown to
her father, has a boyfriend here in the States. Walkerdine (1986)
has suggested that we don't know enough about how people live the
practices they engage. In the Writes pieces of the writer's fuller life
in relationship to her schooling can be seen and heard. In one Write,
Isabel deconstructed her father's irrationality this way:
What do I mean by "irrational?" I mean that my father
keeps nagging me about what I eat. I have a list - Don't
eat pasta, rice, meat, pizza, bread, chicken - nothing that
has fat in it. Only vegetables. Ideally - for my dad to be
satisfied I should only be having salad. I wonder if I will
lose weight more rapidly if I just have a tomato a day.
It would not be hyperbole to suggest that Isabel was tormented by
her father's preoccupation with her weight and her inability to
fulfill his expectations. At the same time she was desperate for his
approval, perhaps in part because her mother had died when she
was 11. Thus she created fictitious weight loss in order to give him
good news during their weekly phone conversations, put off dieting,
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but then became extremely anxious whenever she anticipated
returning to Spain for the holidays, strategizing this way, "I've got
one more week to enjoy food - then it's cold turkey from there. I
figure two months is enough to drop my weight drastically." Could
any guiltless eating occur in these circumstances? In our interview,
I sought to understand how it was that Isabel and her body came to
be the focus of what needed fixing and not her father's fixation.
Isabel felt incapable of challenging her father in part because of the
loss of her mother. Needless to say Isabel's Write produced above
created a wave of varying responses from other writers in the PostWrite for that same class session:
Dangling Feather: Food. Aren't we all emotionally tied
to it in one way or another? We use it. Abuse it. It fills us.
Satisfies us. Keeps us company. Gives us something to do.
Excites us.
Karen: I'm thinking of Diane from the weekend who was
told that she looks like a brick shithouse and of Meredith
and how her doctor put her on a diet at age 7, of my
sister-in-law saying that her baby daughter is too fat and
I want to lash out at this world for hating women so. I
hate O. J. Simpson and while I'm at it - remembering my
anger - so intense - so painful. I feel driven. So sick of
turning anger inward. So tired of women feeling alone
with their body stories.
Sasha: I am afraid for Isabel and I hope that she is
getting help with her issues outside of class.
Lee: I think of my [own] Dad and how I still let him make
me feel trapped, even though I don't live there anymore,
how I'm helping him to keep his fantasy about himself
alive.
Each of these writers draws on other discourses in framing her
response. D. F. suggests an assortment of things food provides
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besides sustenance, a list with a psychodynamic cast: a relationship
between food and emotion is suggested; there are hints of food as a
means of reward or punishment ("We use it."); and the possibility of
over-indulgence or deviance ("Abuse it."). Food, although necessary,
is its own form of oral gratification. This response might suggest to
Isabel to explore her relationship to food. It keeps the focus on
Isabel and suggests that the situation is Isabel's and not, for
example, Isabel's father's, part of a relational dynamic, or a socio¬
cultural problem. Slipping into a therapeutic frame, Sasha's
response is organized similarly, the difference being that the
"issues" Sasha suggests that Isabel needs help with might
conceivably include how to deal with her father.
Karen, on the other hand, constructs her response in terms of
feminist discourse. She puts together her experience - pieces of
stories she has encountered - and indirectly names what she
construes from their juxtaposition (that it is a misogynistic world)
and what she feels in response to what she's construed. This kind of
gathering of experience/story as evidence is reminiscent of secondwave feminist consciousness-raising.1 Here the locus of change is
the world, not Isabel, Diane, Meredith, or Karen's sister-in-law. This
response may have given Isabel and others indirect access to
feminist discourse (without the feminist signifier) in the sense that
they could overhear how it sounds to direct one's thinking out to
the world in seeking explanations for one's life.
In her response Lee moves to her situation with her own
father, which had been a subtext of her writing throughout the
semester. This response is framed within a dynamic: that of the
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father-daughter relationship. Lee, however, is very much the
subject of this sentence. It is unmistakable that she is an agent
within this dynamic. It is also clear that this is distinctly a gender
dynamic, not, for example, a "human" interchange. There are
psychoanalytic references to projection ("helping him to keep his
fantasy") as well as references to how power circulates within the
dynamic of this relationship ("I still let him make me feel trapped,
even though I don't live there anymore"). In our interview Lee
explained that with her father's second family she "has to play a
certain role" and that her father "doesn't know who I am." Her
response above suggests that she keeps not saying certain things to
her father and he keeps being a certain way. For example, in our
interview, Lee spoke about how she was offended by her father's
sexist remarks. She is upset but keeps silent; her father keeps on
with his remarks; and Lee ends up feeling trapped and serving the
very kinds of things she is opposed to. Lee's response might give
Isabel the information that she is not a victim of her father but in a
dynamic with him, that this dynamic is gendered, and that,
therefore, power circulates unevenly within it. Lee's response gets
at the complicatedness of subjectivity. She feels trapped but is
involved in her own entrapment. Here it becomes possible for Lee
to look at her involvement in her situation without putting the onus
on herself. Thus Isabel may have gotten the idea that she can look
at her own behavior but as part of a situation.
Isabel was by no means the only writer struggling with body
weight. For some concerns about weight were health concerns. In
our interview, C. L. Marr talked at length about the history and
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repercussions of what she termed her "weight problem." Because
she suffers from sleep apnea, a weight related disorder that
prevents oxygen from getting to the head at night, she must sleep
hooked up to a machine. C. L. explained that if she could lose 50 or
60 pounds, she could come off of this machine. But for most, as with
Isabel, concerns about their female bodies were entangled in
relational dynamics. Sasha made various references to her mother's
observations about her body. She described her mother's behavior
this way, "When I'm home, she notices everything physically
different, from shaved legs to the black smudge of newsprint on my
forehead. . .'what's that?!'. . .she is alarmed. A bruise, she wonders.
Nice to be home." But these observations in some ways seem more
akin to the scrutinizing that Ruddick (1989) describes as an aspect
of maternal thinking and practice.
Olivia wrote about having gained some weight, her pants not
fitting, and her consequent discomfort being naked around Chino.
When she asked Chino if he thought that she was skinny, he
responded negatively but suggested that there were more
descriptors than the two extremes, fat and skinny. Chino then went
on to suggest, however, that there was nothing wrong with "being
unnaturally skinny." Olivia had these thoughts about Chino's
comment:
Now this is what got me, there is something wrong with
being unnaturally skinny, it's unnatural. (1) What does
he mean by unnaturally skinny anyway? (2) Model-like,
well, I'm not going to starve myself. I tried that and it is
unhealthy. I think Chino has totally internalized media
images in a few ways. (3) And I don't care what any of
his friends say, porno magazines and strip bars do effect
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a man, the way he looks at his partner. How can it not? It
sets up sexual and erotic expectations.
Olivia moves to reject rather than work with "the call to be
attractive" at the same time that she maintains a commitment to
her own health - starving herself would be unhealthy. Through
practicing having Writes and overhearing others, she has picked up
on the deconstructive power of the Proprioceptive Question (What
do I mean by _?) and turns it toward Chino's use of the phrase,
"unnaturally skinny" (1). By pulling apart this phrase and slipping
to "model-like," Olivia frames their argument socio-culturally (2).
The fashion model's body constitutes the ideal, but this ideal is
gendered. It is a male fantasy constructed and circulated at such
cultural sites as pornographic magazines and strip bars. Olivia
points to the complex interplay between a man gazing at his
partner and gazing at these "ideally" eroticized images, how the
fantasies work to organize male desire and then leak into actual
relationships (3). Thus they are not innocent or harmless fantasies,
as Chino's friends might argue. In order to maintain position within
the have/hold discourse, women then take up these fantasies
themselves in order to attract and/or hold onto (read: "please")
their men.
These fantasies and the discursive practices they influence
are neither considered necessarily oppressive nor adopted with
ease by the women who engage them. The situation is always one of
sometimes adoption, sometimes negotiation, and sometimes refusal.
Moments of both pleasure and struggling, however, contribute to a
general stance of preoccupation with self-examination, and it is this
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preoccupation that causes us continually to realign ourselves with
dominant values (Haug, 1987). Women may come to adopt
alternative practices concerning, for example, such things as hair
length, living arrangements, or occupational preferences but still
maintain the habit of self-examination and self-improvement, albeit
focused on other concerns. This concern for self-improvement easily
positions women as potential subjects within other discourses, such
as the New Age, also organized around the need for selfimprovement

and

growth.

New Age Thinking
Richard Rosen (1975) points out that toward the end of the
1960's political activism began to acquire a therapeutic cast, that its
focus shifted from social structure and a critique of government
policies as the locus for change to individual psyches. He suggests
that out of this shift evolved a new way of thinking that found its
way into a range of therapeutic, cult-like practices and self-help
books. According to Rosen, this new way of thinking was
characterized in part by a denial of Freud's most significant insights:
the persistence of the unconscious; the interpretation of dreams;
and his theory of repression. Another feature of this thinking was,
"an insistence on interpreting the individual's history and history in
general as the result of conscious choices" (p. 6). Although Rosen
refers to this way of thinking as "psychobabble," I prefer the term
New Age Thinking, really a subtly pervasive discourse in
increasingly active circulation in the general population and
organized around an array of practices. According to Mother Jones
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magazine there were 500,000 Americans interested in New Age
ideas in 1976. In 1995 the number had skyrocketed to 20 million.2
Rosen's book has been helpful as a way to attempt to
characterize this discourse. It is organized around the assumption
that the individual is the strongest unit of concern. Hidden within
this focus is an implication that one's individual life is one's own
and within one's control. Thus New Age discourse is not social or
political in orientation. Reinforcement for the ability to control one's
reality or destiny comes from a focus on a personalized relationship
to a higher power. The general belief is that if one becomes attuned
to this power, difficulties can be overcome, understanding can
emerge, perhaps even enlightenment can be attained. When
confusion arises or conflict erupts, discourses point us in certain
directions in order to explain. Most importantly, New Age Thinking
sends its practitioners and advocates back to "the self," to the
beyond, or to nature (in opposition to culture) for understanding at
such times, but almost never adamantly out to the socio-cultural
world. Women, already positioned via the dominant discourses of
gender for dissociation from the world, may be on familiar ground
here.
In their writing students made reference to various New Age
ideas. As discussed in Chapter 5, Olivia made reference to past lives,
time travel, and reincarnation. Isabel continually wrote about her
"inner child"; Suki, about the Zen of driving. And Dangling Feather in
a detailed way invoked the natural world in almost every Write. To
reiterate, however, New Age Thinking is less about making
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reference to specific content and more about where one directs
one's energy.
In her writing Frances described herself as in "tremendous
struggle with old patterns." As conveyed in Frances's opening Write
to the group produced in Chapter 4, aspects of her struggling
involved a "deep woundedness" around relationship ("Why did he
have to leave anyway?"). Frances could be very funny about her
relational history. For example, she wrote in response to Suki's
Write about a cross-country trip:
I think about the trips I took across country with Jim two in particular. Jim, an ex-marine/Systems Analyst
type (that already paints a picture, yes?)! definitely was
into "calculating estimated distances," but did not know
about appreciating strengths and not criticizing
weaknesses (a "rather" foreign notion, I suppose, to an
ex-marine).
In a way, because of her repeated struggles around heterosexual
relationship, Frances had come to be positioned somewhat
marginally within the dominant discourse. Divorced once and
currently struggling within a marriage that sounded in our
interview as if it would not work out either, Frances was also not a
mother. In our interview Frances described women-who-aremothers' suspicious reactions to her non-mother, yet female status
this way:
It's not unusual to get, "oh gee, that's too bad." Or, you
get hints around the edges of, like, "well, what's wrong
with you?". . ."Were there physical reasons?" I mean,
some people get very pointed. They want to go into, well,
"why aren't you normal?"
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With these kinds of implications, these mothers, perhaps
unintentionally, perpetuated dominant values which always
attempt to signify femaleness and mothering together.
Perhaps as a response to her struggling, much of Frances's
writing thematically revolved around the search for a sanctuary.
This sanctuary seemed to be both a place (her mountaintop) and a
psychological state ("cabin-consciousness"). This search seemed to
be organized around and reinforced by her detailed pursuits in
alternative education which included attendance at many New Age
workshops on a wide range of subjects. For example, in our
interview, Frances explained that she had:
done a lot of Native American stuff. I do sweat lodge
ceremony on a regular basis. I work with rattles and
drums a lot as a sort of meditation process. . .There's
part of me that's a Native person. I don't know where
that comes from, but I know that when I go up on my
mountain at night with a rattle to meditate, and talk to
the hawks or just sit that I don't wanna go home.
During a period of struggling early in the semester, Frances wrote,
"I want to go away. Away - away - away. Transported to some
other aspect of my life that forgot stress, that does not even know
the word." Frances used the term "unplug" to express her desire to
distance herself from the world, and her interest in the New Age
may have reinforced that distance by giving her alternative kinds
of goals, such as healing, to mobilize around. She elaborated on the
term "unplug" in our interview, "I don't watch much TV. I don't
read newspapers on a regular basis. I don't like what goes on in our
world for the most part. So I just unplug from it." Haug describes
what she calls a "field of conflict" within which dominant cultural
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values keep resurfacing against attempts to wrestle individual
meaning and pleasure from life (1987, p. 41). Frances's search for a
sanctuary may have been one such attempt. New Age Thinking may
provide a sanctuary or a safe space, practices to engage while
within it, and goals to seek, such as spirituality, but those offerings
may help to organize desire away from concern for the social and
political world. My question is: when does a sanctuary, along with
practices that materially anchor such an understandable search given the inevitable struggling within lived subjectivity - take over
and effect a kind of dissociation from the world?
I also considered Frances's thinking as discursively New Age
in the sense that it seemed to reflect a belief in individual ability to
control one's own life along with a feeling that one can't control the
world or be in it. In a later Write, Frances thought about sorting
through her life and keeping or throwing out various patterns of
behavior, "I could make a 'keeper' pile, a 'throw-away' pile, and a
'for-later-consideration' pile." The idea conveyed here that one's life
can be sorted through rationally may have been influenced by her
background growing up in a rural New England community. Within
such communities a strong belief in individualism is not uncommon.
In response to Frances, during the Post-Write that day, I wrote the
following, "How much choice do we really have in life? Certainly the
myth of individualism tells us we have a great deal, that our life is
of our own making, or unmaking, but I can't buy that." As social
subjects we all look for ways to live within our limits and maintain
stability. The belief in control and choice may be one way.
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Frances sought to escape to her mountaintop, but she was not
the only student who drew upon the natural world for refuge in her
writing. As I have mentioned, D. F. began just about every Write
invoking higher powers along with detailed lists of natural
phenomena. Here is an opening to one of her Writes that was
typical of this approach:
I give my thanks to God, Mother Earth, Father Sky, all the
powers that be for the candle, the flame, the holder, the
match, wood, sulfur, plants, soils, bees which made these
articles, and for man's knowledge & craft in shaping
them. To the trees and soils for giving of themselves, such
simple gifts, yet each means so much to so many.
D. F., writing with the tone of a devotee, begins with a reference to
"God," then slips to "Mother Earth" and "Father Sky," thus collecting
together higher powers from Judeo-Christian and Native American
traditions. Going backwards in time in a sense, D. F. considers the
objects before her (the candle, the candle holder, and the matches)
used in the Proprioceptive Writing process in terms of the natural
ingredients that could be associated with them. This connection
seemed to be an overly romanticized in the sense that the candles,
for example, were store-bought and not made from beeswax. The
relationship between man and nature implied here is an idyllic one
("simple gifts, yet each means so much to so many"). Phrases such
as "these articles" and "man's knowledge and craft" give D. F.'s
invocation a pre-modern flavor and, in fact, "Simple Gifts" is the
name of a well-known Shaker hymn. D. F.'s thinking was deeply
entangled in these kinds of ideas. At 46 she struggled with the
tension between marriage and mothering three children and her
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frustrated attempts to find a (work) direction and obtain economic
independence. The marriage, up to this point, had provided her
with some freedom to pursue her interests but not enough to
develop them fully. D. F.'s writing, however, included other voices
or points of view very different in feel from that above, for
example, "Death is on my mind. My mother. . .taken to the hospital
in an ambulance this morning. Too many prescription pills, from
unknowing, uncaring doctors, gulped by a lonely, grasping old
woman." This point of view occasionally had its own ideas, e.g.,
"Enough, get on to the nitty gritty" or "Put names on those culprits."
But the Judeo-Christian/Native American kinds of references were
predominant.
I had picked up on Alex's hints of her partial Native American
ethnicity from her Writes. Thus I followed up on those traces in our
interview. Alex, who had a chameleon tattooed on her right arm,
had put together her own Native American, part-philosophy, partspiritual practice which she referred to as "the seven directions"
(Father Sky and Mother Earth referred to by D. F. above being two
of these directions). According to Native American beliefs, these
directions surround and orient a person, and the goal is always to
seek, "that balance at the center that's gonna hold the trick." I asked
Alex why she thought white Americans have appropriated Native
American discourse at this historical moment. Alex, using the
phrase, "the re-emergence of the concept of the noble savage,"
explained it as a desire to return to the earth, to a simpler way of
life in response to the complications of modern/postmodern life.
The disquieting aspect of this romanticized view for Alex is that it
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stands in stark contrast to the realities of reservation life. She
elaborated by explaining, "how spirituality is being killed off there,
but absorbed by the Caucasian population to some degree, or being
picked apart by them." Alex found the white American romance
with Native American culture "offensive" at the same time that she
also saw her position as "hypocritical" in the sense that she
considers herself "diluted," white, and as outside Native culture. Her
sense of hypocrisy came from wondering if she has done what other
white people have done.3 Apparently, however, some Native
Americans themselves have come to return to their own traditional
practices. In connection with this study, I attended an evening of
Iroquois dancing in order to think about the appropriation of Native
American practices by the New Age. One of the dancers explained to
the audience that in recent years attendance at the Long House
ceremonies on their reservation had shifted from 15 people to
standing room only. This Iroquois dancer used the figure 15,000.
As I argued at the beginning of this chapter, women must
contend with the dominant discourse of femininity one way or
another. Frances struggled with woundedness in relationship and
searched for a sanctuary. Dangling Feather struggled with marriage
obligations, tensions within childrearing, and the desire for fulfilling
work and sought refuge in nature. But discourses are multiple and
overlapping. Similar to the dominant discourse, New Age Thinking
seemed to encourage division between these women and the socio¬
cultural world. Although Alex shared an investment in Native
American practices with these two other students, her interest
came in part from her ethnic background. Her situation as a single
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mother on Welfare also positioned her differently in terms of the
world: in order to survive, Alex had to contend with it.
One over-arching feature of New Age Thinking is how it
appears to promote individual growth and development. Such a
value can easily be considered non-ideological, as synonymous with
being human, as basic and necessary. To call into question its
naturalness seems almost counter-intuitive. And yet as a discourse,
though hidden, it has prohibitive features. Thinking of it
discursively allows it to be questioned. How does New Age Thinking
work to privatize discontent and maintain existing social
structures? What safety might come from putting the responsibility
for discontent on ourselves? And keeping in mind hierarchical
differences organized around class/gender/ethnicity, if I believe in
my own ability to control my reality, my thoughts, and eventually
my future, who does that idea serve or not serve? These kinds of
questions suggest that we might be more influenced and shaped by
our social and political world than we typically consider ourselves
to be. The discursive traces evidenced in these students' writing
point to language as the carrier of that influence and that shaping.

The Individual as a Site of Struggle
I want to conclude this chapter by returning to the third
research question organizing this study: how were students' own
specific discursive histories reflected in their writing? I began the
chapter suggesting a paradox: even though writing is experienced
privately, it may be less private than we assume or imagine.
Poststructuralist theory destabilizes the assumption of writing as
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personal and private. The act of thinking, and by extension writing,
and the concept of privacy, however, appear to go hand in hand.
Only the writer hears her thoughts. The writer alone forms the
words on her page or presses the letter keys on her computer. The
challenge with this framework of understanding is that it conceals
the mass character of social processes (Haug, 1987).
Poststructuralist theory points to the inter-workings of thought,
language, and reality and the assumption of, "the nearly invisible
influence of discourses over our ability to imagine and reflect on
who we are in ourselves and in relation to others and the world"
(Brodkey, 1992, p. 300). With a theory of discourses the analytical
starting point is out there - the socio-cultural conversations that are
in progress. As the writer writes, these conversations are entered
and re-entered, negotiated against one another, sometimes
smoothly, sometimes disturbingly. This starting point does not
mean, however, that social subjects are passive. We are never
passive, always engaged in discursive practice, while our own
psychoanalytic material pushes, constrains, and organizes.
Heterosexual relationships, preoccupation with their female
bodies, and the desire to unplug from the world were dominant
areas of thought amongst this group of writers. Preventing the
possibility of ignoring them, feminist poststructuralist theory
provides a framework for considering these concerns themselves as
a function of discourse. The divide between the public and the
private is shattered in the process, although both the dominant
discourse of femininity and New Age Thinking work to keep this
divide in place. Socio-cultural struggles around the meanings of
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identities and subject positions are inseparable from each writer's
struggles with the same. By examining the students' writing
discursively, how subjectivity might be constructed becomes more
clear. The focus is the point of articulation where the social connects
with the subject and the subject hooks up with the social. Most
importantly this work can be done without diminishing individual
struggle.
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Notes

1 See Catharine MacKinnon's Towards a Feminist Theory of
the State for a very thorough discussion of consciousness-raising,
"the collective critical reconstitution of the meaning of women's
social experience, as women live through it" as a methodology
(1989, pp. 83-105).
2 I found this statistic in the January/February issue of
Mother Jones magazine, 1996, p. 57.
3 In my interviews with Alex, Dangling Feather, and Frances,
I discovered an interesting difference between how Alex had come
into contact with this discourse and how D. F. and Frances had
pieced it together. Alex told me, for example, about the stories her
Algonquin grandmother had told her, about Blood Clot Boy and Sky
Woman. Alex had often lived near reservations and come into
contact with "other outcasts" and attended pow-wows. D. F.'s
connection, on the other hand, had been forged by reading one
Native American biography after another (e.g., The Education of
Little Tree and Rainbow Tribe, which focused on "white people
trying to walk the Native American road"), and Frances's interest
had evolved out of workshops and courses.
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CHAPTER 7
THE COMPLICATIONS OF WHO WE ARE

In this final chapter, I begin by considering each of the three
research questions framing this study. From that point, I continue
by recommending five directions for further, possible research. This
chapter concludes with two additional sections. A feminist
poststructuralist framework was a critical feature of this study. In
the first of these sections, I discuss the implications of having used
this theory to conduct this study and analyze the resulting data. The
students in this study had never had a course focused exclusively
on exploring their thinking in writing. Their work with
Proprioceptive Writing took them as writers closer to their
concerns, along with the possibility of questioning them. In this
kind of writing, there are no definitive endpoints. In the last section
I explore the implications for the students of being in relationship
with themselves through their writing.

Summarizing the Study
An Alternative Version of the World
The intent of my first research question was to explore the
features of the Women and Creativity course that were central for
students in developing their own writing practices. The students
began with no experience exploring their thoughts through writing
as a primary focus in an academic setting, and yet, by the end of
the course, they each knew how to do this kind of writing and had
their accumulated practice to draw upon as a resource beyond the
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course structure. Although the students did not have to produce
traditional academic papers, the on-going process of exploring their
thinking in writing had a provocative edge, unlike most of their
other experiences with writing in school. The opportunity to read
their in-class writing out loud in the presence of the other students
formed the partial basis for this provocative edge. In this process,
not only did they influence one another's thinking but they also
modeled for one another the idea of being female students who
think and write. Jonsberg (1992) has described how new subject
positions can open up through connection with other women's lives.
As in Jonsberg's study, the possibility for connection in the Women
and Creativity course occurred at multiple sites, including this
writer-to-writer interfacing, that together helped to produce an
alternative version of the social world. In this world, women spoke,
wrote, and read from authoritative positions, and their ideas were
heard and taken seriously. In addition, as the teacher, I dramatized
a kind of interest in their thinking that many of the students had
never experienced before. Together, the intertextual layers of this
course served to deprivatize our work and connect it into a larger,
social/cultural context. For the students it made their work with
writing in the course more "real."
Lived Subjectivity
Feminist poststructuralist theory has been an essential
ingredient in this study. The focus of my second research question
was to examine the students' writing for evidence of subjectivity in
process as described in feminist poststructuralist accounts. In this
theoretical terrain, fragmentation and motion are foregrounded.
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Before conducting this study, I found these features of subjectivity
difficult to conceptualize. Because the focus of Proprioceptive
Writing is on following thoughtflow, by gathering together the
students' writing across the semester, I was able to find evidence of
subjectivity in flux as described by theorists; but this evidence was
anchored within lived

subjectivity, as conveyed in the stories of Lee

and Alex described in Chapter 5. Of particular interest in trying to
understand the process of "who these students were/are" as
evidenced in their writing was how writing seemed to come to
influence this process. Lee started to use writing as a way of
"Talking Back," and Alex's thinking began to knit together. Their
writing, however, did not bring them to any definitive point, but
rather it became a way for each of them to articulate and follow her
own movement in and out of struggle. Haug points to the, "day to
day struggle over the hearts and minds of human subjects" (1987,
p.41). The writing in the course functioned as a means for getting at
that day to day struggling.
Deprivatizing Thinking and Writing
Many times in writing this dissertation I have returned to
Orner's contention that, "Feminist poststructuralist discourse views
the struggle over identity within the subject [meaning: the writer]
as inseparable from the struggle over the meanings of identities
and subject positions within the culture at large" (1992, p. 74). I
might add to Orner's contention that this struggling is incessant,
that it takes place in and through language, and that it is always
gendered. Most importantly, Orner's insight points to an eclipsing of
the boundary between who we are and our social world. This
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eclipsing served to alter radically what I came to think we were
doing when we sat down to think and write in this university
setting. The focus of my third research question was to consider the
students' writing in terms of its discursive content. Through this
analytical process, I came to challenge my own ideas about the
relationship between writers and the content of their writing. We
were not writing our private thoughts, although we wrote privately.
We were engaging discursive content - contending with the
dominant discourse of femininity, struggling within heterosexual
relationships, regulating our female bodies, and engaging in the
search for a some kind of refuge. We were negotiating our ways
through relations of power, at the same time that a new subject
position, which also had to be grappled with, was presenting itself
through the course structure.

Directions for Future Research
Before moving to a discussion of the implications for this
study of having used a feminist poststructuralist theoretical
framework as well as a writing process focused only on exploration,
I want to lay out five directions for possible further research that
have emerged from my data collection and analysis.
1. More extended work with thinking in writing. The Women
and Creativity course was only a semester long. By the end of the
course students were visibly more relaxed and in a position to
really use this writing process. The question emerges as to what
could happen for students if they had a way to maintain and
further develop their writing practices. This question points the
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way to a follow-up study to explore more in-depth and extended
work with this kind of writing.
2. Writing's therapeutic effect. Audre Lorde has written of
poetry, though what she writes could be as easily said of writing in
general, that, "It forms the quality of the light within which we
predicate our hopes and dreams toward survival and change, first
made into language, then into idea, then into more tangible action"
(1984, p. 37). The students in the study seemed to discover that
writing can be a way to make sense out of their experiences and
even a way to resist social regulation of what is considered and
accepted as normal/deviant. We need to know more about how
taking up the subject position of thinker/writer and an on-going
engagement with writing come to influence the "lived text."
3. Exploration of controversial idea fields. Within a
poststructuralist framework, given the necessity of examining the
"linguistic surface" (Levine, 1991), we need to know more about
language as a site for contesting socio-cultural meanings as well as
more about how social subjects both construct and come to
reconfigure ideologies, especially within controversial arenas. I
came to discover in the interviews with the students that, for
example, they carried unexamined ideas about feminism. In each
interview, together we were able to follow the logic of that
particular student's ideas. For example, one student thought that in
order to be a feminist, one had to be working at a job in the public
sphere. Given this definition of feminism, this student felt that she
couldn't consider herself to be a feminist because she eventually
wanted to be a mother. In her in-class Write, however, later that
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same week, she had changed her mind. Somehow, through the
exploratory talk of our interview, she had been able to open up a
new subject position, what she termed in her writing, that of a
feminist housewife.
4. The construction of male subjectivity through writing.
Given that the course title tended to draw female students, it was
still happenstance that the members of this study were all women.
There had been male students in each of the other Women and
Creativity courses. It would be additionally valuable to explore the
construction of male subjectivity through this writing process. In
some ways, because greater movement (the world) is signified with
dominant masculinity, it might be more difficult to get at the
instabilities within male subjectivity. Research on the discursive
construction of masculinity is well underway, but this work is (as is
the case with the discursive construction with femininity) mostly
taking place outside the United States (e.g., Corrigan, 1991; Jordan,
1995; Kenway, 1995; Martino, 1995; and Nilan, 1995). Whately
(1991) is one exception.
5. "The Family" as a discursive field. Keeping in mind
Althusser's insight that the family is an institution (1971), the place
or site where cultural lessons are initially conveyed and struggled
over, I opened every interview asking each participant about her
familial influences. We need to know more about families from this
perspective, from a consideration of them as part of the world.
There seems to be a tacit but operative assumption that families are
private nests, unto themselves, creating a kind of blockade between
the individuals which comprise families and the public realm. This
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study has helped me to consider "The Family" as a discursive field
with its own set of sub-discourses. In the interviews there were
three general kinds of families referenced: the "normal" or
"heterosexual nuclear" family; the "created" or "non-traditional"
family; and the "alcoholic" or "dysfunctional" family. These three
areas could be a starting point for further research. This direction
seems particularly relevant at this historical moment within which
a move is underway to fix "The Family" monochromatically.

Implications of a Feminist Poststructuralist Framework
One of the helpful results of analyzing data using a feminist
poststructuralist framework is that it moves into rather than away
from complexity. Lather has pointed out that poststructuralist work
has evolved because the, "dualisms which continue to dominate
Western thought are inadequate for understanding a world of
multiple causes and effects interacting in complex and non-linear
ways, all of which are rooted in a limitless array of historical and
cultural specificities" (1991, p. 21).1 One of the significant efforts of
this dissertation has been continually to reestablish a feminist
poststructuralist theoretical framework. The intent behind this
approach has been insistently to open up to the complex and non¬
linear reality referred to by Lather and to resist the assumptions of
humanist discourse in the process. It has been my premise that,
because it is a dominant discourse that in particular organizes what
is meant by "the self," gender, and language, humanist discourse
will be operative even if not directly spelled out. One of the
features of a dominant discourse is that the ideas within it circulate
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as common sense, as obviousnesses, and, therefore, need not be
explained because they are always assumed. In part this continual
referencing back to feminist poststructuralist theory has been to
remind and alert both myself, the writer and researcher, as well as
potential readers, that there has been an attempt here to move into
new

terrain.
Still why is it so important, so crucial to shatter the humanist

self, especially its innateness? Weedon has suggested that, "the
political significance of decentering the subject and abandoning the
belief in essential subjectivity is that it opens up subjectivity to
change" (1987, p. 33). If we can theorize femaleness and maleness
as fictions, even though fictions that are deeply embedded in
complicated ways in both our psyches and in the social world
(Walkerdine,

1990), then human characteristics and behaviors lose

their gender specificity opening up space for more and other
possible ways to be. The same can be said of language. If language
itself is a site of cultural struggle and not something that exists
intact and apart from human encounters, then meaning loses its
fixity and can be influenced. The idea that meanings do not pre¬
exist, although dominant discourses still work to fix them, serves to
reposition all language users as ones who can create, argue over, or
reject definitions and values.
I often hear complaints about the use of difficult theoretical
terminology and abstract language making ideas inaccessible.
Ellsworth, for example, has made these claims pointedly (1989).
While it is true that inaccessibility positions newcomers outside a
discourse and forces study in order to enter a discursive
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conversation, one of the advantages of unknown terminology is
that, because of its unfamiliarity, it opens up new chains of
signification so that readers cannot easily draw upon other
associations. I sometimes think of theory as telling us what dream
we are in, what image/idea field is being offered towards an
understanding. Like the symbolism in dreams, however, theoretical
meanings are often condensed or detached from the realities
informing them. Still, another kind of theory, another kind of
language may allow us to wake up into another kind of dream.
When I first encountered feminist poststructuralist theory, I
shared my excitement at the movement and possibility it seemed to
open up with a non-academic, feminist/activist friend. "Tell me
what difference this makes to the person on the street!" she
shouted at me. This friend was admonishing me for, in her mind,
losing site of the practical, the everyday. That evening I was having
dinner in a local restaurant where I happened to see a young
woman assisting in the kitchen who had been a student in a
Women's Studies course in which I had done some preparatory
research for this study. We spoke for a few minutes, and I asked
her about her plans. With bright eyes, several earrings looped
through one of her ears, in her white kitchen apron, she excitedly
told me about her plans for graduate school. "I'm a feminist theory
nerd!" she blurted out. This woman had reminded me that when
involved in the everyday, it might be beneficial to have ways to
understand one's involvement. What strikes me about these two
stories is that placed together they point to the need for a practice
informed not by theory (it connotes something distant and still) but
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by theorizing, an on-going attempt to get at the structures, the
assumptions around which practices cohere.

The Implications of Being in Movement through Writing
One subtext of the Women and Creativity course was to
advocate for the subject position of thinker/writer, a position
within which thinking and femaleness could be signified together.
As the course progressed and students weekly wrote and read, they
came to practice taking up this position. Each writer had her
landscape that she entered, explored, and questioned in her writing.
This process of entering and gathering the raw material of one's
own potential art or one's own intellectual inquiries was taken up
by each class member, though with varying degrees of resistance.
Still, even with resistance, the subject position was always offered,
the space to practice engaging it always held, and resistance itself
was not dismissed but greeted as material for further investigation.
The students in this study particularly had to grapple with
taking up their thinker/writer subject positions in the sense that
taking up this position meant the necessity of placing a wedge or
space between this newly available position and the combined,
lived realities of the other contradictory and overlapping discourses
within which they were also positioned. Kristeva (1986f) points out
that writing is impossible without some kind of exile and Haug
(1987) that writing means transgressing "normal" social boundaries.
It is this psychological space or wedge, though difficult to establish,
that contributes to writing's therapeutic effect, the way that writing
helps practitioners such as myself to resist becoming "mentally
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annihilated" by the sometimes "dead-level" of our lives.2 Jonsberg
(1992) has also discussed how feminist poststructuralist theorists
have generally failed to examine their own work with writing as an
active site for resisting dominant discourses in their own lives. Both
this study and Jonsberg's suggest that, in fact, writing can be a very
active site for exploration, resistance, and, in the case of Jonsberg's
study, even the possibility of transformation.
Proprioceptive Writing is about following the movement of
one's own thoughts. The emphasis is on being in movement while
attending to the language that unfolds. Seemingly absolute or stable
places where ideas are held in place are entered and incorporated
into this movement through the use of the Proprioceptive Question
(What do I mean by_?). This question becomes a way for
writers to challenge even their most ingrained assumptions and
move from an understanding of "the self," not as a fixed set of
values, truths, or memories, but as in motion across temporal,
spatial, and relational limits (Lather's "constantly moving"
subjectivity and Kristeva's "sujet en proces"). As writing is practiced
the writer is called to align herself with the possibility of
questioning even that which she is so very sure that she identifies
with or believes.
There is perhaps an odd safety in that alignment. As Lather
writes of deconstruction, it "provides a corrective movement, a
safeguard against dogmatism, a continual displacement" (1991, p.
13) not just in terms of the world we encounter daily but also
within our own thinking. The comparison between Proprioceptive
Writing and deconstruction is apropos. Theorists often attempt to
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explain deconstruction in ways that, to my ear, speak to this kind of
writing: how deconstruction works to maintain
generative/disruptive movement and to organize around practices
that move incessantly both to question the realities we create and
to argue against the tendency to rest inside of the fixed and
accepted categories entrenched within those realities (Caputo, 1987;
Cocks, 1989).
Lather has suggested that texts which enable movement,
"beyond received habits of thought and practice [are] a form of
political intervention" (1991, p. 154). Even though I saw the work
with exploratory writing in the Women and Creativity course as a
form of political intervention in Lather's sense, the students did not
necessarily make that same interpretation. It was enough for the
students to work with and practice the writing which, as I
described in Chapter 4, was always self-confrontive. Still, what the
students did come to experience and to know was that they each
thought about things specific, though not unique, to themselves.
These specific things represented their concerns, what they cared
about, though these representations themselves were not stable.
The structure of the course gave them, in an on-going way, the
opportunity to hear themselves. And through this process they
came increasingly to know of their concerns, to gather other
material around them and to dive in, break them down, and even
come to recreate or renounce them, or at least to hear others
engaged in this kind of process. The students thus began to come
into a more alive relationship to their thinking as recorded and
experienced through their writing. My teaching intention in a way
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had not been to teach writing, but to teach toward the increased
aliveness that can be made possible through writing. At the
beginning of Chapter 4, I made reference to Hannah Arendt's
discussion of thinking as the "dematerialized quintessence of being
alive" (1978, p. 191). Life without thought is like sleepwalking,
Arendt

suggests.

There was no Hollywood ending to the Women and Creativity
course. Over the closing weeks we adhered to the format that had
been followed all semester. My closing feedback, which included
both a letter and out loud individual comments to each student, was
directed not towards a "final" point but towards sending the
students off with/into further speculation. One overarching subtext
that played out off and on in everyone's writing over the course of
the semester was the tension between who a writer had been "back
then," particularly in the face of institutional constraints such as the
family, and whom she was struggling to become. I have attempted
to demonstrate in Chapter 6 how this tension was in part a function
of gender-differentiated

discourses.

In our final Post-Writes both Karen and I, at the time of
writing unknown to the other, responded to this tension between
moving out into the world and leaving home, the familiar, the pull
of what has been. Referencing this subtext, Sasha wrote in this final
session, "I can't seem to leave 523 Wilder St. sometimes." In
response to this dilemma, Karen responded, drawing from her own
experience, this way, "I know for me you can take the girl out of
New Jersey, but you can't take New Jersey out of the girl. I'm not
my mother and I am my mother." Karen's response served to hold,
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not explain away, the complications of who we are, how we
inevitably move forward, onward and outward, but still spiral back
to where we've come from, what has been.
In my own Post-Write I wrote about hearing Maya Angelou in
a television interview discuss how she always carries her Arkansas
childhood with her. Its landscape and the particular markings of
her earlier family life there are vivid, indelible in her mind. I
continued by recalling that Tom Wolfe, on the other hand, has said
that we can never go home again. I then brought these two
oppositional ideas together this way, "Who can say? The truth, the
day-to-day lived experience, its complexity, the mix of who we
were back then and who we are becoming probably lies somewhere
in the middle of these two ideas."
A. L. Becker (1988) has told of his experience in Bali coming
to understand the value of human complicatedness. The Balinese do
not walk down the street in straight lines but instead circle their
way slightly to the left, then to the right. Neither do they build the
doorways to their homes in a direct fashion. A visitor must enter,
then move to the left or to the right around a decorative wall only
to encounter a second wall behind the first, but not directly behind
it, offset a ways, forcing the visitor once again to move to the left or
the right. The Balinese tell elaborate, detailed, overlapping stories,
and their music is created around varying, simultaneous rhythms.
The reason for all of this intricate patterning is that demons think
and move in straight lines. Thus humans, by embracing
complications and being willing to entertain them, can keep the
demons at bay. If we can open up to complexity, it is my belief that
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we may come to realize how little is really known about the world
and that what passes for knowledge may be disguised attempts to
simplify and flatten our existence: an invitation to the demons. As
one of the students wrote in her final Write, "I keep untangling the
knots, just to later find out that there are more that need to be
untangled."
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Notes
1 Mimi Orner (1992, p. 78), however, attributes this same
citation to A. Jardine (1985) Gvnesis: Configurations of Woman and
Modernity. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, p. 24.
2 In early November we visited the Women's History
Archives at a nearby women's college. The librarians, using archival
material, told us the story of Fanny Fern, one of the most renowned
writers of her day. In an article in the New York Ledger Fanny Fern
had written:
I look around and see innumerable women, to whose
barren, loveless life this would be improvement and
solace, and I say to them, write! Write, if it will make
life brighter, or happier, or less monotonous. Write! it
be a safe outlet for thoughts and feeling. . .[L]ift
yourselves out of the dead-level of your lives. . .Fight
oppose it, for your own sakes and your children's! Do
be mentally annihilated by it (August 8, 1867).
See Joyce Warren's biography, Fanny Fern: an independent
woman. Copyright 1992 by Joyce W. Warren.
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APPENDIX A
COURSE SYLLABUS
Women and Creativity
Fall 1995, Education 397F

Kaitlin Briggs
51 Coyle St.
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 773-1332

Overview of The Course:
Rather than utilizing the stage model of creativity with its
emphasis on production, the creative act itself will be the basis for
work in this course. The creative act is characterized by, what Rollo
May calls, "encounter" and by intensity, developed and sustained
over time. Encounter has both expressive and receptive dimensions.
We will be working with both dimensions, with an "ear" toward
discovering the balance between them.
Secondary to the quality of attention that constitutes the
creative act is its language or medium. Although creativity
embodies many symbolic modes, our focus will be with writing.
That means we will be working in the world of thought, words and
voices - our own. For this experiential component of the course, we
will use a specific writing form called Proprioceptive Writing, as
developed and taught by Dr.'s Linda Trichter Metcalf and Tobin
Simon at The Proprioceptive Writing Center in Portland, Maine.
Women generally have been either the source of inspiration
for male writing (the muse), absent altogether from writing, or the
subject of writing, but rarely have been established as authors
themselves. This course will offer time and space for all students to
take up positions as ones who think, write, and create. I think of
this work as exploratory, as taking place behind the scenes or
underground. Attempts to understand the work of creation
foreground and mythologize individual potential and achievement,
but little attention has been given to the socio-cultural conditions
out of which creative work does or does not emerge. George Eliot
writes at the end of Middlemarch. "For there is no creature whose
inward being is so strong that it is not greatly determined by what
lies outside it." Although Eliot's comment suggests a self that is
somehow pure and removed from the world, it does point the way
to the larger forces shaping individual lives.
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Through the reading in this course we will attempt to
understand some of the forces operating in other women's lives in
order to help us both imagine and articulate the forces that do and
do not operate in our own. What has been prohibitive? How has it
been prohibitive? How have these writers been able to write?
These forces include ethnic/cultural background, the church,
schooling, the family (itself entangled within the institutions of
marriage and motherhood), ideologies of sexuality and romance, the
legal system, government regulation, the medical establishment and
social identities derived from various intersections of class, skin
color, and gender, among others. Although writing across a wide
spectrum of social and cultural locations, all of these authors are our
contemporaries.
The Work of the Course:
1. The initial focus in the course will be on how to write using
the methodology of Proprioceptive Writing, including: presentation
of the integral components of this writing form (and how it differs
from other writing forms); practice using it; explanation of the
underlying principles of reading the writing and the teacher to
student feedback process; as well as information about how to be,
think, write and learn in this kind of a group "alone in the presence
of others."
Students are expected to write three times each week for the
duration of the semester. One of these times will be in class. The
other two, students must complete outside of class on their own.
The result of this effort will that students will have their own
writing practices in place by the end of the course.
2. The reading for the course will include the following texts
which can be purchased at the Atticus Book Store in downtown
Amherst:
How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents by Julia Alvarez
Bananaheart and Other Stories by Marie Hara
Talking Back: thinking feminist, thinking black by bell hooks
Crossing Ocean Parkway: Readings by an Italian American
Daughter by Marianna De Marco Torgovnick
Readings will also include a collection of work still in progress - Real
Life Stories by Mary Johnston - to be handed out in class.
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3. The course will also include a Final Project due on Nov.
29th. For this project students will be asked to review their writing
over the course of the semester. Specific guidelines will be passed
out in early November.

The

Schedule:

Sept. 6: Overview of the course
Sept. 13: Introduction to the Metcalf-Simon Practice of
Proprioceptive Writing
Sept. 20: How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents
Sept. 27:
Oct. 4: Talking Back
Oct. 11: No class - Monday class schedule
Oct. 18: "Just Another Girl on the I.R.T." directed by Leslie Harris
Oct. 25: Bananaheart and Other Stories
Nov. 1: Writing by Mary Johnston
Nov. 8: Visit to the Women's History Archives at Smith College
Nov. 15: Crossing Ocean Parkway
Nov. 22: No class
Nov. 29: "Italian American" directed by Martin Scorsese; Final
Project due
Dec. 6:
Dec. 13: Last class
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Additional

Requirements

and

Expectations:

Because of the process work orientation in this course,
attendance in class is mandatory. It is also crucial that you be ready
to work at 12:30.
This is a Pass/Fail course. Any student who can not take this
course Pass/Fail needs to see me right away.
Students will need the following materials: a candle, a
Baroque music tape, a stapler, and a ream of unlined white paper.
Some white paper needs to be brought to class every week.
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW GUIDE

Possible

Discursive

Traces (to explore)

The Family (values and expectations)
Class Position
The Church
Schooling
Ethnic/Cultural History
How to be a girl
Sexuality
Films, videos, music, other popular cultural products
Important world, national, regional events, or figures
The Medical Establishment
Government Regulation

What has been important?
How has it allowed you to do certain things or be certain ways?
How has it prevented you from doing certain things or being certain
ways?
What contradictions or tensions have been produced?
How have you resolved the contradictions?
How do you live with them?
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APPENDIX C
MATRIX DESIGN FOR RESEARCH QUESTION 1

Class 1

Class 2

Important class events
(from fieldnotes)

Important individual
moments in Writes
(from students' textual
histories)
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Class 13

APPENDIX D
MATRIX DESIGN FOR RESEARCH QUESTION 2

Class 1

Class 2

Class 13

What's going on in
this student's
writing?

1
1
1
1
1
1

I
1
1
1
1
1

Intertextual/
theoretical
pieces

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

What the Write
demonstrates
about subjectivity
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1
1
1
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